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INTRODUCTION 

The Troilus and Crise~ by Geoffrey Chaucer is a literary 

creation of insuperable artistry, philosophical depth and 

aesthetic value. Although Chaucer himself called his "litel bok" 

a "tragedye" (V, 1786)1, critics have taken the liberty of 

classifying itas a romance, a psycho logical .nove 1 and a drama; 

however, with its highly structured prosody and the lyrical 

stance of the poet, the Troilu..§._~n~ Criseyde~ must be categorized 

a tragic poem. The classical symmetry of its five book structure, 

the prefacing of each book with a proem or prologue, and the 

conclusion in the form of the epilogue, all give an architectural 

balance \vhich must be critically appreciated from a strictly 

formal viewpoint. This apparent simplicity, however, must not 

be construed as the formulating principle of a relatively shallow 

work, for fundamentally, the Troilus is a profoundly moving poem 

involving diverse characterization, suspenseful nqrrative progress 

and a complex thematic development. 

The proem to Book I of Troil~_.?Jld 9:J:..~ opens with 

a brief r~sum' of the plot of the entire poem: 

The double sorwe of Troilus to tellen, 
That was the kyng PriamLls sone of Troye, 
In lovynge, how his aventures fellen 
Fro wo to \<Jele, and after out of joie, 
Ny purpos is, er that I parte fro ye.(I, 1-5) 

1 F. 1'1. Robinson, eel. The Y'lorks of Geoffrey Chauc~E 
(Boston: Houghton Hifflin, 1933; 2nd eel., 1957). Subsequent 
references to !~oilus ai]d Cr~is~yde_ \vill be fron1 this edition~ 

(UJ.) 



Although t,ventieth century masters of suspense would flinch 

at such a blatant disclosure at the outset of the poem, 

this revelation \Voule! in no way dismay the thirteenth century 

audience since the story of Troy 'vas ,vell l~no'\1I1 from a variety 

of sources. An historical \1ecounting \Vas available either 

Be 11.LI!2jani by Dictys Cretensis; the former gave the Trojan 

rendition, the latter the Greek version. Another account from 

a medieval viewpoint was rendered by Guido de Columpnis in his 

the Trojan wars had already received poetic treatment by Homer, 

/0.... • 
as vleU as by the medievalists Benoit de Sainte-HauLe in the 

Therefore, the initial outline of the plot in the opening lines, 

is hardly a revelation but merely a brief synopsis of events 

already familiar to Chaucer's contemporaries. 

Apart from the fragmentary details of the narrative, the 

introductory 1i11-15£ a Iso serve t.he purpose of intrmJtlcing the 

protagonist and of establis.hing a regal setting. "Fro lJO to wele, 

and after Ol1t of joie" also suggests the circular movement in 

Ivhich the general action of the poem evolves. Since this tale 

invo lves the lIaventures II of Troi Ius "in lovynge ll
, Chaucer 

addresses himself directly to all lovers Hho IIbathen in·gladnesse" 

(1,22) and implores of them to recall "passed hevynesse" (1,2L,'), 

lithe adversHe/Of othere folk" (1,25--6) and to Coilsider the 

(iv) 



possibility that perhaps they have "wonne hym with to gret an 

II (I 2") 2 ese>, _0 • Chaucer I S avoT:Jed intention is twofold: first, 

to ShOH IISwich peyne and '''a as Loves folk endure ll (1,34) and, 

second, to pray for those "that ben despeired/ In love" (1,36). 

By revealing the pain of lovers, yet at the same time bettering 

their cause through prayer, Chaucer has the additional personal 

hope of achieving his m-111 salvation: 

For so hope I my sowle best avaunce, 
To prey for hem that Loves servauntz be, 
And Hrite hire T:IO, and lyve in charite. (1,47-9) 

This attitude must not be construed as self·-indulgence, but 

simply as a manifestation of medieval Christianity. As expressed 

by Robertson and nupp~: IICharity is thus as informing principle 

of medieval thought, providing the inspiration for and controlling 

the bent of all T:rritten attempts t<!5 set forth truth, For truth 

is charity, and like charity must be approached through faith and 

hope",3 True charity involves lIcompassioun" (1,50), the love of 

the sinner but not the sin. Chauce-c himself wLH "lyve in charite" 

(I ;L,·9) but IILoves servauntz" are not to be so graced; a 11 Chaucer 

can do is pray for them to "ben at ease" (1,43) and "write hire 

\\lOll (1,1+9), The cleavage bet\veen tHO different kinds of love, 

that of charity and that of "Loves servauntz", is established 

2 A varity of oplnlons are extant as to the identity of the 
narrator. Some critics assume that the speaker is Chaucer; others 
deny this, allegi.ng that the narrator has his OH11 separate identity 
quite cl:i.stinct f1:om that of Chaucer the poet. For the purposes of 
this thesis, the narrator will be regarded as Geoffrey Chaucer, 
the poet. 

3 / 
;J. \oJ. Robertson & 13. F. Huppe, ~}_ers_})_lsmman _i!Wsl 

Sc;:j:.ptur_~l Tra~l:.U: ... on (Princetoll: lSJ5l) , p.l2. 

(v) 



The prologue concludes with a reminder of the "double 

sor\Ves" (1,54) of Troilus, the introduction of Criseyde and 

the prediction of hO\-17 tlshe forsook hym er she deyde" (1,56). 

The Troilus and Criseyde is ostensibly another rendition of the 

story of Troy, although Chaucer himself denies any concern for 

historical fact: 

But how this t01;vn com to d'€struccion 
Ne fa11eth naught to purpos me to telle; 
For it were here a long digression 
Fro my matere, and yow to long to dwelle. 
But the Troian gestes, as they felle, 
In Omer, or in Dares, or in Dite, 
Hhoso that kan may rede hem as they \Vrite. (LIL:.1-7) 

For the historical background, Chaucer directs his audience 

to Homer, Dares or Dictys; but his OHn "matere" involves 

something more urgent, something far more fun,elemental than mere 

dates and events. Yet his avm'lcd intention not to discuss 

Ilhow this town com to elestruccion" is not to be too rE:~adily 

accepted at face value, for although historical fact is not 

Chaucer's prime interest, the 'raventures' of Troilus "in lovynge" 

Troy and the eventua 1 dmvnfa 11 of the once great city. 

The one aspect of this prologue intentionally bypassed until 

this point is the invocation of Thesiphone:4 

4 

Thesiphone, thaw help me for t'endite 
Thise \'lOful vers, that wepen as I wr ite. 

To the clepe I, thow goddessc of torment, 
T11O\v cruwe 1 Fur ie, sonvyngc ever e yn peyne, 
Help me, that am the sorwful instrument, 
That helpeth loveres, as I kan, to pleyne. (1,6-11) 

-------_._--... -._-----------------

~lso spelled: Tesiphone, Tisiphone 

(vi) 



The invocation of a deity is a classical device described by 

Daniel C. Boughner as an element of epic grandeur used ex-

tensively by the poet: IlChaucer enhances this epic dignity by 

means of the invocations, another device of classical epic.'~ 

The prologue to Book I is the introduction not only of the first 

book, but also of the entire poem; therefore, although Thesiphone 

is invoked for Book I, her influence prevails throughout the 

action of the entire work. Of equally vital significance is 

Chaucer's invocation of a different deity in each ensuing book: 

Cleo for Book II; Venus for Book III; Fortune for Book IV. 

In each case, the deity invoked controls or affects the action 

of the immediate book; yet the sphere of influence extends outside 

the limits of the book concerned and can be perceived as per-

meating the atmosphere of future as well as anteri.or events. 

Hodern critics tend to treat these invocations either as quaint 

decorations or as superficial embellishments, dismissing them 

summarily without a full penetration of the depth or range of 

meani.ng inherent in the role of each deity. It is the purpose 

of this thesis to study each invocation, the characteristics 

of the deity and her scope of influence both in the relevant book 

and in the poem as a whole, with the aim of shedding new light on 

the major themes of Chaucer IS Troi Ius an .. <L-fEi-~ .. ~g~. 

---~----.. - .. ---------.----.. ----
5 

Duniel Co Boughner, "Elements of Epic Grandeur in the 
:!'..roi)l1[~")~, VI (1939), 200-1.0. Reprinted in qla'::!E~~~~:tiEism: 
Tr.2.i1.u.!?_arl~:LCriseydeJ5::~lle rIi,.!10i:.]oems, Vol. II, cds. Richard 
J. Schoeck & Jerome Taylo:.:.- (Notre Dame: 1961), p. 191. 

(vii) 
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I 

THESIPHONE 

Traditionally, the style of opening a classical or 

medieval literary Hark is wtth the invocation of a deity. A 

fe,v examples will illustrate that the convention is a common 

one: "I pray for inspi.ration" (Virgil: The Ae~eid); "My 

spirit is touched by Pier ian fire" (Stat ius : The Thebaid); 

II 0 Huses, 0 high Genius strengthen me!t'I' (Dante: The Infc:t;!2Q.). 

The divinities invoked may be referred to either generally as in 

Virgil and Statius or specifically as in Dante; nevertheless, 

the purpose remains constant--namely the entreaty for divine 

guidance in artistic creation. 

This convention is introduced and elaborated upon by 

Giovanni Boccaccio in the opening Hnes of 11_ Fil~ratro: 1 

Some are \vont to invoke the favour of Jove 
in their pious beginnings; others call upon the 
strength 0 f Apo 110. I t Has my ,vay to pray to the 
muses of Parnassus ,,,hen I had need, but of late 
love has made me change my old and fixed custom 
since I have heen enalllOUy-@dof thee, my laEly. . ... 
Thou art my Jove, thou art my Apollo, thou art my muse; 
this I have proved and this I kno'·l. (Canto I) 

The full implication of this rejection of the traditional 

deities can only be fully appreciated in vieH of their respective 

roles. The ruler of the gods is Jove, the supreme deity; his 

son is Apollo, the god of music and poetry; Apollo's companions 

1 
R. K. 

1964.), p. 31. 
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are the nine muses, deities of the various manifestations 

of poetry and . 2 musJ.c. Jove, Apollo and the Muses are the 

usual deities invoked for poetic inspiration. In a deliberate 

abandonment of the traditional sources of inspiration, Boccaccio 

chooses instead his true love: "0 fair lady, _ • _. govern my Hit 

in the work 1 am nOl'] to \oJl"ite."3 The transference of divine 

attributes to a mere mortal in the 'lines "Thou art my Jove, thou 

art my Apollo, thou art my muse" is explicit idolatry and sets 

the stage for the ensuing tragic love affair. 

This examination of Boccaccio is illuminating since 

LL.Filostrato is acknmvledged to be the direct source of Chaucer's 

invocation with Boccaccio's reveals that Chaucer also discards 

the traditional deities; instead of Jove, Apollo or the muses, 

Chaucer selects Thesiphone, one of the three Furies, a virtual 

alien in the realm of literary inspiration: 

Thesiphone, thaw help me for t'endite 
Thise ";'JO£ul vers, that wepen as I write. 

To the clepe I, thow goddesse of torment, 
ThOl,7 cruwe 1 Fur le, son,)ynge evere yn peyne, 
Help me, that am the sorwful instrument, 
That helpeth laveres, as I kan, to pleyne. (1,6-11) 

In critical scholarship there are various explanations proffered 

for Chaucer's choice of Thesiphone; the suggested reasons range 

in scope from obvious assumptions based solely on the poetic 

----------

. 2 Th~ nine muses are: Cleo, Euterpe, Thalia, Melpoemene, 
Terpsichore, Erato, Polyhymnia, Urania, Calliope, 

3 R. K. Gordon, :D~_§torx of Troilus, p.31. 
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text to more erudite conclusions foundec1on medieval research 

and commentary. 

In the category of "o"bviou[l assumptions" are the V1ei,;7S 

expressed by Kemp l-la10ne on the role of Thesiphone: 

This description (1,6-11) reflects the medieval 
vim,;7 that the Furies not only made others suffer but 
also themselves had perpef:ual suffering to bear, a 
viei,;7 which rested on post··c lass ica 1 if not on classical 
authority. A goddess sorrmving as \-.7811 as tormenting may 
have seemed to the poet a helper more suitable than the 
god of Love, who inflicted torments on others but had 
no sorrows himself.4 

Thesiphone's dual role of tormentor and sufferer, evident in 

"thm-l goddesse of torment, / Thm-J crmvel Furie, sonvynge evere 

yn peyne" complements Chaucer IS mvn stance to the extent that 

he himself as narrator suffers extensive personal anguish and 

"compassioun" for the lovers; however, since 1-1alone does not 

enlighten the reader \-lith an expansion of his flpost-c1assical" 

or lie lassieal authorityll, the value of his assessment is \vithout 

foundation. His further suggestion that an invocation of the god 

of Love is less suitable because this god does not suffer is 

primarily a love story, then the proper inv.ocation should surely 

be the god of Love in spite of his lack of empathy. Since 

Chaucer chooses instead to invoke Thesiphone, she must have 

wider implications than the personal suffering stressed by 

Kemp Ha1.one. 

--------"---------
1+ Kemp Nalone, C!~:.PJ:~r~~_s,;hau_~_~E (Baltimore: Johns 

Hopkins, 1951.), p.108. 



An appreciation of the value of the proems in relation 

Horton H. Bloomfield. In his appraisal of Thesiphone, he makes 

the following assertion: "She is a sorroHi.ng Fury, as Dante had 

taught Chaucer to view her. She i.s responsible for the torment 

of humans, but she \'leeps for her actions. ,,5 This statement is 

a curious mixture of half-truths. Host assuredly, the Furies of 

Dante's Inferno are hideous, serpentine creatures, who claw their 

breasts with ceaseless moaning: 

Homen they \·,ere in body and attitude, 
And they Here girt Hith bright green hydras round. 
For hair they had small snakes and horn'd vipers 
About the ghastness of their temples Hound. 
He recognizing well the ministers 
Who serve the queen of sorrow that hath no cease, 
Said to me: "Hark now the Erynnes fierce! 
The Fury upon the left ~egaera is; 
Alecto is she that clamours on the right; 
Twixt them Tisiphone." Then he held his peace. 
Each at her breast was c la'iving, and then ,,,auld smite 
Her body "'ith the palms; so loud their moan, 6 
I pressed close to the poet in Illy fright. (InX. IX,43-Sl) 

In thai}:' re latioDships -with mortals, B1Qomfie ld oBser-ves 

a. compassion in the Furies "Jhich is not grounded on literary 

fact. According to Dante, the role of the Furies, collectively, 

is to intercept travellers in the underHorld, changing them into 

stone for eternity. Although they rage and Heep, they are, never-

theless, relentl(~ss in their persecutions, never missing an 

.5 Horton H. Bloomfield,"Distance and Predestination in 
l'roilus and Criseycie H, PHLA, LXXII (1957), ll~--26. Reprinted in 
CI1al1ce-;-C~:itici~m, v01'~-II~- eds. R. Schoeck & J. Taylor (Notre 
Dal;e-~:1-961)-,-p·. 202. 

6 
Dante, The Portable Dante, ed. Paolo Milano (New York: 

Viking Press, 1965T:--p-:-/+-7-:-----·----· 
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opportunity to harass an unsuspecting sojourner; indeed, the 

only exception is Dante himself who succeeds in bypassing the 

Furies I torments because of Virgi l' s safe conduct. Non~over, 

Bloomfield's assumption that "Dante had taught Chaucer" rests 

on precarious tenets, Dantean influence is a distinct poss-

ibi lity if not a probability, but one ",hich must not prec lude other 

avenues of persuasion. To say that "Dante had taught Chaucer" is 

a possible oversimplification ",hich inadvertently limits and 

restricts Chaucer's sources and influence. Bloomfield's further 

proposal that Thesiphone "is also in a sense the invoker himself 

who puts himself in his poem in a similar role ,
!7 is an interesting 

speculation yet one ",hich does not rest on textual autho'rity and 

is therefore fallacious because it presumes too much. Although 

Bloomfield is more specific than Halone in naming Dante as 

his post-classical authority, their conclusions are ultimately 

the same in their mutual emphasis on the personal sufferings of 

Thesiphone. 

This same vie\\7 is propounded by F. N. Robinson: "Chaucer t s 

conception of the Furies appears to be a blending of the classical 

notion of the goddesses ,'7ho inflict torment Hith Dante's 

description of them as eternally suffering".8 Curiolls J.)' enollzh, 

a\lthough Robinson ackno\vledges other sources for the invocation 

of Thesiphone, he fails to elaborate on any further possibilities, 

7 
:f.bj,9_" p.202. 
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settling instead for this supposed synthesis of the classical 

and the medieval. By so dOing, Robinson virtually rejects alter-

nate sources, and thereby closes all other avenues of influence 

in much the same ,·my as does Bloomfield. This is much too 

restrictive an attitude on. the part of Robinson "7ho as one of the 

foremost editors of Chaucer is so ,·,ide ly read and so highly 

esteemed. 

Echoing all of these views is Sanford Heech 'vho in an 

othen-lise perceptive analysis of the Iroj)us, seems to rely 

too heavily on these lines: 

For weI sit it, the sothe for to seyne, 
A woful wight to han a drery feere, 
And to a sorHful tale, a sory chare. (1,12-q.) 

As ]vfeech comments: "He (Chaucer) invokes Thesiphone as a 

patroness appropriate both for the sad story and for himself 

lOts' SOl,"1-.0<·.,fLll teJ.ler lt
•
9 '\Jt' h tl' t . l'"t , _ J:\, noug 1],5 concep 1S exp lCT 

in the lines quoted, there are further implications 'untapped 

by this Buperficial analysis. 

One recent scholar who addresses himself exclusively to 

a study of the prologues and the role of the narrator is George 

J. Sommer. Recapitulating much of Kemp Malone's criticism, 

Sommer suggests that there are t,vo other reasons ,"hy Greek 

mythology is relevant: "tradition called fOl~ an invocation to 

someone selected from among those in the pantheon and the story 
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itself is about characters and a situation set in the Troy of the 

Trojan Harll,lO Although phrased in highly ambiguous terms, 

Sommer's t'·70 reasons seem to be that of tradition and history, 

Hhcther or not this latter assumption is correct, as to the story 

being about Troy, is not relevant at this point; what is re"levant 

is that he does not establish any relationship between Troy and 

Thesiphone although this connection seems to be one of his main 

tenets, His former reason--namely that of tradition--is a 

drastic oversimplification in which the fallacy is so obvious 

as to be lamentable. The traditional objects of entreaty are 

those already observed in Boccaccio's brief discourse (See p.l). 

If a figure from pagan mythology vms all Chaucer required, he need 

not have by-passed Jove, Apollo and the nine muses; clearly, the 

deity invoked had to assume a role of unusual dimenSions, a role 

far more extensive than that suggested by Sommer. 

Those critics considered so far tend to identify the role 

of Thesi-phOl:l@" -strict ly in terms of the poetic text, exe luding 

or avoiding external mythological re"ferences. The internal 

approach is of paramount importance and mllst be treated as sLlch; 

hOVl(wer, external influences, sllch as Bloomfield's and Robinson's 

reference to Dante, must also be studied keeping in mind the 

inherent risk of becoming too restrictive in the interpretation 

selected. As already noted, Robinson's highly selective attitude 

"-------"------

10 George J. Sommer, "The Narrator of the T~_~_lus a.!.l_~_ 
~j.sey.~L~: A Study of the Prohemia and Epilogue", (Fordham! 1963), 
p .l~l. 
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narrows the possibility of further critical approaches. The 

value to be derived from considerations of external references 

cannot be overly recommended especially-if a scientific approach 

is adopted and an open mind maintained. 

One cd. tic ",ho has assessed the role of Thesiphone in terms 

of external medieval commentary is D. ~V. Robertson. Quoting 

from Trivet's commentary on Boethius, Robertson states~ 

The furies are three l,·mmen \.]ith serpentine hair ",ho are 
so named because of "three pass ions vJhich produce many 
perturbations in the hearts of men, and at the sarne 
time make them transgress in such a \vay that they are 
not permitted to take any regard either for their fame or 
for any dangers which beset them. These are Hrath, ",hich 
desires vengeance, cupidity, l,,,hich desires ",ealth, and 
libido l,.Jhich desires pleasures. Hence they are called 
'avengers of crimes' because crimes are always accompanied 
by mental pain. And they may be ordered according to 
their etymologies, for Alecto means 'incessant ' and 
s:l.gnifies cupidity; Thesiphone means 'voice', and sig
nifies libido; Megara means 'great contention ' and 
signifies wrath."ll 

This medieval cOlTU11entary on the nature of the three Furies 

reveals their id~Qsyncrasies as well as their collective influ-

ence on the Individual they attack. Wrath, cupidity and iibido 

are the characteristi~s, respectively, of Megal'a, Alecto and 

Thesiphone~ those besieged by the Furies lose all regard for 

reputation or personal safety. Robertson applies this commen-

relating Thesiphone's etymology ,oJhich signifies libido, to the 

theme of love in the poem. Thesiphone's kind of love leads to 
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'\70" and stands in marked contrast to the charitable love which 

Chaucer himself adopts as he prays "for hem that Loves servauntz 

be ". Inherent in the ro le· of Thesiphone is the tendency tm'Jard 

libidinous love) the very love ",hich possess.es Troi Ius) lead ing 

to his abandonment of reason, neglect of personal sa:[ety and dis

regard for reputation. By applying Trivet's commentary on 

Thesiphone to her role in the Troilus and Criseyde, Robertson 

reaches far more erudite conclusions than those displayed by the 

other critics considered. Such a specific categorization of the 

Furies and their roles is not to be found else~·;'here in recent 

criticism; indeed, the tendency seems to be tOVlard such lax 

generalizations as already observed in Malone, Bloomfield, 

Robinson, Meech and Sommer. 

By relating Thesiphone I s function in the Tro_il~s and 

Criseyde to the thematic development in the poem as a \-Ihole, 

Robertson demonstrates an historically justifiable approach 

'itl1i-ch peints the way to further pOBBibi lities in cri tica 1 research. 

A study of mythological treatises and literary sources, both 

classical and medieval, reveals that the Furies have a variety 

of characteristics and a diversity of roles. Some of these 

functions apply to the Troilu~ while others seem to have no 

immediate connection. By assessing the role of Thesi.phone in 

external sources and applying these findings to the TroQ~!~~i 

~ris~yde, a fuller understanding of Chaucer's major themes can 

be acquired and a keener sensitivity to his purposes be deu~\oped. 
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The jirst to be considered are the major mythological handbooks 

1·,hich T:~ere most assuredl), kn0I>711 to Chaucer simply by their 

popularity and influence in medieval scholarly circles. 

With the advent of Christianity, the pagan deities did not die, 

but underHent a gradual metamorphosis Hhich resulted in a 

lIminglinz (ofJthe most diverse forms and ideas [and ~J 

fusing Co~]Christian allegory Hith the ancient symbols of 

the barbarian religions ff
•
l2 The lasting testimonial to the 

widespread interest in pagan mytholo~y is the large number of 

mythological treatises \)hich record the deities) their 

characteristics and functions as 111211 as allegOi_'izing the more 

licentious passages in an effort to ameli.orate Christian 

antipathy. 

Fulgcntius (468-533) in Hhich the 17m:ies m:e described as fo11.0"1S: 

Ruic quoque etiam tres Furias deseruire dicunt, 
quarum prima Allect.o (secunda Tisiphone, tel-tia Hegera); 
Allecto enimGr{!{:@ inpausabiHs dicitur.; Tisiphone Butem 
quasi tuton phol1e, id est ista=~u::l vox; Hege-za autem quasi 
megale eris, id est magna contentio. Primum est ergo non 
pausando furiam concipere, secundum est in voce erumpere, 
tertium iurgium protelare. l3 

The three Furies are listed according to their etymologies and 

their respective interpretations: Alecto breeds fury, Thesiphone 

12 Jean Seznec, Th_~_SurY-t~~.<D_._gK _!.}1:.~ .. J'§'E\~}.~g9ds_ (Pantheon: 1953), 
Bollingen Series XXXCIII, p.121. 

1.3 Fabius Planci.ades Ful[;eIlti.us, tL~._~.().lQ.gJ.<~~un~_l.:.L~E2,----In.':..~., 
in QLe_r.:~, eel. Rudo Hus H(·~ 1m (Lips i.?(O': ).89t1), p. 20--1. 
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causes vocal eruptions, Negara incites actual strife, Although 

these are the same names and etymologies cited by Robertson, 

there is no comment made on the passions and perturbations 

created in the hearts and minds of the men affected. 

One of the most remarkable compilations of medieval knowledge, 

ranging in scope from "De Grammatica" (Liberl) to "De Navibus 

Aedificiis et Vestibus" (Liber XIX), and including such topics 

as rhetoric, arithmetic, music, astronomy. medicine, botany, 

of Seville (560-636). In the chapter entitled "Ecclesia et Sectis" 

there is a survey of pagan mythology in ,,,hich the fa llmving 

description occurs: 

Aiunt et tres Furias [eminas crinitas serpentibus 
propter tres affectus, quae in animis hominum multas 
perturbationes gignunt, et interdum eogunt ita delin
quere, ut nee famae nec periculi sui respectum habere 
permittant. Ira, quae vindictam cupit: cupiditas, 
quae desiderat opes: libido, quae appetit voluptates. 
Quae ideo Furiae appellantur, quod stimulis suis 
mentem feriant et quietam esse non sinant. l4 

Although the Furies are not named individually, their appearances 

and activities are clearly defined, for these three females with 

serpentine hair ,. influence the minds of men in sl1ch a VJay that 

those affected take no heed either for reputation Or for hazards. 

So great are the perturbations of mind ~lich they create that 

the recipient knm'Js no rest. Hhat Isidore does differentiate clearly 

are the three distinct attitudes and the equally distinctive 

--------.----~---------------... ---.. ---------------
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influences of each Fury, One has a propensity tQ1;vard ,vrath; one 

toward cupidity; one to\vard libido. Ivrath produces a desire 

for vengeance; cupidity an inordinate desire for worldly wealth; 

libido, a craving of the sensual appetites. In the Troilus 

an(~_~!"_is~'y..5!~ Hrath, cupidity and libido are all present in the 

protagonist in varying degrees and at various stages of the action. 

Troilus' first impulse, in seeing Criseyde is one of libidinous 

desire; his blind obsession in the pursuit and possession of 

Criseyde is cupidity in its most excessive degree; his wrath 

~len he finally perceives Criseyde's disloyalty is followed by 

the determined (if frustrated) pursuit of vengeance on the 

"sodein Diomede", Although Isidore does not name the Furies 

individually, their basic characteristics and influences are all 

discernible specifically in the character and actions of Troilus. 

Another handbook of mythology compiled in the Middle 

!!~~r Re~_ti. The first mythographer restates the etyma logiGS 

of each Fury in much the same way as Fulgentius does including 

a description of their serpentine hair: 

Tres Furias, dictas Eumenidas, P1utoni 
dicllnt deservire. Quarum prima Alecto Graece 
I.!!!pausabili~_ dicitur; Tisiphone> id est isj~ar~~ 
yo~; :Hegaera > _ ~uaei !!lc~2;na c'2::!tenti~. Ha.e pro crinibus 
habcnt angues. 1 

15 
Georgius Henricus Bode, §C)~LE!-ores Rer~)'I'LS.l..?:l.carum Latini 

Tr~ R~118_.e NL~~~~p~::..~_ti: (Ce IUs; ItJ3L}), I> 109, p. 55. 
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The second mythographer also names each Fury, elaborating 

some~lat on the first account: 

Plutoni tres deserviunt Furiae, Noctis et 
Acheruntis filiae, serpentibus crinitas, quae 
et Eumenides .. ,., .Primum ,est ergo non ,pausando .tureFe, 
secundum in voces erumpere, tertium iurgium 
protelare. 16 

Added in this description is ihe identification of the Furies 

as the daughters of Night and i\cheron, dedicated to the service 

of Pluto, god of the underworld. 

A unique role of the Furies as avengers is revealed by the 

first mythographer in the story of Clytemnestra and Orestes. 

On returning home from the Trojan Hal', Agamemnon is murdered 

by his 1\Iife, Clytemnestra and her lover, Aegisthus; vengeance, 

however, is taken by Orestes, the son of Agamemnon and Clytemnestj~a., 

who murders both his mother and her lover. 

Qui socii Pyladis admonitu, ad evitandas 
Furias templum Apollinis ingressus, quum 
exire, invas~run~ ~um F~riae17 Hine est: 
Squ0 sedent 1n 11mlne Dlrae. 

vellet 
Ultrice-

For his act of vengeance, Orestes is destined to remain forever 

in the dHelling of the Furies, or expressed otherwise, under 

their constant harassment. In the T:coilus an~L_g.Eisey':d~_} \"hen 

Pandarus wishes to rouse Troilus' jealousy, he fabricates another 

lover for Criseyde called "Horaste", a variant of Orestes. 

16 1b' 1 . ~., II , 12., p; 77 . 

17 1b"d 
, -~-., 
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There is an inherent irbny in choosing for Criseyde's fictitious 

lover, a figure \'1ho is not only the classic avenger of adultery, 

but also the traditional example of one harried to his death by 

the Furies--the same deities invoked by Chaucer for poetic inspir-

ation. In modern studies of mythology the avenging attitude of 

the Furies is the one most often recounted: !!They are avengers 

of crimes, especially of murder and crimes committed against a 

parent or other close blood relative!!.18 This commonly held 

conception of the Furies as avengers is recorded, with the 

E~tyrnologies, in the handbook of the Vatican mythographers. 

Another lasting tesfimonial to the popularity of pagan 

Qentilium Libri, in which selections from Fulgentius and f'X-

cerpts from literature systematically describe the origins and 

activities of the Greek and Roman divinities. The Furies 

are first presented collectively as the daughters of Acheron and 

of Night; then each one is considered i.ndividually. The 

survey of Thesiphone opens in this manner: 

Thesiphone Furiarum secunda est Acherontis et Noctis 
filia, quam sic designat Ovidius: Nec mora, Thesiphone 
mad-efactam sanguine summit Importuna facem, fluvidoque 
cruore rubcntem Induitur pallam, tor toque incingitur angue, 
Egrediturque domo. Luctus comitatllr ellntem Et Pavor et 

. . - 19 Terror trepldoque Insanla vultu •.••. ' 

18 
G. H. Kirbvooc1, A Short Guide to Classical HY!1:l0 logy_ 

(Cornell: 1959), p.46. 
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This excerpt is typical of the entire account Hhich portrays 

all the Furies as grotesques wielding blood-dripping torches 

and vrrithing snakes ,,,hi Ie accompanied by Grief> Terror, Dread 

and Nadness. In this particular account Juno has enlisted the 

aid of the eager Furies in a treacherous plot against Athamus 

and Ino; as a result of the Furies' loathesome appearance and 

horrifying visitation, both Athamus and Ina are driven insane 

and murder their children after which Ino leaps to her death 

. into the sea. Certainly in this description there is no evidence 

of the compassion for mankind I\lllich Bloomfield perceives (See p.Lf) 

nor is there any such compassion expressed in any of Boccaccio's 

accounts. 

The final handbook of mythology to be considered is the 

;' 

Ovj:ge Norali~~, 8. medieval collection of mythology of unkn01vn 

authorship in ~lich the stress ia on allegorizing or moralizing 

the pagan tales. The serpentine tressed Furies function collect-

ively" a conc1uire et a drecier j Lea ames en lfinfernal VOio.fI, 

(11.41.69- 70) ,20 Individually, the Furies influence and control 

three separate motions: A1ecto, the thoughts; Thesiphone, the 

speech; Megara, the actions. Together these three sisters guide 

/ 
"La voie a l'inferna1 cite ll (1.1'!-522) '",hich can be reached by 

._---------------
20 

Ovide Noralis~, ed. C,de Boer, VerhandHngen del' Koni.nkli.jke 
AkgsiQJnj.~...Y_iD.~ V~i~n ~~£ll'lI?J?'§,l!_ d e-A!m?.t.<i.El§D.l~_ALri.e 1 {ng -Te-tterku n~---
Bk .. IV; J"lJ:l,69~-lt536, 
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rna leva lence "en oeuvre, en bOllche au en pensee. 11 (l.Lf5 25) . The 

/ 
influence of the Ovide Horalise on Chaucer has been proven by 

John Lm'les and Sanford Neech. 21 Since treachery in thought, 

word and deed is a pervading theme of the I.roj.:lus and Criseyde, 

it is highly probably that Chaucer's conception of the Furies 

was shaped by this rendition in the o;ide Mor~1:is~. 
/ 

Of Thesiphone, specifically, the Ovic!.~_}'101:.~li~ states: 

Tesyphone, la tencerresse, 
Qui siet en langue tricherresse. 
Ceste fet mesdire et tencier, 
Si fet les noises commencier, 
Briement: tout mal ettoute ordure, 
Toute traison, toute injure, 
Toute despit, toute vilonie, 
Tout anui, toute felonie, 
Tout lendenge et tout reproche 
Qui puisse eqtre en langue et en bouche 
Et qui puisse a despit monter, 
Fet ceste dire et raconter. (11.4496-4507) 

Thesiphone promotes every malicious word from relatively mild 

scoldings to the most venomous of tirades. The theme of "wikkec1 

to Book I: 'lAnd b:Lddeth ek ..• _, for hem that fa1s1y ben apeired I 

Thorugh wikked tonges, be it he or shell (1,36-9), recurring 

again as Criseyc1e anxiously muses on the harm done by wicked 

tongues: "Also thise Hikked tonges ben so prest / To speke us 

harm, ek men ben so untreHe" (11,785··6). Yet the full irony of 

this speech is not apparent until Criseyde's final letter to Troilus 

.-~-----.--------------.-.~----.---------

2.1 
John Lov.7es, "Chaucer and the Qyidc:... Hor~ltse", PMLA, 

33 (1918), 302-325. Sanford }-jeech, "Chaucer and the Ovide 
Hora1is~- -A Further Study, H PJ\'JLA., 46 (1931), 182- 204. -------
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in Hhich she excuses her long e.bsence as "all for \vikked speche" 

(V,1610) and then de1.ib~rate1.y lies to him: 

Come I wale; but yet in swich disjoynte 
I stande as no\·;, that what ye1' or <-!hat day 
That this shal be, that kan I naught apoynte. (V. 1618-20) 

of ""\·Jikked speche", displaying the effects of verbal treachery 

promoted by Thesiphone, liLa tencerresse il
• The influence of the 

cally in the role of Criseyde as well as in the generally 

pervasive theme of treachery. 

Jh' ac.~c\iII-·H)htoa-he foregoing references in handbooks of 

mYJ::holo~;y, the Furies play an iElportant role in classical and 

medieval literature. An early refe~ence appears in the 

as the avenger of evil doers Hl1a leaps on the gui Ity ;;.,Hh uhips 

and scourzes threatening thera Hith hideous snakes. Anotber 

in which the presence of the Furies at a \vedding is descrihed: 

Non prol1uc.a Tuno, 
non Humenaeus ades!:, non i11i Gratia lecto; 
Eumenides tenuere faccs de funere raptas, 
Eumenides str8vere torul11, tecto<juG profanus 
incubuit bubo thalaaique in culmine sedit. 
Hac ave coniuTlcti P):ocne Tereusqllc) parentes 
hac ave Bunt facti . .. 22 

In the absence of thc traditional nuptial deities--Juno, Hymen 

22 Publius OvidillS Naso, ~~h(:J~!£_t.a~no~pJ!2:~es, trans. "Frank 
Justus Miller, (New York: G. P. Putnam, 1929), I,vi,3l8. 
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or tbe Graces-~he Furies attend the wedding of Procne and Terells. 

The ominous aspect of their presence is readily apparent for 

this of all mythological marriages was unsurpassed in lust, 

treachery, guile, malice and revenge, The reference to the 

Furies in Virgil has a negligible application to the Troilus 

and_.Criseyj~; the Ovidian reference is more revealing, Chaucer 

invokes Thesiphone, one of the Furies, for inspiration in \vriting. 

of Troi Ius' and Criseyde t S "pseudo-marr iage'; yet in the Hetal~.orphoses 

the influence of the Furies collectively on \-Jec1ded bliss is 

disruptive and devastating. Since any marital union, orthodox 

or otherHise, sanctioned by the Furies is doomed from the outset, 

is evident from Chaucer's O\-7n tribute i.n the epilogue to 

"Virgile, Ovide, Omer, Lucan, and Stacc"H (V, 1792). In a 

detai led comparison .of Chaucer IS Trot Ius and Crj:~d~ and Stat ius ' 
.• c". 

fheba~~d, Boyd Ashley H{se conclllc1c.:\s that: "In theTr0~}~.~?_, 

the direct influence of Statills is extensive. It is seen both 

in the form and the content.of the poem; and is second only to that 

of Boccaccioll. 23 Of: vital significance is the invocation 

by Oedipus of Thesiphone; he also foregoes the trad~tional objects 

of inspiration-".Jove, Apollo and the Muses--·implm:ing aid from 

the "Avenging Furies" and from Thesiphone in particular: 

23 
Boyd Ash ley l'1ise, Inf) ueI!.~~~~~~ill~._.uEon __ .gha_~ce.E. 

(New Yorl~: Phaeton Press, 1911). Reprinted in -196-r, p. 36, 



And thou Tisiphone, so oft the object of my 
prayer, be favourable nOH, and further my 
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unnatural wish, > •• Do'thou"aL least, my "due "deferide'r;, 
come hither, and begin a ,'lOrk of vengeance that will 
blast their seed for ever~ Set on thy head the gore
drenched circlet that my bloody nails tore off, and 
inspired by their father's curses go thou between 
the brethren, and with the sword sunder the binding 
ties of kinship.24 

Thesiphone's diabolical influence pervades the atmosphere of the 

entire Thebaid for. she appears wlherever strife is imminent and 

whenever the flames of fraternal hatred need fanning. A dominant 

unnoticed is that of brotherly treachery; since StatiuB invokes 

Thesiphone for the exact purpose of inciting fraternal hostility, 

it seems probable that Chaucer, ldho freely acknoHledges the influence 

of Statius, invokes Thesiphone with the same purpose in view. 

The influence of Stat ius in Chaucer's choice of Thesiphone is 

of paramount importance. 

Continuin8 to thri.ve in medieval literatllre,25 the Furies 

play an important role in the bnti~laudianus by Alain de Li11e. 

Thesiphone "yie Ids to the ,,,or ld the lax reins of vice and, 

triumphing over our people, rejoices in herself and sucks 

joys from our distress.,,26 Thesiphone leads the attack on 

24. Publius PapiniLls StatiuG, !!l.e_.!hebaJ.d, t lans. J. H. 
110z iey (London: 1928), II, .3L!5-; 7 .. : ' 

25 Other references to the Furies are to be found in 
:rh~.Conso_latio~.! __ ~)f_Ph}lo~()I?_~"0'". by Boethius, Th~ ROIll.§lnce .2.f th~ 
Ro.~_ by Jean de Heun and Guillaume de Lon-is and the ~l1ight~_1~§.)e 
by Geoffrey Chaucer. 

Alain de Li.lle, 
Argument and Nine Books, 
p h ra;--r<)T6)-,-p~ 5 b , '.--. 

T]~_A21.~LcJ.i..ud i8]111S, Pro lOf,ue _~r:!~ 
trans. William Hafner Cor nag (Philadel-



the Nevl Han, commanding all the vices--a ""7hirlpool of 

sinsll;27 the entire diabolical spectrum is under the 
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governance of the Furies \·,ho stand diametrically opposed 

to divinity, charity and concord, the good forces operative 

in NeH Han. 

From this d iscurs ive, yet by no me!3ns exhaust ive 

survey, of medieval mythology, can be observed the diverse 

manifestations and influences attributed to the Furies. 

From Fulgentius and the Vatican mythographers are derived 

their names and etymologies as i,jell as their specific role 

as the avengers of murderers of kinsmen. According to 

Isidore of Seville, the Furies' idiosyncrasles--wrath, 

cupidity and libido--create in the victim attitudes of 

vengeance, incessant cravings and voluptuous desires. 

Boccaccio presents their wrathful, grotesque aspect, 

impact on thought, i·mrd and deed. The presence of the 

Furies in both Virgil and Ovi.d is ominous, and in the 

latter proffers little hope for wedded bliss. In Statius, 

Thesiphone incites brother-hatred and in Alain de Lille 

she leads the entire realm of vice. Collectively, the 

Furies embody the entire spectrum of.diabolic activity; 

individually, in specialized roles, their attitudes still 

remain strictly malevolent. 

-----------------~-----------.---

?7 
... lbi.~ .. , p. 1L~5 . 
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In chaos-inj to invoke .Thesiphone, Chaucer -selected a figure 

supercharged with dire ramifications. That Chaucer was cogni-

/ 
zant of F'ulgentius, Isidore, Boccaccio, the Ovic1e Horalise, 

Virgil, Ovid, Statius and Alain is a certainty; what remains 

to be determined is ~vhich traditiofl .. ··or traditions--he~ -adhered 

to in his selection of Thesiphone. As already noted, all 

external references to Thesiphone which are here considered 

are by nature pejorative; her invocation at the beginning of 

Troilus and Criseyde sets an ominous atmosphere--one ~iliich can 

only foster tragedy. In assessing the references to Thesiphone, 

it appears that some have a limited relevance, to the TroiJ~~.} 

while others have an integral relationship I'lith the major 

themes. In the cat.egory of "limited relevance" are those ref·· 

erences to the Furies as· avengers (the' Vatican Nythographer and 

Virgil) and to Thesiphone as the leader of all the Vices (Alain). 

Thesiphone's dreadfui appearance described so dramatically by 

Boccaccio has some bearing on the IraiJ.us as does the l)1~esence 

of the Furies at the wedding of Procne and Tereus. But three 

references to the Fuiies tn general and to Thesiphone in 

particular stand out c.s dominant influences on the major. themes 

of the Troi lus and Criseyde. Those J:eferences are found in 

Isidore, the Ovide Moralis~ and in Statius and are related 

respectively, to the themes of concupiscent love, treacherous 

speech and fraternal feuding. These three themes which are 
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introduced in the prologue to Book I and develop cOncurrently 

as the plot of the Troilus unfolds are all implicit in the invo-

cation of Thesiphone. 

The theme of c~arity is introduced in the prologue: 

For so hope I my sowle best avaunce, 
To prey for hem that Lovei servauntz be, 
And write hire HO, and lyve in charite. (1,47-9) 

In marked contrast to charity is the other kind of love resulting 

in the '\70 11 of Thesiphone; this love is referred to by Isidore 

as "libido, quae appetit voluptates" and is generated by one 

of the Furies. Pursuit of this love leads'to a restlessness of 

, mind and a disregard for reputation or for persoqal safety, 

All of these characteristics are evident in Troilus ,'lhen he 

abandons himself to libidinous thoughts. Although Isidore 

does not name Thesiphone specifically as the SOll,rce of libido, 

the commentary by Trivet \vbich is quoted by Robertson, definitely 

states that "Thesiphone means 'v'oice' and signifies libido".28 

The theme of dualloves--one charitable ,the other E:Gl1cllpiscent--

is introduced in the prologue and is inherent in the role of 

Thesiphone as outlined by Isidore of Seville and by Trivet. 

The theme of treachery Hhich runs as an undercurrent 

throughout the entire poem is introduced in the prologue with 

specific reference to speech: 

And bidc1eth ek for hem that ben desueired 
In love that nevere l~yl recovered be, 
And ek for hem that falsIy ben speired 
Thorugh Hikked tonges, be it he or she. (I,36-9) 

2~ 
D.H.Robertson, A )~refa~e to ChaLl~er, p.Q,74. 
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As observed in the Ovide }10ralis~, Thesiphone is responsible 

for all malevolent speech no matter what the intensity of the 

invective. Cr iseyde, Ivhose ro leas the prime exemplar of 

wicked speech has already been noted states: !lAnd \Vho may 

stoppen every wikked tonge ,lOr SaM} of belles whil that thei 

ben ronge?"(II,80f+-S). The anSHer to this rhetorical 

question is of course "no onell and the trutn of this statement 

is verified as the Troilus and Criseyde unfolds. Running 

throughout the poem is a level of hypocrisy, a concern for 

surface values ,,,hich finds expression in a superficiality of 

speech and is as corrosive ultimately as the most bitter of 

tirades. Perhaps the best example is Troilus' interpretation 

of Panclarus' role as "go-between": 

!'But here, with al myn herte, I the biseehe 
That nevere in me thow cleme swieh folie 
As I shal seyn; me thoughte by thi speehe 
That this ",hieh thm.) me clost for compaignie, 
I sholde Hcne it were a bauderye. 
I am nought wood, a1 if I lewed be! 
It is nought so, that Hoot I weI, parde! 

"But he that gooth, for gold or for ricchesse, 
On s,vieh message, calle hyrn ",hat t:he list; 
And this that thow doost, calle it gentilesse, 
Compassioun, and fela-.;vship, and trist.ll (111,393-4u3) 

The tavclry reality of Pandanls' true function 1S glossed over 

\(lith a gracious veneer of lofty epitheLs-"gentLlesse/Com-

passioul1, and felavlBhip, and trist". Toi::; is surely not the 

meaning of the brotherly "compassioun" introduced by Chaucer 

in the prologue to Book I (1,50). 
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Another example of the same hypocrisy occurs as Criseyde 

contemplates the possibility of Troilus seizing and rescuing 

her from the proposed exchange: 

lI\fuat trm'18 ye the peple ek al aboute 
Walde of it seye? It is ful light t'areele. 
They wolden seye, and swere it, out of doute, 
That love ne drot yO~'l naught to don this eleele. 
But lust voluptuous and cOHard drede. 
Thus Here al lost, ywys, myn herte deere, 
Youre honour, which that nov] shyneth so clere. 

IIAnd also thYi1keth on myn honeste, 
That floureth yet, how foule I sholde it shende, 
And Hith uhat fi lthe it spotted sho Ide be, 
If in this forme I sholde with yow wende. 
Ne though I lyved unto the Herldes ende, 
Ny name sholc1e I nevere ayeym·jard Hynne. 
Thus were I lost, and that' Here routhe and synoe." 

(IV,1569-82) 

Troi.lus' motivation really is "lust voluptuous"(IV,J,573) but 

Criseyde shrouds this ugly truth Hith a supposed concern for 

"Youre honour", "myn honeste" and lIMy name". Her anxiety is 

not that she has entered an illicit relationship, but only that 

she risks the possibility of discovery. In Criseyde's shallow 

thinking, the relationship itself is without shame; it is only 

exposure of her folly ftthat '·7ere routhe and synne" (IV, 1582). 

Criseyde continues in this same superficial vein as she discloses 

her reason for lOVing Troilus: 

tfFor trllsteth ~'lel, that YOl1re estat roial, 
Ne veyn delit, o0r only worthinesse 
Of yow in werre or torney marcial, 
Ne pompe, array, nobleye, or ek richesse 
Ne made me to rc'ue on YOllre dcstresse; 
But moral vertu, grounded upon trollthe, 
That ~·]as the cause I first hadde on you rOllthe ~ I, 

(IV,1667-73) 
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Yet a comparison of her alleged reasons with her initial 

impulses on first seeing Troilus reveals quite the opposite; 

And gan to caste and rollen up and dOl·m 
Hithinne hire thought his exce Bent prOlvesse, 
And his estat, and also his renO\,'11, 
His wit, his shap, and ek his gentilesse.(II,659-62) 

"And ek his gentilesse" is a typi.cal Chaucerian undercut, for 

it follows as a virtual afterthought the superficial attributes--

flprm'iesse," "estat", ltrenOl·m" and "shap""-'ivhich are the real 

reasons for Criseyde's interest. This hypocrisy manifests 

itself in speech liliich in spite of its gracious eloquence is 

just as insidious as the most vicious denunciation or the most 

searing i_nvective and for this pu-;:-pose, Thesiphone, !lla 

tencerresse'l is invoked. 

The third theme introduced in the prologue is that of 

brotherhood; as Chaucer contemplates the unhappy situation of 

"Loves servauntz" he promises to "have of hem cornpassioun/ 

As though I 'i,Tere hire ol·me brother dere" (1,50-1). By this 

comment Chaucer signals to his audience that brotherhood will 

be a key theme in the development of the poem. The Troilu8 

§.n~_Cri8~(!E_ abounds in brothers--Hector, Troi Ius, Par is, 

Deiphebus--as well as the sister, Cassandra and the sister-in-

la~'7, Helen. Protestations of brotherhood··-"brother dere", 

"Hy dere brother" and "0\,7ene brother dere"--are declared by 

Pandarus i'lith a mounting frequency i·ihich soon gives rise to 

the healthy suspicion that Chaucer is using the term, if not 
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contemptuously, at least ironically. As the plot unfolds, the 

duplicity rampant among the younger brothers of: Priam's family 

stands out in marked contrast to the genuine honour of Hector, 

the eldest. As observed in the Thebaid by Statius, Thesiphone 

is invoked by Oedipus for the specific purpose of putting a 

curse on his sons (and brothers) Eteocles and Polynices. 

Perhaps the treachery of the Trojan brothers does not lead to 

bloody fratricide as in the Theban tale; however, the mani

pulati.on of kin, the fraudulent activities and the general 

undercurrent of duplicity is all something less than is expected 

of the royal household. The invocation of Thesiphone as a 

disruptive influence on fraternal loyalties is directly related 

to the same invocation by Stat ius in the :!:~~~_a5._cl. 

Inherent in the invo{:ation of Thesiphone, ,.,7hose ominous 

figure dominates not oel1y the first book of :!..~Qj:L~~_§2JSL Cris<3.yde 

but also the entire poem, are the three major themes: concupiscent 

love~ tre_acherous speech and fraterna 1 dis loya Ity. Although 

there may be a Dantean touch in "Thall cruel Fud.e, sor'('ling ever 

in peyne" this possibility must not preclude other avenues of 

influence. Thesiphonc is a figure supercharged with dire 

ramifications none of vhich must be negligently by-passed or 

Hghtly discarded. Another aspect of this invocation \'lhich 

must be considered is the possibility of a typically Chaucerian 

touch of ironic humour tn tha.t he deliberately rejects the tradition

al muses of graciousness and eloquence and selects instead the 

one mythological figure noted specifically for grossness and 

garrulity. 
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,CLEO 

With the opening of the prologue to Book II, an image 

of the sea graphically describes the change in Troi1us from 

despair to hope: 

Oi-lt of th :Lse blake Ha,>7es for to say11e, 
o Hynd, a "lYnd, the weder gynneth clere; 
For in this see the boot hath sW'Jch travaylle, 
Of my connyng, that unneth I it steere. 
This see clepe I the tempestous matere 
Of disespeir that Troilus was inne; 
But now of hope the ka1endes bygynne. (11,1-7) 

Although the image is a fairly COmmon one, many critics have 

rela.ted the opening lines to Dante's Pur7~orio, in \>lhich is 

found a similar expression of hope couched in nautical imagery: 

No'>v hoisteth sail the pinnace of my \·7it 
For better \'laters, and more smoothly flies 
Since of a sea so cruel she is quit. (r..~~~_~orio 1,1-3) 

These lines reveal Dante's buoyant mood as he emerges from the 

depths of the Inferno into the fresh, pure air of the realm 

of purification. As Book II of the Tr~ilt:ls opens the hero 

is shaking off his despair, "thise blake ,va\ves", and is 

figurat ive ly sai 1 ing for th as "the ,·)eder gynneth c lere" . Troi lus ' 

change in mood is due to "his Lady's I, supposed acquiescence in 

the proposed love affair-··an affair Hhich will only return him to 

a sea of deeper despair, and not to the "Paradiso" envisioned 

by Dante. Because the s ituat :_ons in Dante and Chaucer are 

only some"Jhat analogous, it may ue11 be that: Chaucer's stance 

is ironic, since Troillls beHeved that he '.-lould discover 

paradise in Criseyde's fond e~brace. 

27 
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The Hkalendes" which is the first day of any ne,·] month signifies 

a change: "But n01-7 of hope the kalendes bygynne". In this 

case, the change is from despair to hope, for the ",hee I v7hich 

must revolve full circle, "Fro \va to wele, and after out'of 

joie" (I,lf), nOH commences its relentless revolution. The 

agony of unrequited love described so vividly in Book I \Vi 11 

no'(·] change to the '\]e Ie" v7hich \-las presaged in the opening 

prologue. 

In the prologue to Book II, Chaucer chooses to invoke one 

of the nine traditional muses, the muse of History: 

o lady myn, that called art Cleo, 
Tho\v be my speed fro this forth, and my Muse, 
To ryme wei this book til I have do. (11.&-10) 

Chaucer's explicit request of Cleo is that she aid him with 

his prosody, the most fundamental problem in composing his 

poem; he further suggests that he needs no other help since· 

he is merely writing a translation direct from the Latin: 

Me nedeth here noon other art to use; 
Fonvhi to every lovere I me excuse, 
That of no sentement I this endite, 
But out of Latyn in my tonge it m~ite. (II ,11-111') 

At this point, Chaucer assumes the stance of the modest crafts-

man. apologetic for his alleged lack of skill. yet resting his 

product humbly at. the mercy of his audience. The term "stance" 

is quite accurate. since this is no modest craftsman, but the 

court poet skilled and 3;ifted. Therefore, the initia 1 explan-

ation for. the invocation of Cleo. "to ryme weI this book!;) must 

not be accepted at face value but probed for a more logical 

and meaningful purpose, 
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Recent critics have rather a limited range of comments 

to make about Cleo perhaps because her ~haracteristics do not 

have the same dramatic qualities as those of the Furies. Kemp 

Ha lone simply states: 'IThe invocation to Clio, Huse of history, 

makes the second' part of the opening of the book. It comes 

to only four lines (8-11), and of these only the first three 

belong to the invocation proper, the fourth line serving to 

explain that Clio's is the only help that the poet needs in 

this particular book."l No further explanation :Ls offered for 

Cleo's presence . 

. }brton Bloomf:i_elc1 di.splays greater sensitivHy to the role 

of Cleo than does Nalone: "Clio, the Huse of history, 

alludes to the diversity of human custom and language. The 

sense of history and cultural relati~ity manifested here 

emphasizes the distance in time \'lhich temporal barriers 

impose" 2 These vieHS are based on an assessment of the 

remaining ve'rses in the prologue "Jhich seem to stress the vast 

differences separating lands and nations: 

Ye knowe ek that in forme of speche is chaunge 
Withinne a thousand yeer, and worde~ tho 
That hadden pris, now wonder nyce and straunge 
Us thinketh hem, and yet thei spake hem so, 
And spedde as Hel in love as men now do; 
Ek for to i'7ynnen love in sondry ages, 
In sondry londes, sondry ben, usages. (11,22-8) 

---------.. _--------------.-----
1 Kemp Nalone, _g.1:~.~Dte:r..£.,_o~gha~_c:~£, p.llS, 

2 f1. Bloomfi.eld, HDistance and 11redesti.nation i.n :I.:t:2..U,.!lS 
~~<L Cr:.:L~~_cl~") p. 203. 
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As sensitive as Bloomfield's appraisal is, the point of "cultural 

relativity" is surely to stress similarities rathel~ than 

barriers albeit they are "temporal barriers". The key phrase 

overlooked by Bloomfield is to "spedde as ,vel in love as men nOH 

do"; in spite of "diversity of human custom and language" the 

fruits of love are the same, no matter Hhat the country or \vhat 

the custom .. 

A further suggestion is offered by Sanford Meech regarding 

the role of Cleo: 

He invokes Cleo, the Huse of History, an appropriate 
patroness, since he is asking, not for original 
inspiration, but for the humble faculty of converting 
his "Latyn" original into En~lish rhyme. As a mere 
translator, reduced to that function by his inexperience 
in love, he Hill accept neither praise nor blame ... 
The self-exculpation and the defense of old approaches 
to love are patent artifices . . . The poet is ticlding 
our curiosity with his apologies for the exotic in 
his source .. . ".3 

Heech's vic,,] is in essence the suggestion already proffered 

that Chaucer's great need of Cleo as a rhymer is simply a 

c lever "stance" vlhich mus t not be accepted at face value. 

Meech later summarizes his wariness in accepting Chaucer's 

explanation for his choice of Muse with the cautious solution: 

"Cleo ... for allegedly literal translatorship".4 Neech's 

skepticism regarding Chaucer's literary veracity is Hell founded. 

----.----------~---- .---.----. 
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George Sommer in his protracted attempt to categorize 

the Narrator expresses the vieH that in Book II, "his primary 

role is that of the detached hi.storian" Hha is "concerned HHh 

the accu~acy of his account and as a consequence invokes Clio, 

the I-luse of History". 5 
It is obvious that this scho la1' has 

swallowed Chaucer's bait, or, to borrow Meech's pertinent 

phrase, the "patent artifices", Sommer proposes that the 

invocation of Cleo !Iemphasizes the helplessness of the Narrator 

6 
before the aufllJ. facts that he is about to revea1." This 

entire ,-:ork is based on the supposition that the Narrator is not 

Chaucer, but a personage quite divorcee', from poet and creator; 

nevertheless, what value is achieved from the "helplessness!1 

whether it be Chauce;:' s or t.he Narrator's is quite inconceivable. 

SOlllr.1Cr'S idea of Chaucer's Ifhelplessness ll is ludicrous; the 

Narrat01: l s "helplessness" is just as offensj_ve since it implies 

that the poet has lost control over his own literary creation, 

Tn sho;-t~ Sor:1mer adds littJe in originality and r~1uch in spec-

ulati.on, 

Collectively, the views of the recent critics treat Cleo 

quite objectively as the muse of History \-7hos8 role is to aid 

in the mechanical skills of rhyming and translating. Bloomfield's 

vieH of Cleo's presence as an allusion to "cultural relativity" 

5 GeOJ~ge Somrt1er, "The Narrator of .the Troil~~ m~_Cri~'L:1~_1I,p.51. 
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and Beech's warning of caution in accepting Chaucer's professed 

reasons for invoking her are the most valid analyses extant. 

These t,·]O ass~ssments aid in the appraisa I of Cleo's function 

in the Troilus. ----. 

THO mythographers who comment on Cleo. suggest nothing 

regarding her rhyming or translating accomplishments. Fulgen-

tius states: "Clio appe llata est, id est cogitati.o quae17endae 

scientitae".7 The Vatican mythographe:::- (II) states: "Clio 

gesta canens, transactis tempora redditlt. 8 Hhe}:eas the emphasis 

in the former is on a seeking out of knowledge, the stress in 

the latter is on a celebration of deeds rendered in the past. 

Taken together, these two attributes suggest the possibility 

of 1eo3rnin2; from past experience, a function \·Jhich history 

can p;~ovide for any age. The invocat 1.on of Cleo, the muse of 

History, implies that the poeo contains an element of didacticism, 

the intriIlsic propensity to~m:(d the revelation of' tL'uth. A 

med ieva 1 vie\} on the pu:tpose of poetry is expound-eel by Giovanni 

which ignorant triflers cast aside, is a sort of fervid and 

exquis!te invention, with fervid expression, in speech or 

writing . • . and thus it veils truth in a fair and fitting 

7 Fulgentil1s, Nit2.l~~ti~~'2_l!1 Libri~~E~.>p.26, 
8 

G. H. Bode, §'c}:iE..~or~~ ... R.~ex:tj:., p.85. 
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o-a-'1·1ent of_- flo ctl' 011", 9 o .l J - Chaucer's familiarity with Boccaccio, 

already alluded to, suggests the possibility of the relevance 

of this definition of poetry in Chauce:.'s \-lOrk, The "truth" 

Cleo, the muse of History. Chaucer's allegation that Cleo will 

aid his rhyming skills is a typical Chaucer ian indirection for her 

real purpose in the :rroJ:J.!:l...~ is didactic. In the historical 

facts revealed under the "garr,1cnt of fiction" are lessons of 

vital siGnificance for the thematic development of the T}:2.:!Jus_ 

an.<L_CJ;:.t~eyd~. Apart from Troy's o':·m story, the history of Thebes 

plays an important: role in the poelu, either enri.ching the 

bacl~2roUIld of mythical splendour or vitali:-':ing the foreground 

in characters such as Antigone and Diomede. Chaucer introduces 

the history of Thebes at crucial junctures to point out the 

analogj.es betueen the tuo great cities and their downfalls, there-

The invocation of. Cleo, therefo;:e, is for the s?€cific purpose af 

didacticism--the lessons and morals to be learned from history. 

In the :rh~J?.§Jd, Chaucer's source for the romance of Thebes, 

Statins seeks divine inspiration \·lith the invocati.on of Cleo: 

I -, 1 'OCI' ?!l
10 

• Hhich hero first dost thou mal~e li.y t le.ne, . :La. 

Then Stat ius proceeds to name Tydeus, the laurel-cl'olmed prophet 

(Am?hiorax), and Hippomec1en, some of the Theban heroes about 

9 G· , B 'B . P t lovamn ',0 ccacc ).0, _~~<:.~_~c!.~_~~_()n __ oe l'Y, intro. Charles G. 
Osgood, (?rinceton: 1956), p .39 0 

10 S~~" Tl ~t b 'd LBLHIS, __ ~~~ll~_ ..ell._, traIls.J. H. 1-107..1ey (London: HilHam 
Heinemann, 1928), 1,343. 
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Hhom he Hill sing; hOi.7ever, the importance or priority of each 

he Hill leave in the capable judgement of his muse. The aid 

is certainly not for rhyming skills, but for help in describing 

the deeds of heroes. Yet in Stat ius the record of heroic 

achievement is over shadm'led by the curse of Oed ipus. The sty ife 

of brothers, \'Jhich is the pervading theme of Statius I Th.ebaJi, 

is introduced in the opening line of the poem: "Hy spirit is 

touched by Pierian fire to recount the strife of brethren, and 

the battle of the alternate reign fought out i'7ith impious hatred, 

and all the gui lty tale of Thebes." Throughout the action, 

Thesiphone inflames and goads the brothers until the climax in 

which they kill each other; beyond this i~nmediate tragedy 

is the bloody slaughter of all those i~O fought valiantly for 

a doomed cause, Althou~h the tale of 111ebes is one of heroism, 

it is also a tale of tragedy--the tragedY,of feuding brothers. 

Since this is the tale of bloodshed and anguish over which Cleo, 

the muse of History presides, the lesson to be lciarnad ~ust have 

drastic implications for Troy~ 

In the An~icla:"1(:!.:~anus by Alain de Lille can be seen the 

medieval vie1;]point regarding the tale of Thebes. Concord, the 

symbol of harmony in the unive;:se, addresses the assembly 

regarding the degenerate state of the human race: 

"If my rights, my 1a";8, my pacts the war Id had pre
served in ~ime past, or yet would serve the laws of 
love, the 3'-1obe uould not be groan:i.ng with such 
great calamities. Not the dinner of brothers, not the 
consl1min8 of the meal had Phoebus bC\lept, and lamenting 
the faults of erring nature, dispatched the shadows of 
inappropriate darkness upon the earth. The Theban king, 
brother and ener.1Y of Po lynices, havi.n~~ put off: the 
role of brother t had not turned himself into a foe. 
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Procne, having contrived deceits, having divested the 
parent, smelling of sin instead of piety, of the step
mother instead of the mother, had tiever transferred her 
offspring into her OFn stomach. The nobility of Troy, 
tfie honour of Troy, the illustrious fame of Troy would 
be flourishing still, and not be in ldant of the flo\'Jer 
of praise. • II 11 

The harmoniolls state of the uni.verse would yet be intact except 

for the feuding of brothers; this is the Dassive indictment 

pronounced by Concord. The "dinner of brothers" referred to is 

another tale of fraternal treachery in which Thyestes, the 

brother of Atreus, king of Hycenae, seduced his b:cother' s Hife, 

but as a f:!.tting revenge, Atreus, in a prete nee of foregive-

ness, se;:ved to Thyestes a banquet of his ti'70 children. After 

the feast he divulged the auful menu and the curse persisted 

thereafter for generations. Alain de Lille then ~efers imme-

diate 1y to the story of treachery involved' in Thebes in terms 

of IIbrother and enemyll and puttin~ off lithe role of brothe·r". 

Procne's treacherous banquet is also mentioned although not 

the cause--naQely the rape by a brother gf a sister. Finally, 

a 11 these BOTel id events are linked to the fa 11 of Troy, ~<Jhich 

would still be flourishing except for the curse of frate~nal 

treacllcry. This commentary by Alatn de Lil1e ShO,<78 cleaxly the 

med:i.eval attitude t01:.'ard the romance of Thebes and its close 

relatio~ship to the fall of Troy. 

------~-- -._---. ---~ .....------~--.-.-----.-~~--.-.------.::.... ----------------.. ,----~-: 

11 Alain de Lille, The Anticlaudi~nus. p.70. 
-~- .. ----. --_._---------'-
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Of prime significance is the similarity between Statius' 

choice of Cleo and Thesiphone and Chaucer's duplicate selection 

nearly thirteen hundred years later. The co-incidence is too 

great to be accidental, especially "7hen furthe;: study.reveals 

even wide= areas of affinity. As Book II opens in a typically 

Chal]cerian Nay day setting, Pandarus' " s 1omberynge" (11,67) 

is di.sturbed by the "Sualo1:'7e Proigne" (II,6l~) uhase metamorphosis 

is descibed by Ovid. This tale of t:;:-eachery involves the dis-

covery by Procne that Tereus her husband has ra?cd her sister 

Philomela; in retribution. she serves to her lecherous husband 

a special stew--the boiled flesh of his son. Of course the 

offspring "7as her child also, so as a.n appropriate redi:ess, 

Procne is transformed into a swallow to sing the rest of 

eternity about her \iOe. Since Chaucer only gives the ba=e 

deta::.ls··-"Procne l1
, tlTereus'l and IIhire suster")' the rest of the 

so:cdic1 ta.le must be understood fro;n § ___ "2.!i~:r:..t. kn01;-)lec1ge. 

Kno\·,ing the gru,:::;cLle hac':::;round ~ hO':-78ver, and the treache;;y 

:Lnvolved ma.kes the ensl1in;~ act.ion faT more illuminating. 

Pandarus suddenly l.'emeobers 1!~1at "his erand Has to doone ll 

(11,72) 
and leaves at once for Criseyde I shouse 1;'7he}:e he a Iso sta!:ts 

the arrangements for a treache=ous meal at the house of Deiphebus. 

Although the degree of treachery is in no ",ay comparable to 

that of Procne, the parallel is unmistakable. It is equally 

significant that Pandarus' guide is Janus, the two-faced god 
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noted as the symbol of deception; Pandarus' entire role in the 

forthcoming action is one of hypocrisy and duplicity~a role 

highly fitting for the patrona3e of Janus. 

Arriving at Criseyde's house, Pandarus finds his niece 

reading the "siege of Thebes II (11,84), the sig;)ificance of ,·,hich 

/ ./ 
is emphasized by Criseyde's resume of the events she has just 

finished: 

IIThis romaunce is of Thebes that He rede; 
And we han herd how that kyng Layus deyde 
ThorughEdippus his sane, and a1 that dede; 
And here we stynten at thise 1ettres recle, 
How the blsshop, as th(~ book kan telle, 
Amphiorax, fi1 thorugh the ground to hel1e}~II,IOO-5) 

To this Pandarus replies that he has read it all in "bookes 

tHelve ll (I1,108) and 1<no>vs it all: "A1 this kno';Je I myse1.ve,/ 

And al th'assege of Thebes and the care;/For herof ben ther 

maked bookes t"Te lve ll (11,106-8). The t the IIbookes tHelve rt to 

which he refers is the Theba!d of Stat ius is without doubt and 

herein lies the third piece of evidence which links Chaucer f s 

address to Thesiphone 8_nd tIle inc Ius ion of the romance of Thebes 

are all defi.nite clues linld.ng Chaucer I s T:!..s.>Ll.~.t: to Stat ius I T:.!2~!)at.<L.. 

Although this parallel has been noticed by critics, the signi-

ficance of the tale of Thebes has not been fully appreciated. 

A further look at the An~isJ.:E~d ianus may clarify this re levance. 

According to Alain de Lil1e I~he globe Hould not be groaning 

with such calami.ties ll except for the Ifdinner of brothers tl
, 

'!brother and enemy" and the put ting off of "the ro Ie of brother fl. 
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liThe nobility of Troy, the honour of Troy, the illustrious fame 

of Troy 'imulc1 be flourishing still, and not be in v7ant of the 

f 1mver of praise" 12 The condemnation is implicit in the par-

allel examples,for the hatred of brothers Hhich destroyed. Thebes, 

:LS highly relevant in the fall of 7roy. By including the story 

of Thebes in his Trojan romance, Chaucer is pointing out that 

the two tales are apposite. 

Critics, all the uhole, have not appreciated or evaluated the 

significance of the Theban allusions. One exception is Alain 

Renoir who makes some very interesting observat.ions on the 

same passage cited(II,f,l-q.jlOO··S). "Thf~ subject of the reading 

mentioned here is of no consequence to the action and there i~ 

no coun terpart to this epi sode i.u Bocc&cc io IS Pi lo_~.!!~Q:!-,?_. Yet 

Chaucer tal~es obvious and somewhat puzzling pa.ins to call 

attention to the fact that the story which is being narrated is 

that of Thebes. ,,13 Everything observed by Renoir is correct. 

Since this is an addition to Chaucer!s source, a reason for its 

inclusion must be lurking in the shadows. Renoir decides that 

PandaLus! reply "AI this knoHe I myselve" is a "slightly superior 

and pedantic tone"l.1+ ,·ihich indicates "that the story to \vhich 

Cr:i.seyde has been listening is a popular, less authoritative 

12 Ibid_,-) p.70. 

1.3 Alain Renoir, "Thebes, Troy, Criseyde, and PancIarus: an 
1ns1:[1l1ce of Chaucer ian Irony", _'§S~cIi~_xrS?p'~i1:?!.ogi~_~) XXXII (1960), 
lLf • 

14 
I l?_i:2_., p. 15 , 
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version of it,,15 than the Lat~_n of Stat ius ~vhich he, Pandarus) 

\-7ould read. This is an interesting thought but one which 

credits Pandarus with more academic and literary prowess than his 

character merits or indicates. The further conclusion drawn by 

Renoir comes from a realization of the medieval habit of associa-

ting the two stories of Troy and Thebes: 

Hbat the poet is telling us is that the story to 
which Criseyde has been listening is m:itten in a 
book that also contains the story of her mvn life:'. 
. . • The irony here is that the books "'hich she fears 
Hill be ,·,ritten are ~1D:..a--..9.Y. wl'i.tten and that she is 
allm·Jed to come unwittingly '\:-7ithin immediate reach of 
one of them before committing the deed for \'7hich they 

16'--
blame her. 

From a shrewd observation Renoir dra"Js this r-emar.kably naive 

conclusion. His assumption that Criseyde could alter the pages 

of history is speculati.ve enough but his failure to see the 

association of stories as a thematic device is a sad overSight. 

John P. NcCa 11 in a perceptive ana lysis of the Trojan 

scene as a backdrop to the T~.Q.Pl:!.§... ant! Cris_tryo,£ comments bri.efly 

on the inclusion of the story 6f Thebes. 17 The allusions to 

Thebes in Book II are echoed and elaborated on in Book V by Cassandra 

when she is summoned by Troilus to attempt an interpretation of 

his dream. In her detailed account of the story of Thebes, 

Cassandra at last divulges the name of "Diomede II , son of Tydeus, 

Hhose role HcCall interprets as the vital link Hith Thebes since 

his father died at the doomed siege. Hhat HcCall does not observe 

15 Ibid., p. 15. 

16 Ibid., p.l6-7. 

17 John r. HcCall, liThe Trojan Scene in Chaucer's ~X .. oill1s", 
EL~, L~IX (1962), 263-75. 
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is the recurrence of the brotherly animosity Hhich destroyed 

Thebes again perpetuated in Troilus' stern rebuttal of his sister 

and her prophesies: 

"Th 01'7 seyst nat soth, "quod he) "Thm'1 sorceresse) 
With al thy false goost of prophecye! 
Thaw wenest ben a gret devyneresse! 
Now sestow nat this fool of fantasie 
Peyneth hire on ladys for to lye? 
A"ley! II quod he> lither Joves yeva the sorHe! 
ThoH shalt be fals, peraunter, yet tomorwe!"(V,1520-6) 

With her brother's curses ringing in her ears, Cassandra leaves 

and with her exit is re-enacted for posterity the cruel result 

of brotherly malice. Although the analogiet between Troy and 

Thebes are se If-evidl~nt, few have paused to consider the thematic 

im1) lieat ioris. 

The preponderance of deceitfulness directly associated \-lith 

brotherhood is evident in the action of Book II especially in 

the arrangements fay the meal at the home of Deiphebus. As 

Pandarus starts his scheming, he says to Troilus: 

"But, 1'1'oi1u8, yet telle me, if the leet, 
A thi.ng ,\1hleh that I sha 1. TIm'7 axen the: 
Hhich is thi brother that thO~'l lovest best, 
As in thi. verray hel·tes pr ivetee?" 
"Iw:!:s, my brothe:: Dciphebl1s, '!quod he, 
"NoH, If Cluod Pandare, "er hOllres ti'lyes tve lve, 
He shal the ese, un\!ist of it hymselve.\\(II,139 tl.··1400) 

The fact that Deiphcbus i8 the favourite brother makes him 

the' obvious dupe for this fraudulent affair. That Panc1a~:us is 

'\-,cll mmre of the artifice he ,vill employ is quJ.te ev:Ldent in 

"He shal the ese, un':list of it hymselve". Troilus does not 

concern himself with inqutring of Pandarus the nature of his 

plans: he is so dominated by his libidinous thoughts that the 



idea of using his brother fraudulently has no moral significance. 

As Pandarus arrives at the home of Deiphebus, Chaucer 

makes this comment: "to Deiphebus ,.,ente he tho, I Hhich hadde 

his lord and grete frend ben aY;/Save Tro1lus, no man he loved SO,II 

(II,14·02-4) 
If helping his friend to acquire an illicit relationship is the 

true test of friendship, then Pandarus is indeed a true friend. 

certain aspects of true friendship: 

A friend will do 
Hhate'er he can to ease his friend's distj~ess; 
More readily he gives than that one takes . 

. In one of his discourses Tully says 
That by the law of friendship one should grant 
The honourable request of any frierid, 
Expecting him to do the sa~e if asked 
For anything that's ~easonable and right. 
There are hut two exceptions to this rule: 
No one should give his aid to take a life 

I.. ... (, 

Or bring disgrace UpOD an honored name. 10 

The two curtailments on £riendsh~p which must be noted are the 

aiding of: a friend to commit suicide and the act of disgracing 

an honou~able name, The high sec~ecy demanded by Pandarus as 

he evolves his plans is proof in itself of his own realization 

that this is a dishonourable deed. As the action unfolds, 

Troilus contemplates suicide and although he is temporarily 

dissuaded from it by Panda1:'l!s, the fact remains that it is his 

"friend I sll assistance that faci.litated the arrangements i--7hich 

culminated in the ill-fat-ed tryst. f1Save Troillts, no man he 

loved so" (II, 1l{.04) ,·-if this is the best that. either Troilus or 

--_.-.--.------,---- -.---
l{) 

o Gltillaume de Lon-is & Jean de Heun, The Romance of the 
Ros('~, trans. I·larry \J. Robbins (~;Ieu York: E,P~-D~tto~~196i)~p:lOtL 



Deiphebus can do for a friend, then they are indeed, pitiable 

princes. 

Convincing Dciphebus that Criseyde is in danger from the 

conniving of the fictitious Poliphet, Pandarus persuades Deiphebus 

to have a dinner party at ",hieh Criseyde may express her fears 

and acquire the benevolent intercession of the princes of Priam. 

It is notable that neither Hector nor Paris will be present, 

but for entirely different reasons: 

lilt shal be don; and I kan fynde 
Yet grettere help to this, in myn entente. 
l'fnat \viltm-7 seyn, if I for Eleyne sente 
To speke of this? I trove it be the beste, 
For she may leden Paris as hire leste. 

110£ Ector, 1<7hich that is my lord, my brother, 
It nedeth naught to preye hym frend to be; 
For I have herd hym, 0 tyo9 and ek oother, 
Speke of Cryseyde st.vich honour, that he 
Hay seyn no bet, swlch hap to hym hath she. 
It nedeth ~aught his helpes for to crave; 
He sha1 be m·:ich, right as ~.,le ~qol hym have:'(II,1L:-4-S-56) 

In order to secure Paris' approval, it will only be necessary 

to win Helen's assistance; but herein rests the basis of the 

crisis facing Troy. Hhereas Paris c8.n be manipulated by Helen 

"as hire leste ll
, Hector. can be relied on to act nobly \"ithout 

persuasion or coercion and the~cfore will not be invited to the 

dinner party. Troilus, the real reason for the entiie hoax,will 

be inc luded 0;: the Hst of "dignitaries !I. The traged'Y of Troy 

rests in its domi.nation by females like Helen and Cri.seyde Hho 

"may leden Paris ~.nd Troi1.u~ as hire lest". 

Having set the 1·]11ee15 in motion, Pandarus hastens to 

Criseyde, lies to her about the "false PoHphete'l (II, 1l}67), and 
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tells her of the dinner arrangements. Then he scurries back to 

Troilus, repo~ting on his progress and relaying the plan of 

action as if he Here conducting a major cQ~I\paign in battle: 

IIThO\v shalt gon over nyght, and tha t bylyve, 
Unto Deiphebus hous, as the to pleye, 
Thi maladie awey the bet to dryve, -
For··whi thoi-] semest sik, soth ror to seye. 
Sone after that, dm,m in thi bed the leye, 
And sey, thaw mayst no lenger up endure, 
And ly right there, and byd thyn aventure. 

trSey that thi fevre is iwnt the for to take, 
Th; same tyme, and lasten til a-morwe." (II,iSI3-21) 

Troilus, so deeply obsessed with his passion for Criseyde, 

never pauses to query the fraud involved in this plot, musing 

instead tost "I am sik in ernest, douteles, / So that 1;.]el neigh 

I sterve for the peyne'1(II,lS29-30). To thi.s Pandarlls replies: 

"Thm-l shalt the bettre pleyne / And hast the lasse nede to 

countrefete 1f (II,1531-2). If Troi1us had been in control of his 

faculties, the "JQrd "countrefete ll \-wuld have alerted him to 

the deceitful nature of the scheme on "7hich he Has embarking, but 

the power of libido coupled ·~ith a callous disregard for 

rrater;lal loyalty both unite to drive him into a petty Vlot much 

beneath his royal dignity. 

liuch is made of the joyful reception Troi1us receives at 

the home of Deiphebus: 

What nedeth yow to tellen al the cheere 
That Deiphebus unto his brother made, 
Or his accesse, or his sikliche manere, 
How men gan hym with clothes for to lade, 
1-1han he \·73S leyd, and hm·J men vlOlde hym glade? 
But al for nouzht; he held forth ay the HjTse 
That ye han herd Pandare er this devyse. (II, 151t.1-7) 
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But the kindness of Deiphebus and his genuine fraternal distress 

does not alter Troilua in his course, for he continues the ruse 

according to the plans of Pandarus. Deiphebus's persuasion 

of Troi1us to befriend Criseyde is a passage of high irony: 

But certayn is, er Troilus hym leyde, 
Deiphebus had hym preied over-nyght _ 
To ben a frend and helpyng to Criseyde. 
God woot that he it graunted anon-right, 
To ben hire fulle frend T:7ith a 1 his myght; 
But swich a nede was to preye hym thenne, 
As for to bidde a \Vood man for to renne. (II, 15l~8-5l~) 

The jol~e is on the solicitolls Deiphebus, for this is the very 

purpose of Troilus's feigned i11ness--to arrange a further "rendez-

vous with Criseyc1e at ,-,hich time he ,-7i11 really be a IIfrend Hith 

a I his myght II • 

Pandarus performs his role valiantly in~iting the assembled 

dinner-gu2sts with the skill of a trained rhetorician. The 

malice he engenders is so venomous that the oaths against the 

IIheynous!l (11,1617) Poliphet start to fly from the incensed 

listeners: 

Answerde of this eeh werse of hem than other, 
And Po liphete they gonnen thus to "Tarien: 
rtAnhonged be SHieh oon) \-le:ce he my brother! 
And so he sha 1) for it ne may nought var ien ! 11 (11,1618 - 21) 

The oath 011 brotherhood in a setting which is the result of 

fraternal disloyalty is a masterstroke of irony. Although there 

is no physical violence involved, the treachery of spirit must 

not be underrated or deemphasized for this is the same malig-

nancy that destroyed the city of Thebes. 

Helen's role in this scene has been assessed astutely by 
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John P. HcCall who views her actions ''lith Troilus as "a glimpse 

of the gracious allurer:nents of t!enelaus' Hife, "Jh08e actions are 

a prologue to Crj.seyde's".19 It is a deft touch to have Helen 

the immortal symbol of seduction make the final entreaty of 

Troilus on Criseyde' s behalf: 

So after this quod she, "He ymv b1.seke, 
Hy deere brother, Deiphebus, and I, 
For love of God--and so doth Pandare eke-
To ben good lord and frend, right hertely, 
Unto Criseyde, Hhich that certeynly 
Receyveth urong, as woot Heel here Pandare, 
That kan hi1:e as "7el bet than I de.clare."(II,l674-80) 

With fond protestations of kinship, one seductress pleads on 

behalf of the other; only Chaucer could produce such a situation. 

Unless sympathies run too high on behalf of the victi.mized 

Deiphebus, a ven;e Dust be sc~utin:i.zed ,·,hieh is all too often by-

passed by scholars and critics: 

Deiphebus gan this lettre for t'onfolde 
In ernest greet; so did Eleyne the queene; 
And romy:'lg ouLlard, faste it gonne byholde, 
DO"\V11Hard a steire, into an herber greene. 
This ilke thing they redden he~ bitwene, 
And largely, the mountaDce of an houre, 
Thei gonne on it to reden and to poure.(II,l702-8) 

Although Hector has seat an impo!:'tant document for his brothers' 

consultation, Troilus is too engrossed in his Ilmaladyl! to consider 

affairs of state. Shrugging off his official duty, Troilus 

gives the lette:c to Deiphebus to study. This gestu:C'e clears the 

st83€ for the meetin~ of Troilus and Criseyde, but the activities 

---.---~ -----.--------------_ .. _----------------._----- .. ---------

19 John P. l'lcC211. "The Trojan Scene in Chaucer's Troilus 
)\ ' ----

and Criseyde. p.268. 
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in the garden are also of interest although little"is stated 

except that Deiphebus and He len are Ilrorayng", IlDo,-ffiuard a 

steire into an herber green". 

In a P.10St convincing app:raisal of the purpose of the 

imagery in a medieval literary garden, D. W. Robertson shows 

the relationship of all gardens to the original Garden of Eden. 

As Adam and Eve Here presented I"lith t,'10 trees, the Tree of 

Life and the Tree of Death, so the inagery employed in descriptions 

of gardens indicates H"hether or not the garden is symbolic of 

RobertsOTl suggests that ","7ithout sloth the love B\vakened in the 

dreamer ,"]QuId di.e by 'leve£ul bisynesse I • ,,20 DeiphebL1s I and 

Helen's :'ror:1yn;s" in the garden does not indicate "leveful 

bisynesse" but the same state of idleness found in Tl!..~_l'.0!!lal~~~ __ ~~_ 

indicates a descent fro~ reason ~~ich invariably permits control 

of the higher faculty by the 10-.;.7e1' pass ions. An "her bel' greene" 

indicates a shaded area [ror!) ~·;h:i.ch the li3h1: of the sun is restricted 

and the subsequent cuttin~ off of the light of reason. hll 

these allusions are symbolic and allegorical and can only be 

ve rified fror;) biblical exeges:Ls; the thorough a-pproach rendered 

by nobertson to this particulal' study makes a conclusive case 

20 D. H. Rohertson, 1I'.('he Doctrine of Charity iu Hedieval 
Literm:y Gardens: A Topica.l Appj~oach Throu:;h Symbolism a!ld 
Alle;soryll) "~_E~i!l~~> X.i'{VI (1951), lflo 
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for the allegorical meaning inherent in literary gardens. 

Although he does not comment on this particular. garden, 

the evidence Robertson submits l1sing the garden from the Romanc~ 

of the Rose 

be appUed to this garden. Added to the symbolic overtones of 

the scene is the additional comment by Chaucer that Deiphebus 

and Helen uere tn the garden "the mountance of an houre/ 

(.:07hi l~ Thei gonne on it to l"eden and to poure ". (11,1707 "9) 

The alleged reason for Paris' absence from the dinner is that 

Helen can "leden" him as she pleases, but the fact: that Deiphebus 

at a later date makes Helen his own bride seems to point to the 

possibility if not the probability that Deiphebus was already 

llromynz outuard II 'vi th the fair He len. The setting.suggested 
~ I - . 

by a few apt phrases/may very well be the cupidinous garden of 

of reason is forever excluded. If this is the case, and the 

evidence is highly convincing, then Deiphebus is not to be too 

grea_t ly pitied in his role as the dupe in Pandarus t plot for it 

is just as. probable that Paris is as g:ec:e::d'JvU Y'-J.;I'S;ed by Deiphebus 

as Deiphebus is by Troilus. This is only alluded to incidentally 

by Chaucer because it is subsidiary to the main action of the 

plot; however, the suggestion of additional fratern~l deception 

is strOilgly apparent and amplifies a;1d embellishes the major 

theme of brotherly treachery. 



In this detailed analysis of a scene in which the element 

of intrigue is so highly developed, it can be seen that Chaucer 

by various means promotes the theme of brotherly disloyalty. 

Troilus' eager compliance in Pandarus' scheme to deceive 

Deiphebus speaks for itself; the presence of Helen, the classic 

symbol of seduction, promoting the fraudulent cause adds another 

dimension in duplicity as does the irbnic oath on brotherhood; 

lastly, is the suggestion of further duplicity in the garden 

by means of syrn.bolic imagery. All of these details spell 

treachery--pCl'oaps not the kind of physical treachery "lhich 

cooked innocent children in stews as apt reprisals, but the type 

of fraternal treachery that corroded the integ~ity of Thebes 

and eventually uas instrumental in destroying that great city. 

Since Cleo is iIwoked for Book II in Hhich the histories 

of Troy and Thebes are so closely linked, her purpose must be 

didactic. The Ant:iclaucHan~1S reveals specifically that the 

cause of Thebes I clm'mfall \Jas frate:tnal disloyalty; in the 

fraudulent activities of the Trojan brothers, can be seen a 

parallel situation, not so overtly malevolent as that of the 

Theban brothers, but perhaps·even more degraded by the callous 

manipulation of kin and the ro:npant hypocd.sy. For Cleo, the 

muse of IEstoi:Y, to preside over such relatively trivial events 

as those sllrrtJllndin8 the deceptive dilmer party seems almost 

ludicrous and this may ~.7ell be an instence of Chaucer's ironic 
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humour; but Cleo's i~vocation is also most assuredly a cue 

to the underlying gravity of a social and political situation 

in which the petty scheming and rank hypocrisy ,,,auld eventually 

lead to the destruction of the "nobility of Troy, the hon'or 

of Troy, the illustrious fame of Troy '01 

21 Alain de Li1le, The Anticlaudi~nus, p.70. 
--'-'-'---~----
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VENUS 

I 

As forecast in the prologue to Book I, Troilus' "aventures" 

in "lovynge"must revolve "Fro "]0 to \-1ele, and after out of 

joie"; \-Jith an ever increasing acceleration in tempo, the first 

two books trace Troilus' emergence from bleak despair into fond 

hope. The "aventures"of Troi1us r?ach their zenith in Book III 

,·]hich is structurally the middle-point of the poem and thematica11y 

the high~point of the action. With the achievement of the 

anticipated union with Criseyde, Troi.lus has soared "Fro vlO to 

\\fe Ie"; the remainder of the dire prediction "and aftel: out of 

joie" has no place in this book of joyful celebration and ex-

acqui.€scence of the blushhlg maiden, the exultation of the 

trium~hant lover, the culmination of all Pandarus' schemings. 

In des:.'1'ibing the bliss of the th1.Td book, most scholars 

rise to the occasion yith a composite array of eulogy and 

panegyrlc. C. S. Lewis, in his celebration of the lovers' 

uniO:l, pays an ovcn.Jhel""1ing tr'.hute t') the climax by calling 

it "a long epithala:niu~i1"1 ([:11e nB'Tie of a song composed speci£-

ically for a bride on her wedding day), Since the epithalamion 

does not exist as a genre i.n medieval English, the best example 

is one COl'lposed nearly tuo hundred y(~ars later by Edmund Spenser 

for Elizabeth Boyle on the occasion of their wedding in June of 

l59/j·. In a splendid outpouring of emotion and elation, S,?ens'~r 

50 
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lavishes praise on his bride-to-be, entreats "the temple gates" 

(1.204)2 to open wide for his beloved, and charges the bells 

to ring out in joy. Impatiently, he begs the workers to shun 

their '''vonted labors for this day"(l.262) and join with the 

entire world in witnessing this blessed union with Elizabeth 

for "This day is holy" (1. 263) . Turning again to TroUus and 

.9ri!!~de, the section Hhich is, according to Le"'ivis a "long 

epithalamium", has no temple (just a bedroom), no witnesses 

(except Pandarus) and certainly no hint that "this day is holy", 

for these "nuptials" are performed in the dark of the night 

under cover of rain in the most secluded atmosphere of secrecy 

and shame. Even Lewis fli.nches at his OHt1 use of "epithalamium" 

for only a few lines later, he suggests, half-apologetically, 

that "It seems almost an accident that the third book celebrates 

adultery instead of marriage".3 In this very statement rests 

the fallacy of Lewis' comments, for this book does celebrate 

"adultery instead of marriage". This union of Troilus and 

Criseyde is nothing but an illicit love affair; there is no 

marriage, nor will there be one. Lewis, in his biased concept 

of medieval decorum in love fails to see the irony of his ovm 

statement and position. 

John Speirs, a feH years later, ventures to use the same 

term, "epithalamium", but his uneasiness is even more evident 

._-----------------
2 Edmund Spenser, The _~~)ete Poetical Works _of~nser, 

(Boston: Houghton Hifflin & Co., 1936), T). 735. 

3 C. S. Le~'7is, The Allegory of Lo_~~, p. 197. 
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than is Lev]is': "Yet the union of Criseyde and Troilus> once 

accomplished, is celebrated as a joyous epithalamium, trans

cencHng the dubiousness of the preliminaries. ,A These pre-

liminaries--the lying, the feigning, the trickery, the intimidat-

ing, the duplicity--are now deemed acceptable because Troilus has 

acquired his Criseyde. Speirs' awareness that this is not a 

nuptial song is evident in his phrase "as a joyous epithalamium:' 

for the "dubfousness" which has preceded this union is quite 

remote from the realm of true ,qeclded bliss. The buoyancy, 

the eagerness, the purity of Spenser's Epith_alam~pn is starkly 

absent from the clanclestine atmosphere suriounding the union 

of Troilus and Criseyde--a union shrouded beneath a "smoky reyn" 

(III> 628). Leuis may vieH the '.'smoky reyn".as the "innocent 

snugness, as of a children's hid ing-p lace" > 
5 but sure ly this 

. ,..... / . is endoHing the enti.re scene ,,71th aVJ.Ytue ana mnveLe "Thleh 

is more in tune with Spenser than with Troilus, The term, 

"epi tha lS[l1ium" is a misnomer - -a ca lCllbted misrepresentat ion 

much like Pandarus' preference for the elegance of "gentilesse" 

rather than the baseness of "bauderye". Although Speirs at 

times seems to acclaim the "joyous celebration of human 10ve"6 

he concludes ,-lith perception that lithe poem is no romantic 

------ --------------
4 John Speirs, g1a~ce~~J1~ l·lal~e!. (London: Faber & Faber, 

1951),p.66, 
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glorification of passioD,!.7 Yet this "glorification" is just 

what C. S. Lewis expounds under the guise of a rarified 

medieval love code. Since there are no formal nuptials in the 

Troilus and Cris~d~, the celebration must be of a union 1i7hich 

disdains such rites and thereby must be viewed as a concupiscent 

relationship. 

The possible source for this apparent misconception about 

the genre of Book III is the invocation of Venus that 

precedes it: 

o blisful light, of T/lhich the bemes c1.ere 
Adorneth al the thridde heven faire! 
o sannes lief, 0 Joves daughter deere, 
P1esance of love, 0 goodly debonaire, 
Hy gentil hertes ay redy to repaire! 
o veray cause of heele and of gladnesse, 
Iheryed be thy myght and thi goodnesse! (III, 1-7) 

This choice of invocation liliich differs radically from 

Thesiphone (Book I) and Cleo (Book. II) gives momentous impetus 

to those critics Hho revel in the "romantic glorification of 

passionl1 because I1Joves daughter deere" is the traditional 

goddess of love. Levlis I idea that the substitution of adultery 

for marriage is a literary accident has prompted subsequent 

critics to find Venus the warrant for their interpretations. 

According to Kemp Malone, the reason for the invocation 

g 
is that in Book III, Troi Ius '\,ins his lady I s love and favors" 

and "Chaucer accordingly starts with an invocation to Venus".9 

-------------------- ---
7 Ibid., p.8a, 

8 
Kemp }lalone, S;.h~.P.! .. ~.?;s~~Chauce~, p.1l6. 
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In a detailed study of this prologue Malone analyses certain 

characteristics of Venus--her identity as a planet-, her as-

trological significance, her attributes of might and goodness, 

her ability to pacify tempers and her capacity for welding 

friendships. Nalone also emphasizes that "Venus has set for 

people a Ia'\\' universally applicable and whoever opposes her 

is certain to be overcoDe.,.,10 l1alone's weakness in this other-

\'7ise detailed accounting, is that nowhere does he say why those 

attributes Hill aid either Troilus as lover or Chaucer as poet. 

Venus' diversity of characteristics--goodness, niight, pacifier, 

law-maker, tyrant--deserves some explanation especially in 

relation to the action of Book III. The manner in ,,'hieh Venus I 

divergent roles will assist Troilus in the culmination of his 

union with Criseyde is not once considered. 

Norton Bloomfield, ever alert for historical overtones~ 

sees that Venus "underlines again the pagan quality of the 

history'!; 11 he echoes Nalone' s a"lareness of 'Iher symbolic, 

astrological and divine role [;'Jhic~] conquers the ,,7hole world 

and binds its dissonances and discords together. ,,12 Yet as with 

Malone there is no relationship drawn between these attributes 

and the ensuing action. Of Venus l capabilities in love, Bloomfield 

10 
lbi~., p.1l7. 

11 
Eorton Bloomfield, "Distance and Predestination in Tr-oilus 

and Criseycle," p.203~ 

12 Ibi~ .. _. _ -'. 

'-
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stat_es: "It is she \\Iho understands the mysteries of love and 

,,,ho explains the apparent irrationality of 10ve",13 Yet 

surely this is no help to Troilus v7hose concern for the 

"mysteries ll of love is nil once he has acquired his loved 

one; nor will Venus' explanations on the "irrationality of 

love" be of any use to him when his "\Vele lf is behind and he 

is :tarter out of joie'l. 

As Malone and Bloomfield recognize the diversity of Venus' 

attributes, so does Sanford Heech; h0l7ever, he elaborates on 

Venus' :role with some fresh observat ions, As Book II clos2s, 

Pandarus is hUi~rying Criseyde into Troilus! II s :Lck-bed 1f and the 

subsequent initial meetil!g is about to be transacted; hm'lever, 

the flow of action is interrupted by the prologue to Book III 

and the plot is not resumed until the conclusion of the 

lengthy invocation. Beech notes the significance of the 

interruption as a "due recognition of his [!roilus~) triumph 

, ~sJ it heralds the period of TroUus I delights, marking 

its commencement . " ll~ Eeech also proposes that lithe 

Hrst thirty··eight lines dignify earthly love by including it 

among the manifestations of the great unifying force symbolized 

by Venus, a force ,·]hich inspires Jove himself as well as all the 

13 1'1. Bloomfield, "Distance "md PredestinatioCl in .Tcoilus 
and Criseyde," p.2Q3. 
------17{-. ~ --- " ,. . 1 • " _ • 

S, Heecr., PCS}-gE-:l-..-~_.9i1~ucer s T~_Ol.!.t2.~_, '? ,53. 
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levels of creation tl
•
1S \-Jhat Heech neglects to mention is 

that it is only Jovels adulteries that are cited--his numerdus 

seductions facilitated by his variety of disguises (s,vans, 

bulls and 1'ai;'1 shol<7ers). ·Beech further appraises Book III as 

16 
tithe great night of love in our literature", a phrase soon 

. clutched by all exponents of the "romantic glorification of 

passion". 

George Sommer relies exclusively on the assessments of 

Nalone and Beech incluoj.ng a few of his O\\Tn banalHies. Since 

the purpose of Venus is to shaH the "nobility of amorous ful-

filrilent",l7 the ltNarrator prays explicitly that Troilus "be 

permitted to partake of this happiness: He Hill do his part 

. . . to praise the Author of nature by showing his lovers 

cl . t' . 1 HI' ~ . t ' ,', 18 e;Jga2;e 111 an ae . \,'n1C1 ,8 ,1as U1SL1. uceC! . Apparently for 

Somme2~, the height of man t s nobility is in direct proportion to 

his Tn:m·7ess in the se2~ act. SOlUme1~ t s appraisal of Venus con-

cludes that she is iDvol~ed "fo-..: the tone of ra?;:urous lyricism 

in the praise of 10ve ll
•
19 In this effusive ou':pouring, there 

is little in originality and much in superfluity. 

-- ---_._--_ ... _-_._-------_._----

16 Ib:L(~., p.72. 

17 George Sommer, liThe Nan~ator of the Trot 1us 6,. Cris~ydE:/ 

18 .!.biq~., p. 103. 

19 I:_1?~c!.., p. 1.05 • 
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On the Hhole, the critics considered recognize the 

multiformity of Venus' character, yet make little attempt to 

differentiate her attributes or to categorize her peculiarities. 

It is highly improbable that all her ql1alities--might, goodness, 

pacifist and legalistic tendencies--can apply equally or even 

be relevant to the action of this ):look; yet all thepe critics, 

Malone, Bloomfield, .Meech, consider her characteristics, 

collectively, and ilnply that they all have some bearing on the 

love story \'7hich ensues. Nost critics suppose that it is 

sufficient simply to say that Venus, goddess of love, influ-

ences the destiny of lovers. 

II 

The prologue to Baal;: ill has long been reco;;nized as having 

its sOlIrce in Giova,mi Boccaccio' s 11 Filostr:.§...~.2... As Boccaccio IS 

Troilo vlalks in the garden "'(';lith Pandarus, rejoicing in his love 

for Cr iseyde, he sings a song in praise of Vemls. FolloHing 

his model, Chaucer paraphrases the fi:::st six stanzas of the song, 

using a similar format; a cooparison of these verses Hith their 

source i."eveals many simj_larities and some notable innovations. 

Chaucer I s first verse, commencin6 "0 blisful light~1 

is a fairly close para?hrase of Eoccaccio; each poet pays 

tribute to Venus as the radiant p12net \·]ho in h~r astrological 

role has pm-7e:c to influence individuals. W!1ereas Boccaccio 

praises Venus' might, Chaucer amplifies this attribute to include 
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health, gladness and goodness; "0 veray cause of heele and 

of gladnesse, / Iheryed be thy myght and thi goodnesse!!1(III,6-7). 

Bocca~cio credits Venus as being the source of his strength and 

thereby gives a personal tone Hhich is not in Chaucer; by 

expanding Venus' role to include more characteristics--"hee1e", 

tlgladnesse"; "myght!l and Tlgoodnesse"--Chaucer gives a g:;:eater 

universality to the goddess. 

Chaucer's second verse is a very close paraphrase of 

Boccaccio's; this verse is a tribute to Venus as the source 

of regeneration in the entire universe: 

In hevene and helle, in erthe and salte see 
Is felt thi myght, if that I Hel descerne; -
As man, brid, best, fissh, herbe, and grene tree 
Thee fele in tymes with vapour eterne. 
God loveth, and to love \vo 1 nough t Herne; 
And ir. this "lOr lcl no lyves creature 
Hithouten love is Horth, or may endure. (III,S·· 14.) 

In a feH succinct lines, both poets summal'ize the expansive, 

all-embracing po~er of love as the drive which inspires the 

regenerat ive proces s, the pO"ler which promotes the urge tO~'7ard 

the procreation of the species. The last two lines have 

undergone much scholarly scrutiny: '~nd in this world no 1yves 

creature / \-Jithouten love is uorth> or may endure. II Nany 

critics uphold these lines as conclusive evidence that love 

makes all creatures in her universe ,\wrthy, while the ex-

aggerated interpretation of this view is that no one has any 

value \vho is not a lover. Hhile love can have an ameliorating 

opposite. The intr6ductory verse in Book I refers to the 
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"ravysshyng" (I, 62) of He len; my tho logica 1 references abound 

in adultery, rape and lust; the love-stricken Troilus is 

totally committed to his passion for Criseyde. Love in the 

Troilus a_rl_~.9~~~_cL~ is not the stimulus of \\~orthy deeds, but 

the cause of degenerate behaviour. The tribute in this verse 

is simply to the regenerative pO~'ler of Venus Hhich has the pro

pensity to,·mrd benevolence and dignity and which can be the 

source of virtue and worth'. 

In the third veise, Chaucer follows Boccaccio's example 

\'lith a commendation of Venus' pOHer over Jove the creator; 

but in Chaucer's version there is a subtle ~hift in emphasis. 

\\lhe1'eas Boccaccio stresses the arne liorat lug -influence of Venus in 

making .love more merciful to mortals, Chaucer refers only to 

Venus I persuasiveness \·Jhich inflar.1ed Jove I s innumerable sed

llctions in "8 thousand formes" (111,20). F. N. Robinson ob-

serves this subtle difference: ilChaucer seems to have in mind 

only the amorous adventures of Jupiter, 'dhereas Boccaccio speaks 

of Venus in terms applicable to Nercy as an a:ttY.ibute of God"; 20 

houevEn", having noted the ilmovation, Robinson fails to dra,>] 

any conclusions. Venus I pm .. 'er over Jove was such that "amorous[i1-J 

him made! On mortal thyng"- (II1,17);this god· forgot his 

supreme role repeatedly Hith frequent visits to eart;1 ;;'lhere 

"he hente" (I11,21) [:he unsuspecting females of the human 

race \-lith lecherous intent. \vith this subt 1e shift, Chaucer 

------------ -----------_._-----------------------
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changes his source and introduces the theme of lecherous love. 

lvUh the reference to Hars in the opening of the fourth 

verse, the theme of le~hery is continued, for the most cele-

brated love affair in mythology is the love of Venus and Nars. 

nYe £i.erse Hars apaisen of his ire" (111,22) is aI1 accurate 

appraisal of Venus' influence on }1ars; but Chaucer leaves 

untouched the jealous fury of Vulcan the betrayed husband. 

The appeasing of "fierse Harsl! is described in greater detail in 

Venus, /That hath thys ~'JOrthy knyght [Nars] in governaunce?" 

(II Jl~3-l,). Submission to Venus implies an inversion of the 

normal hierarchy; Hal's forgets his I!knighthood" and Jove 

"in thousand fO::l!1eS" forsakes his s:.IpreP.1acy. This is the 

dire result of Venus' I!governaunce". Chaucer only implies 

this maleficence then passes on quickly to list the countless 

improvements vhich naturally flo'i'i from dedication to Venus: 

And as yow list, ye maken hertes digne; 
Algates hem that ye wol sctte a-fyre, 
They dreden shame, and vices they resygne; 
Ye do hem corteys be, fresshe and benign e; 
And heighe or lowe, after a wight entendeth, 
The joies that he hath, youre myght h:"''U sendeth. 

(III,23-8) 
The benefits accrued from service to Venus are similar to 

those listed by Boccaccio. 

The fifth verse is very similar to Boccaccio's rendering; 

both poets comment on the unity of the universe, the bond of 

21 11 . 1 _ )J.C • , p.529. 
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friendship and the special prowess of Venus in knowing the occult. 

\17hereas Boccaccio concludes his verse T,lith philosophic genera1-

ities, Chaucer becomes very specific: 

Ye holden regne and hous in unitee; 
Ye sothfast cause of frendshipe ben also; 
Ye kno,'7e al thi Ike covered qualitee 
Of thynges, uh:Lch that folk on Hondren so, 
Hhan they 1<an nought construe hO\'7 it may jo 
She loveth hym, or Hhi he loveth here, 
As 16i this fissh, and naught that, comth to were. 

(III) 29-35) 
Hith a deft stroke, Chaucer shifts the mystery of "thilke 

covey-ed qualitee I Of thynges" to the very specific problem 

of Hhy some individuals fall in love and why others do not. The 

fishing imagery of the last line creat.es a humort'.o3 . .;l;S effect because 

it c1rm.'ls an ilaplicit analogy between the pursuit of human love and 

the t!'apping of live game--an analogy that gains force "Jhen 

Diomede later "leyde out hook and lyne" (V, 777). Chaucer's 

addition of the last two lines to Boccaccio's rendition brings 

the foregoing lofty therl1€ dO'Nn to a most mundane level. 

Chaucer's sixth verse opens, as does Boccac6io's, with a 

refe)~ence to the law of Venus: 

Ye folk a laHe han set in un:Lve~se, 
And this knowe I by hem that lovers be, 
That ,·]11oso stryveth \'lith yow hath the 'del'se. 

(III ,36·,8) 
In Boccaccio breakers of the 1m., Hill struggle '!lith Venus' 

son; hm'7ever, Chaucer brings offenders into combat 1'7ith Venus 

herself. In Chaucer's phrasinij of these lines there is an 

ambigu 1_ty of meaning; it is not clear Hhether love!'s ar.'e supposed 

to avoid strife by co-operating ,·7ith Venus or Hhether they are to 
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shun Venus entirely. Either interpretation is strongly remin-

iscent of The Romance of the Rose in which Reason offer.s the ---.-------.. ---------~~-

Lover this advice: 

"If now 
You \)i8h ;;"e 11 to 2.ccornp lish your escal)c, 
From all Love'l> grievances to be Hell cured, 
No better potion can you drink than flight; 
No etsewise can you happiness enjoy. 
Follow Love, 2.nd he Hill YOll pursue; 
Avoid him, and ,from you he'll £1ee.,,22 

The implication in Bocc2.ccio is more on the danzer of being an 

enemy of Venus' son; Chaucer puts the stress on Venus' 

disenchantment as well as opening up the possibility of escape 

by a refusal of lovers to accept the challenge. Hhereas 

Boccaccio ends his verse by submitting himself to Venus' wiles, 

Chaucer closes by entreating Venus for aid in relating "Som 

joye of that is felt in thi servyse." (111,42) 

In general, Chaucer has ·foU.oHed his source meticulollsly; 

however, the changes are of paramount importance. The expansion 

of "myght" (111,7) to include health, gladness and goodness gives 

to Venus' role a universality not found in Boccaccio's limited 

use of "might". Chaucer's addition of Jove's amorous pursuits 

is of greatest si~nificance because it introduces adultery and 

the accompanyin3 theme of lecherous love, a theme not evident 

in the source. In his lecherous relationships with mortals 

who are his subordinates, Jove, the supreme deity debases him-

self. By so doing he defiles acceptable interrelationships 

and creates an inversion of the normal hierarchy of authority. 

22 Guillaume de Lo~Tis & Jean de Heull, The .P:.~?:I§!1.1.£~_ . .2J .. ~l:te 
n.Q_~~, p.96-7. 
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Both the theme of lechery and the theme of inverted hierarchies 

are underlined and emphasized by the direct reference to Nars 

and indirect allusion to his submission to Venus. 1<'i r-hi no-
- _C>_ .- a, 

1·]hich is a form of hunting, embe1.Hshes the theme of lechery 

because the hunt of small game is usually associated with 

the hunt of Venus: "one common medieval device for i1lus-

trating lechery is to depict a man riding on a goat and either 

carrying or pursuing a rabbit. Not infrequently, he wears a 

net to ShOH that he is co.ught in Vulcan r s snare. II 23 The 

passage concludes with the veiled suggestion cloked in ambiguity 

that the best \"ay to avoid a struggle '-'lith the "1m.7e ll is 

simply not to enter the fray. 

The first of these adaptations, the expansion of I'myght" 

to include additional, more ex~ansive qualities, imbues Venus 

with an even greater universality than ,that of Boccaccio's 

goddess. The other in::iovations--Jove's amours, Mars ' submission 

and the fishing image--introduce the theme of lechery. Chaucer 

appea~s to have retained and expanded the theme of Venus I 

universality, but also introdL1ced the theme of lecherous love 

as a different capacity of the same goddess. It is quite 

imp:;::obable that the goddess Hho is the "veray cause of heele 

and of gladnesse" (111,6) of IImyght" and of "goodnesse " is 

the same goddess >;\Tho inflicts the lecherous Jove on unsuspectinz 

mortals. Therefore, Venus has a dual nature or a dual ro1e--



one \'lhich inspires benevolent deeds, one ,·7hich incites malevolent 

acts. 

There is an abundance of evidence to prove that the 

mecl:i.eval age viewed Venus as a dual character. Robert K. 

Root indicates the existence of a duality in Venus t role; 

"She is the pm'ler of Love, both in its earthly aspect as 

sexual attraction, and in its Platonic aspect as the unifying 

• • J .c: h . ,,2l :. prlnClp_e o£ t e UDlverse. However, Rootts differenti.ation 

must be considered either as inaccurate or incomplete because 

Itsexual attraction" is part of the lIunifying principle of the 

the "classic statement of the medieval idea that love is the 

p,-inci!11e of harr.10ny in the universe lt
• 25 This statement is so 

fu~c1anental to medieval philosophy that it necessitates a full 

quotation: 

ItTha.t the tl:1i.vc:,.:se carries out its changing 
process in concord and w!thstable faith, that the 
conflicting Reeds of things are held by everlasting 
1m.], that Phoebus in his go lclen char iot br in3S 
in the silining day, that the rlight, led by Hesp-
crus, is ruled by Phoebe, that the gree4y sea 
holds back his waves \lithin la~'Jful bounds, for 
they are not permitted to push back the unsettled 
earth--all this harmonious order of things is 
ac:hievec1 by love 'h,hich rules the earth and the 
seas, and com'nand s the heavens. 

tlBut if love should slack the reins, all that 
now is joined in mutual love would wage continual 
war, and strive to tear apart the ,",orld ,·:hich is 
now sustained in friendly concord by beautiful motion. 
. llLove binds toeether people joined by a 
sa.cred bond; love binds sacred marriages by chaste 
affections; love ma1zes the laHs ,·,hich join true 

2l!- Robert Kilburn Iloot, The_Book ~f: Troi1us_and_Criseyd~_ 
(Princeton: 1945),p.463. 

25 Boethius, Th.t:....f9]~§2.).~_ti~E1 __ S?i..B.0}9J>~p.hy., trans. Richard 
Green, (Neu York: The Bobbs-Herrill Co., 1962),p.41. 
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friends. 0 how happy the human race would be, if 
that love uhich rules the heavens ruled also 
your souls! 1I 26 

Boethius includes ~vithin "this harmonious order" the sacred 

bond of matrimony \'/hich binds t"l0 people to~ether by "chaste 

affections"; s5.nce the purpose of marriage in the medieval 

a~e was for the procreation of children the sexual att~action 

was necessa:;:ily part of the universal "harmonious orderl!, 

The lIehaste affeetiolls n referred to by Boethius have no 

re lat i011shi13 to the amorous affecU.ons of Jove (111,15 -21) , 

yet both are called love and have Venus as their goddess. 

Although Root is correct in recognizing a duality in the 

nature of Venus, he errs in not specifying the type of sexual 

attraction--leche:cy--which is divorced entirely from universal 

harmony. 

Boccaccio does not exploit the dual relationship of Venus 

in ILl''j.J_<2.~!.:.pj:~.; hm'lever, there is evidence hom another source 

that he knew of her duaHty. In his notes to the Te_§_~.i~.'!..) 27 

Boccaccio tells of the double Venus, one concerned with matri-

monial love, the other concerned with concupiscent passion. 

hi.gh 1y probable that Chaucer uas fami liar Hith this concept 

of the double Venus. 

-...----~ - ........ -.----.---~-.---. -----".----.'-,- .-- .. -.. _-'._ .. _-- ---. -----.~------- - .. - .... ~-----.~--~----.-

27 Giovanlli. Boccaccio) Te~eic1<!.) cd. Auce lio Ron'2u:::;l:ta 
(Bari, 1941),p.4l7. 
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Even apart from Boccaccio, there "}ere other innumerable 

sources from Hhich Chaucer could have derived his cor.cept of 

duality. A thorough study of classical and medieval uritings 

by D. W. Robertson indicates some of "these sources and the 

teofold attitude of Venus' personage: 

There are> c!ear ly, t,lO '\')8,]S to look at Venus, or 
at least there are tHO f!loves" "7hich may call 
her Nathe!.'. An a lternat i.ve remai'!1s, however, for 
we may [,1ake ti'}Q Venuses. This solution was developed 
by the Pythagoreans, ~vho placed the traditional deities 
in tuo rlhem:tspheres" , one celest:i.al and the other 
inferna l, so as to make pairs, and 3r10:1g these 
pairs ':las Venus .•.. Thus Remi1J;U ... .I'$ of Auxeyre says 
that '!there are tHO Venuses, one the mot.her of sen .. 
sua lity a;1d Just. . . the other chaste, ,,)ho rules 
over honest and chaste loves." A com:nentary on the 
.Fa~ .. t:A Ft'oc1uced during the lat.e eleventh or ea1:1y 
t'.'7e1£th century reco:.sllizes that Venus is responsible 
f0 1" bo'-h . 'vi , .. t UD U" 1 ov'" II al1d "un 1" <.T-fu 1 n" S (. i 0'''''' 28 _ L __ ~_ ~,). \.:. . l Q.~ .. _ rc. ... ~.\:a~-- 1j .. 

An excerpt from the third Vatican mythographer, not included 

by Robertson, verifies the duality of Venus: "alter bonus et 

pudicus, quo sapientia et virtutes amantur; alter impudicus 

. 1 d' t . . l' .,29 er rna us, quo a V1 1a lnc 1namur.· All of Robertson's 

sources- -Lucret ius, Ovid>. Boethius, Hugh of Sain t Victor, Bernard 

Silvestr:Ls .... '>Jere kno'i·m by Chauce'!: and could have afforded to 

him the concept of a double Venus. 

Another recent critic Dho concurs with Robertson's 

findhlgs is John Benton: IIThis idea of a division of love 'ivas 

commonplace in the twelfth century; as Hugh of St. Victor put 

it succinctly: 't~'70 streams flo\7 from the stnrr1e fOU~lt of love, 
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cupidity and charity'. In the next century Thomas Aquinas 

ponderously demonstrated that it was proper to distinguish 

b 1 I r f' , h' d h 1 .c • ,,3 0 et,,1een t 1e ove 01: TJ.enClS J.p an t. e ove OL conCUIllscence'. 

Benton stresses the special talent of the medieval mind to 

thinlc categorically and to enjoy lite!:ature ~'lhich Ilplayed ll 

on deliberate ambiguities such as the double role of Venus. 

The prevalence of the concept of Venus' duality can readily 

be established from classical and medieval sources. The 

comp~rison of the prologu2 with its source in Boccaccio 

ShCH'JS the subtle way in 1;7hich Chaucer infused hi.s version ~vith 

the theme of lechery, keeping intact the other,aspect of love 

as harmony in the universe. Yet Chaucer accomplishes the infusion 

of the therle of concupiscent love so deftly that the j~esult 

is an ~mbiguity which continually confuses the modern scholar. 

Accordin2; to Benton: "medieval authors and audiences enjoyed 

ambiguity in li~erature not because they felt it reflected a 

basic aobiguity in the universe or the heart of man, but 

because their natural tendency \Vas to think in very rigid 

catego::c1.es".3l Having noted Boccaccio, Robertson and Benton, 

ue may conclude that Chaucer was fully cognizant of the duality 

of Venus' role and that in blending the two aspects of love 

so imperceptibly, created a deliberate ambiguity, the purpose 

30 John F. BentoD, "Clio and Venus: An Histm: ica 1 Vie';.) of 
lIed ieval Love", ed. F .X. 1'[e\,r.nan, ~~1]~...l~~a~.n0 of=...~C?,lI..;;_t).Y..J:.C?ve., 
(New York: 1968),p.29. 

31 a.r1_" , .... '1 

L~~.' ,p •. 51. 
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of wh::'ch 1;.]as not just to tease the mecHeval thi.nker, but to 

enable him to play on two ideas simultaneously in an intell

ectually attractive manner. The ambiguity in itself serves 

the double function of designating the type of love being 

described in the poem ~nd the ty~e of love being rejected. 

The union of Troilus and Criseyde is an act of passion quite 

unem.cumbel:ed by the sacred rites of matrimony; therefore, by 

medieval standards, this union is a concupiscent relationship-

similar to Jove's and Nars' love affairs. In stark contrast 

to lecherous love stands the other love--the principle of 

harmony, of concord and of charity. By creating this a':1biguity, 

Chaucer =.8 able to sho\1 the inferior love d1ich is adopted by the 

lovers in contrast to the superior love vhich is ;:-epudiated. 

Scholars, in general, tend to bypass this ambi~uity or to 

dismiss it as merely Chaucerian '·Jit. Many critics sllch as Malone, 

Bloomfield, and Heech, rec08nize some diversity in Venus, 

1>ut Sitilply Hlump" al1. l1er charactei:istlcs together uncle:;: the 

one convenient label of love. A recognition of Chauce:;:-'s 

delibsrate introduction of the theme of concupiscence, along

side the principle of harmony, into the prologue to Book III 

will aid critic and scholar in acquiring a fuller understanding 

of the significance or Tr:~J:.1~.l§_~10_.~~~'..!3J:Yde .• 
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III 

By the juxtaposit~on of charitable love and lecherous 

love, Chaucer achieves the twofold purpose of describing the 

imperfect in terms of the ideal and thereby advocating ideal 

love by contrast with its opposite; one aspect of love de

lineates and explicates the other by antithesis. This same 

polarity of identity Hhtch is clearly operating in the p;:'ologue 

is also evident in the imagery of Book III. In literary termin

ology the proper label is symbolism--one image signifying another 

image either inside or outside the context of the poem; hOHever, 

when the sYl:lbol points to an entirely different code of 

values--an ideal i·Jhich has been discardec1--the poet is funct

ioning in an ironic mode. The poet appears to be praising his 

subject matte".:' ~qhen in reality he is stringently condemning. To 

quote a thirteenth century definition of irony by Boncompagno 

of Signa: If Irony is the unado:cned and gent Ie use of "lOrds to 

convey disdain and ridicule. • Hard 1y anyone can be found \·;rho 

is so foolish that he does not understand if he is praised for 

v7hat he is not. . . it is nothing but vituperation to commend 

the evil deeds of someone through their opposite, or to 

relate them ,.7ittily".32 Chaucer, 1-7hi1e seeming to praise the 

fruits of Venus, is in reality castigating the lecherous love 

of Troilus. 

-_ ... _-_ .. _----- ------.------.-.-.------------.~----
32 John Benton, tlelio and Venus I!, p. 28,,9. 
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The poetic imagery of Book III is analysed by Robertson 

in terms of Christian values; critics challenge this conception 

on the grou::lds that the ~):gJ)'u~ is a pagan story and has no 

relevance to Christianity. The best refutation of this argu-

ment appears in the epilogue when Chaucer concludes his poem 

by recomrilcnding the love of Christ. This controversy can 

be avoided entirely by l10t categorizing the imagery as 

"religious"-(Robertson) but by analysing the same imagery in 

terms of philoSOl)hy. Although the influence of Boethius on 

widely recognized, the prevalence of the same influence on 

the poetic imagery has not been noted. This influence sterns 

a code of values similar to the basic Christian precepts, 

the poetic imagery or the :!);.0J-_':1..?_ can as easily be termed 

the same purpose proposed by Robertson for reli~ious imagery: 

"to sU3gest the values \'7hich the hero inverts and, at t11e same 

, . t f . h t' t f . . h ,,33 A . Clme -0 -urOlS oppor un1 y ~or ~ronlC umor. comparlson 

of the iraagery used by Boethius and Chaucer ShO~'7S the basic 

-.-- ------ --.------- --.-~---~--- ........ ~----.-----.-----.~----..........---------.. --.~~-.-- ~--.. -,-
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values eXDounded and rejected, as well as its use in creating 

Chaucer's ironic stance. 

One of the most rervas1.ve metaphors in the CO.~1S0].:...~~J:2.Q 

hOH thi,s mind :i.S dulled. ch:-o"med in the ovenvhelming depths. 

3[., 
It \,'8:1ders in outer darlmess, de?d.ved of its natural light It (I :m2)j . 

Itthe light of· his mind gone out· (I :1'12) ;35 flIt is the nature of 

men's minds that \'1hen they thL'm'l m"ay the truth they embrace 

f:a~~se ideas, and from these CO!:les the cloud of anxiety \·!hich 

obscures their vision of truth. I shall try to dis~e1 this 

cloud by gent 1e treatment. so that 1-7hen the darkness of c1eceptive 

feeling is renoved you may recognize the splendor of true lizht" 
?I: 

(
T .1:) ,J0 
~.o . In each example, 1i3ht is associated with reason; 

darkness is associated with the lack of reasoD, or ignorance. 

The man Hho rejects the guidance of reason :J.s fizuratively 

dro';ming in 11overuhell!1in:; dqlths'l, captivated by !lfalse ideas ll 

and lost in a "cloud of anxiety";· the same iliaD Hho finds his 

reason has figuratively, re:::;a:Leed his "natu:::-al light", re-

l:indled the "U,2;ht of his m:tnd ll and has recognized "i:he 

splendor of true light ". The imasery of: light and darkness, 

36 Ll?~~~., p. 19. Othe'·~ references to the light of reason: 
p.20; p.S6; p.61; p.65; p.69; p.7S; p.Bl; p.86; p.104; p.1.0G. 
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metaphorically representative of reason and ignorance, 

is used extensively in Book III \lith the sa8e implications. 

The candle ~'lhich Pandarus consi.derately moves to the c·himney 

is often referred to as a charming stage prop, another of 

Chaucer's meticulous attentions to detail. A close apprai-

sal of this verse reveals a valuable thematic purpose much 

more fundamental than that of charm or detail: 

Quod Pandarus, "For aught I kan aspien, 
This light, nor I, ne serven here of nou~ht. 
Light is nought good for sike folkes yen! 
But, for the love of God, syn ye ben brought 
In thus good plit, lat now no hevy thousht 
Ben hD.ngyng in the hertes or YoT,'! tueye"--
And bar the caudele to the chymeneye. (111:1135-41) 

"Light is not good for syke £olkes yen"-- both the comment 

and the action by the busy Pandarus provide humour; 

hOHever, the irony rests in the realization that these 

!Isyke folkes", Troilus and Criseyde, ne_~~ the Hght--the 

light of reason-·-but Panc1arus is carefully removing the 

one prop, the tiny candle, Hhich might reprieve the lost 

judgement of the enamou:ced couple. 1fuen Lady Philosophy 

visits the bedside of the ailing Hoethius, she furiously 

dismisses the Huses saying that "They cannot offer medicine 

for his sorrm'/s,,;37 the remedy she prescribes in the course 

of the dialogue is the medicine of reason ,·lhich dispels the 

37 
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darkness of ignorance ",ith the "true light II of wisdom. 

The need of Troilus and Criseyde for Lady Philosophy1s remedy 

is just as urgent as Boethius1s need, but Pandarus, instead, 

in his massively ironic statement declares that "Light is 

nought good for sike folkes yen!11 (III:1137), 

After the joyou s consummation of the illicit union, 

both Troilus and Criseyde realize that their liaison is only 

temporary and that with the coming of day he must return to 

the palace. In the ensuing verses the imagery associated with 

day and night, light and darkness is predominant: 

IINyn hertes lif, my trist, and my plesaunce, 
That T. \(las born, allas, ,-,hat me is HO, 

That day of us moot make disseveraunce! 
For tyme it is to ryse and hennes go, 
Or ellis I am lost for evere mo! 
o nyght, alIas! '-7hy nyltm'l over uS have, 
As lange as whan Almena lay by Jove? 

!fa blake nyght, as folk in bokes rede, 
That shapen art by God this world to hide 
At certe~n tymes wyth thi derke wede, 
That uncler that men myghte in reste abiele, 
WeI oughten bestes pleyne, and folk the chic1e~ 

That there as day \-7yth labour Holde us breste, 
That thaw thus fleest, and deynest us nought rest. 

"Thm-7 doost, alIas, to shortly thyn office, 
Thaw rakle nyght, ther God, maker of kynde, 
The, for thyn haste and thyn unkynde vice, 
So faste ay to oure hemysperie bynde, 
That nevere more under the ground thoH i-lynde! 
For now, for tho\-7 so hiest out of Troie, 
Have I forgan thus hastili my joie! II (III: 1l~22-42) 

These Hords are Criseydels entreaty to the !lblake nyght'l to 

remain forever so she and Traill1s may continue in "joie: l; 

it need hardly be stated that their "joie'l can not risk the 
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bright light of day. The prologue \vhich refers to the "thousand 

formes l1 Hhereby Jove seduced unsuspecting mortals; contains a 

reference to a specific conquest in Hhich the lecherous Jove, in 

order to seduce Almena, miraculously lengthened the night through 

thl:ee "days:l. It is ironic that Criseyde draws her analogy from 

the conquests of Jove Hhose lecherous intentions have already 

been noted. 

Troilus continues the same ~heme but in a slightly 

different vein: 

110 cruel day, accusour of the joie 
That nyght aud love hall stole and faste hrryen, 
Acorsed by thi comyng into Troye, 
For every bore hath oon of thi bryghte yen! 
Envyous day, Hhat lis t the so to spien? 
What hastoTt] lost, "Jhy sekesto,·] this place, 
Ther God thi light so quenche, for his grace? 

IIAllas! \}hat have thise loveris the agylt, 
Dispitous day? Thyn be the peyne of helle! 
For many a lovere hastoH slayn, and wilt; 
Thy pourynge in wol no,vher lat heQ dHelle. 
Hhat profrestoH thi light here for to se lIe? 
Co selle it hem that smale selys grave; 
We \'701 the nought, us nedeth no day have. II (III~l450-63) 

In scathing and derogatory tones Troilus curses the day 

challenging her to IICO selle ll her light to the gravers of small 

seals; this is a scriptural reference (Ecclus. 38:26-39) to 

meticulous craftsmen IIHhose skills are necessary to a city, 

but '\'7ho nevert.heless fall short of the highest Hisdom. 1138 

Since \·)isdom and light are ahlays equated in biblical imagcJ:y, 

T1'o1.lu8, by summarily dismissing the light of day, Ul1con-

sciously relegates himself to a position subordinate to that 

---.-------.. -,,--.-~~-.-.----... ---.--~--------

38 R. E. Kas;~e, lIThe Aube in ChaL1cer's T1'o:L~ls'l, Ch§.!:l.~er 
Cri~icis~1..., Vol. II, Schoeck & Taylor, p.l77. 
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of the gravers. The irony rests in Troilus' delusion that his 

1I0ccupationll is far superior to that of the humble craftsman--

'1."·70rks of profounder 1i7isdom--l:Lke his O'Vln- -are best matured in 

the dark. 1I39 

The lovers' curse on day is resumed on the occasion of 

their next tryst: 

But cruel day, so Hailm-J8Y the stounde! 
Gan for t'aproche, as they by synges kneHe; 
For \\Ihich hem thoughte feelen dethis ~·JOi·mde. 

So \\10 was hem that changen gan hire hewe, 
And day they gonnen to despise al ne\\le, 
Calling it traitour, envyous, and worse, 
And bitterly the dayes light thei corse. 

Quod Troilus, "AlIas, no\'7 am I 'dar 
That Pirous and tho swifte steedes thre, 

- lfuich that drawen forth the sannes char, 
Han gon sam bi-path in dispit of me; 
That maketh it so soone day to be; 
And, for the sonne hyo hasteth thus to rise, 
Ne shal I nevere don him sacrifise." (111:1.695-1708) 

('Crue 1. Day", IItraitour tl and lfenvyoLls" all culminate in '1'r01 lus' 

part ieula:-ly dreadful oath: "Ne sha 1 I nevere don him sacrifise." 

This a\'7ful curse against ApoJ.lo, the sun-god, is not long in being 

ansHered for in the opening of Book IV appear "Nyghtes dOllghtren 

thre ll (IV ,22), the Furies descd.bed individually by 13occaccio as 

flAcherontis et Noctis f:Lliafll.!.O and collectively by the Vatican 

mythog:capher as "Noctis et Acheruntis filiac" . [!.1 The lovers 

swiftly receive the eternal night for which they prayed. 

39 Ibid., p.l77. 

40 G~ovanni Boccaccio, Gcnealo2ie .. 
~ --- .•.. -.~-.~..-.:---

Libri, p.129-30. 

41 Georgius . .' 77 . . .Rep,:~~.~.) p. I • 
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In this highly figurative imagery Chaucer indicates the 

complete rejection of reason by the two lovers; they prefer the 

darkness (and ignorance) Hhich Hill conceal their concupiscence, 

to the daylight (and reason) v7hich 1;'li11 reveal their folly. 

As noted by n.. K. Root, i1Criseyde's reproaching of Night has no 

counterpart in £.i~~_?-''::};'§.!_I?,,~2 Sin:.:e any 8.ddHion Chaucer makes 

to his source is Horthy of scrupulous attention, these elaborate, 

exteuded and highly meta,?horic passages all based on the i.magery 

of.li.ght and darkness must have the utmost significance. He may 

conclude that this significance is derived from Boethius, who 

used the same imagery as symbolic of reason and ignorance. 

Since the saMe imagery has scriptural significance as well, the 

result is a poetic achievement unsurpassed in richness, depth 

and meaning. 

A 1ttough the imagery of lj.ght and darkr~ess, associated 

with reason and iznoj~ance) is perhaps the most pervasive poetic 

and ther:'atic deVice, there is other imagery ,·,hich serves a 

's:lmilar function of ShOH1.11g the values ~o]hich are neglected or 

inverted by the hero. Troilus is forever burning "lith the fire 

of Venus' passion; fire in its ideal form, according to Boethius, 

is the fire of the sun ~·;hich T:Jill "burn off the fogs and clouds 

of earth"L~3 and reveal the true lj_ght of reason. Closely connected 

42 Robert L Root, ~~_e __ Il.<?ol~-.9.:tl.!oilll~_._~?~_ C~}...f3~:7~~_, l' .489. 

43 Boe::hius, !lL_~_S_£?!l§_ol<!:_ti~_0:_.l'h_Ug_f~5?yhZ, p. 61. ;. 
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deals with the tragic tale of the siege of Thebes--the fall of a 

great city and the deaths of brave men; the Div~~<:;..s0i!1.~ is the 

tale of Mankind from damnation to' salvation. These are the topics 

of the true epic. Calliope's role in the Troilus and Criseyde 

can be much more easily assessed -';<7hen vieHed . in retrospect: _ 

Caliape, thi vois be now preserit, 
For nOH is nede; sestow nought my destresse, 
How I mot telle anonright the gladnesse 
Of Troilus, to Venus heryinge1 
To lilhich gladnesse, \<7110 nede hath, God hym brynge! 

(III :LtS - 9) 

If Calliope were invoked to relate the tragic fall of 

Troy, the choice "!Quld be a suitable one; on the contrary, the 

plight of Troy or the Trojans is quite remote f~om the clandestine 

love affair of Book III. Therefore, the invocation of Calliope 

is ironic but the full implications of th:~s mode can only be app-

reci.ated "in retrospect". The ironic mode is established in 

the prolo;ue with the IIdeliberate ambiguity" of the double 

Venus and persists th~oughout the entire B06k in metaphor and 

symbolism. Chaucer reveals his QI·m stance in the' final line of 

the prologue: liTo ,·]hich gladr~esse, ';'lho nede hath, God hym brynge" 

(III :49). The irony of the line is implicit in the three Hords 

",.7ho nede hath" for \'Jhoever does have need of thi.s kind of love 

will surely also need God's help. 



IV 

FORTutm 

I 

"Fro uo to \.]ele, and after out of joie'; (1,4) is 

an appropriate description of the narrative movement of 

is ~ealized in the action of the third book. As Criseyde 

finally yields to her eager suitor, the narrator comments, 

"For out of '\vo in b1isse nO'\,1 they flete" (111;1221); this 

phrase 'I-7hich echoes the analogous line from the p]~ologue to 

Book I, marks the imminence of the climax and the zenith 

of Troilus' aspirations. Book III contludes on an idyllic 

p1aile. of peace and fulfillment as "Troilus in lust and in 

quiete/ Is uith Criseyde, his m'7en herte S1"cte " (111,1819- 20). 

Suddenly, however, the tranquility is shattered with the abrupt 

opening of Boole IV: 

But a1 to litel, weylaway the whyle, 
Lasteth suich joie, ythonked be Fortune, 
That semeth tJ:-eHest. 'I·!han she wol bygyle, 
And kan to fooles so hire song entune, 
That she hem hent and blent, traitour comune! 
And "7han a ,·!ight is from hire 1i7hie1 yti,rm'7e, 
Than laugheth she, and rna~eth hym the mowe. (IV,l-7) 

The change of mood from serenity to disquiet is qui~kly 

accomplished "7ith the initial l1Butll as Fell as Hith the 

introc1uct:i.on of "Fortulle" for this goddess is to be "y thonked ll that 

't s"7ich joye fl of Troilus and Griseyde lasts 11al to litel!'. 

With these omens the scene is set for the fulfillment. of the 

80 
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early prediction "Fro \-10 to \vele, and after out of jOie"; 

in accordance with this forecast, Troilus must soon forfeit 

his '\vele" and departing llout of joie ll re-enter the gloomy 

vale of: '\-lO". 

As previously noted, the deities invoked or addressed 

in the prologues carry implications for the books concerned as 

well as for the entire poem: Thesiphone, Cleo and Venus denote, 

respectively, passion, history and love. The predominant 

characteristics of Fortune ·are well described in the opening 

verses of Book IV: 

From Troilus she gan hire hri.ghte face 
Awey to writhe, and tok of hym non heede, 
But caste hym---clene out of his lady gre.ce, 
And on hire ",hiel she sette up Di.omede; (IV,8-11) 

be the truest when she is the most deceptive, laughing one 

moment then grimacing the next, begui ling a ne'l .. ' victim vlhi Ie 

simultaneously discarding the old one. The most familiar 

symbol associated HUh Fortunels duplicity is the \fueel; on 

Hhich she mounts her candi.dates for a joyously carefree ascent 

and an equally dolorous descent. Troilus. in this case, has 

become the unhappy "discard" from Fortune I s Hheel \-7hereas 

Diomede is nm" set up for his merry whirl into Criseyde I s good 

graces. 

A detailed study of Fortune's nature and function, 
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presented by Howard R. Patch,l reveals her popularity in 

classical and medieval times. Although her active devotees 

gradually disappeared, especially with the advent of Christ-

ianity, For.tune remained very much alive in the literature of 

the era. Hhile citing literary references to Fortune in the 

works of Juvenal. Seneca, Augustine, Alanus and Petrarch, Patch 

Boethius describes the traditional classical figure of the pagan 

goddess Fortune. Nearly one-third of the Consolation is 

devoted to Fortune and her role in human activities; the 

conventional characteristics of Fortune--her fickleness, 

her facial contortions, her Hheel.--noted in the Consol,,!.!ion 

are those characteristics also present in the prologue to 

Book IV. The risks involved in playing Fortune's game are 

vividly outlined in the _~~~o.!a.t:1En by the goddess herself: 

"I spin my \'lheel and find pleasure in raising the low to a 

high place and lONering those who \-ler~ OH to:P. Go up) if 

you like, but only on condition that you will not feel abused 

when my sport requires your fall. 1t2 As is apparent in the 

Ir.o.pus, the protagoni.st has already entered i.nto the "sport" 

and his fall is imminent. Since the influence of Boethius 

1 
HO\\lard R. Patch, The G<2c1d..£.~.9 .. X __ tu~~E..l1ec!.~.§.evi0-,-

1.i.t:....e.!3tL~re (Cambridge: 1927). 

2 Boethius, IJ:1_~_<20ns<?..!.~~}o!:!... __ 2 .. L"!)J:~_~ losophY, p. '2.l~. 
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on Chaucer is extensive, a full understanding of the basic 

precepts of the ConsolaJ:ion is essential for an understanding 

in the Troilus of the concept of Fortune in particular and 

an evaluation of the major themes in general. 

Lady Philosophy endeavours to counsel her student on 

the nature of Fortune and the way to tolerate her vicissitudes. 

She emphasizes to Boethius that Natur~ endows the animals and 

men with ample produce to satisfy their basic needs; houever, 

beyond the simple rudiments all gifts are in the jurisdiction 

of Fortune Hho reserves the right to besto\v and to retrieve 

them as she pleases. Fortune I s gifts are listed in Boethius 

under five categories: "riches, honor, power, fame and 

pleasure. ,,3 In the days 'Ilhen Fortune smiled on him, Boethius 

had partaken lavishly of all of these gifts, but in his present 

state, imprisoned, exiled and impoverished, he can only rail 

against Fortune, bemoaning his fond memories and berating his 

miserable condition. Lady Philosophy, ?dministering her 

medicines gradually, advises Boethius that Fortune's gifts are only 

of a temporary nature, and that his error ,-78S in ever mounting 

Fortune's lfueel; furthermore, his remedy is to knoVl himself: 

"Then. if you possess youTse 1f, you have somet.hing you i'7i 11 

never i-7ant to give up and something vlhich Fortune cannot take 
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from you ll ,4 Boethius, in order to be cured, must ignore 

Fortune, reject her gifts and rely solely on his own resources. 

Closely associated with Fortune are the Boethian concepts 

of Providence, Fate, and Free Will; since all of these forces 

are operative in Troilus and Criseyde a brief survey of their 

meanings and implications is a necessary adjunct to a full 

understanding of the poem. Basically, Providence is lithe 

divine reason itself ll while Fate is associated ,\lith lIall 

mutable things". tlprovi.dence is the unfolding of temporal 

events as this is present to the vision of the divine mind; 

but this saoe unfolding of events as it is worked out in time 

is called Fate. lIS The problem for Boethius is to reconcile 

divine Provide~ce--foreordination--wifh Free Will; if events 

in the temporal realm are divinely foreseen, then man's individual 

freedom is drastically curtailed if not completely negated. 

To his anxious queries, Lady Philosophy offers the expla~ation 

of simple and conditional nec2ssity: If For th(n;~ .9.-rkl E;'lOk-incls 

of necessity: one is simple, as the necessity by ,Alich all 

men are mortals; the other is conditional, as is the Caf3e \-1hen, 

if you know that someone is walking, he must necessarily be 

lk · ,,6 ,va ,J.ng. Simple necessity involves divine foresight; con-

ditional nec.essity may involve di.vine foresight but admits 

._-----------.-----
4 Ibj&. , p.29. 

5 Ibid. , p.9l-. 

6 
lbi~. , p.1l7. 
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the existence of freedo~. Providence exists in an eternal 

present quite unlike the human time scheme of past, present 

and future; therefore, God can foresee a future event in-

voJ~ving human Free Hill although the actual event has not yet 

transpired. God's knowledge of this future action, however, 

does not foreordain the event or preclude an alternative 

choice by the individual; Free Hill is an established fact: 

:1There is free will, ... and 110 rational nature can exist 

",hicn does not have it. For any being, which by its nature has 

the use of reason, ~ust also have the pO\'ler of judgment by 

l!Jhich it can make decisions and, by its 01;-711 resources, distinguish 

bet"7een things -which should be desired and things which should 

be avo :Lel eel • !t 7 

The interrelationship of Providence, Fate and Free Hill 

Philosophy also offers advice regarding bad Fortune or evil 

whi.ch is sent either to punish the YJicked or to test the 

virtuous. Bad Fortune, therefore, is to be borne patiently, 

even to be welcomed, as evidence of divine concern. If the 

Free Hill is exercised properly toward virtuous action, then no 

amount of supposed bad Fortune should be resented, for it is 

merely a test of strength. On the contrary, the presence of 

good Fo:::-tune is a situation fraught ~'lith peril for "7hen 

Fortune s~iles she is her most deceptive. The homogeneous 

---------_._----------------------------------
- , 1"\"') 
[J. LV,). 
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nature of most philosophies makes an analysis of individual 

segments virtually impossible; this examination of Providence, 

Fate, Free Will and Fortune is emblematic of the problems 

inherent in dissecting a system of thought. Although the 

discourse on the philosophy of Boethius may seem extensive and 

somei·,hat circuitous the full implications of these concepts 

,,'ill be sho~vn as having paramount significance for the thematic 

The idiosyncrasies of Fortune ar,e so traditional that 

critics, in general, agree on her composite fickleness, duplicity 

and mutability; the discrepancy in scholarly opinion arises in 

two other areas--first, the actual function of Fortune in 

tagonist's attitude t01;vard her role. Light can be shed on 

both matters by applying Boethian principles to Chaucer's 

poem; although many critics p~ofess to use Boethian concepts, 

they more Qft~n :i,~ll()re theimplicqtiol1s or distort the findings 

to suit their own purposes. One such critic is Theodore A. 

Stroud '-7ho in the very tit Ie of his art ie 1e acknm'71edges 

"Boethian' Influence".8 In what seems to be a deliberate 

misreading of the Con~2lat:_:!-.9n, Stroud names "power) dignities 

and fame,,9 as fortune's gifts; yet a reading of Boethil1s reveals 

8, :1 Theoaore Stroud, 
~iP, XI"IX (1951-2), 1-9. 
Schoeck & Taylor, p.122. 

" 
:;J J.Ej.c1., p. 126. 

"Boeth ius'" lnfluencc of Chaucer's Troi lus" 
---.---

Repr inted in Cha':1_~.£_g.,J~i tiS'Js~, Va 1. II , 
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"riches, honor, p01:ver, fame and pleasures".lO Stroud contends 

that Lady Philosophy dismisses bodily pleasnre as !lhal-dly worth 

considering", yet fails to note the scathing condemnation in 

Book IV of the Consolation: "the man who is sunk in foul lust 

is trapped in the pleasures of a filthy sow. In this way, 

anyone \'7ho abandons virtue ceases to be a man, since he cannot 

11 share in the divine nature, and instead becomes a beast." 

Stroud further contends that "the possession of the loved one 

became a· treasure ..• a bonum in saecul_o (a worldly good), 

a source of virtue and ultimately of happiness compared to 

\'7hich the Boethian goods \-Jere indeed trivia 1. II Chaucer's 

thius in an area of human act ivity which he had neglected." 

As indicated in the previous quotation from Boethius on "foul 

lust!! and the IIfilthy s01i', he certainly did not neglect the 

area. of human passions; however, in his tribute to Love (Ek.II, 

mig) Beethius exp-reSf>CS hime~lf ftlHyon t-he proper direction of 

the passions in the "sacred bond 'l of "sacred marriage(s)!!, 

Hhen Stroud equates Criseyde with a bO~.I~~_n sae~~l2.> he has 

undercut his m·m argumcl1t, for in Boethian philosophy all Horldly 

goods are to be eshewed as gifts of Fortune; therefore Criseyde 

must also he eshewed if Stroud is in reality using Boethian 

principles, Yet in Stroud's arguments there are no logical 
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treatise promulgating predestination and the inexorable work-

ings of Fortune. In view of Fortune's relentless revolutions, 

Troilus Ilin his sup!.'elile innocence'l becomes lIa saint", fla 

i' 
reli;iou8 devotee ll

, Ila quasi-saint, matchless in devotion and 

. t t' . t' II 12 v~r -1I0US ac· ~Vl les • NOi\lhere in this semi-rc3urgitation 

of Boethian philosophy does Stroud acknowledge Free Will as the 

antidote to Fortune's fluctuations; yet as already illustrated 

a proper attitude to Fortune's liliims is the very essence of 

Lady Philosophy's advice. 

Morton Bloomfield recognizes in the figure of Fortune 

lithe great presiding deity of the subluna-r world ••. G,?h0 

suggests instability and transience ll
•
13 Yet in his proclivity 

medieval tragedy of predestination because the reader is 

continually forced by the commentator to look upon the story 

frQm the point of vieIlo£ iLs end and from a di.stance 

Chaucer sits above his creation and foresees, even as God 

foresees, the doom of his own creatures. 1I14 Bloomfield, as 

Stroud, makes no mention of Free Will; he implies that since 

Chaucer has ~_E?:.9_ri kno\.71ed::;e of the narrative events of his 

poem, his characters are thereby stripped of all freedom. 

Surely this is pushing an analogy too far even for those 

12 Theodore Stroud, IIBoethius' Influence on Chaucer's IE.9_i lus,!' 
p.125; p.127; p.128; p.l28; p.128; p.13l. 

I'Distance and Predestination in Troilus -----
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with historical sensitivities; the poet must always have 

~_pri(n-i knoHledge of his characte-rs r act ivities but this 

does not preclude the possibility of freedom of choice in 

the roles ,·]hich he creates or portrays. 

Another critic who zealously advocates the concept of 

predestination is Ha lter Clyde Curry: "Chaucer r s Tro_~_1.':!§. 

and ~rJseyde is a tragedy, strongly deterministic in tone, the 

action of \-lhich is presided over by a complex and inescapable 

destiny. illS Closely related to Destiny is IIstill another 

blind and capricious force called Fortune "Jhose function it is 

• . • to rule over the checkered careers of human beings in 

16 
this i-lorld". A1thou~h Curry acclaims the indebtedness of 

predestination and completely overlooks the possibility of 

Free Will. Yet as already noted, Boethius affirms the existence 

of Free Hill and in concluding st:,~esses that the IIfreedom of 

provide reuards and punishments to human 1;o7ills ",hich are not 

controlled by necessity.n
l ? Since it suits his critical stance 

to recognize only the Boethian elements of Fortune and Destiny, 

Curry chooses to omit th5.s important aspect of the CC2.~fi.91C!.t ion. 

-----------------._._-------------------------

1S Halter C. Curry, ItDestiny in Troilus ~~_~_GE..Lf!..e.'y'de", 
s:hayce~_ .. CrJtiq_i_::;E!, Vol.lI, Schoeck and Taylor, p.34. 
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Adding his voice to the chorus of advocates for pre-

destination is George Sommer: "the Nar'cator does not indicate 

that they are morally culpable. Instead he blames Fortune, 

for she, :r.n turning her ,'7hee1, has changed the relative 

positions of Troi1u8 and Diomede. nl8 Hhat a carefree exis-

tence if man is not "morally culpable fl for his actions and, 

mo]~eoveI', all-rays can conjure a ready scapegoat in the fi3ure 

of Fortune, But this is not Boethian philosophy, for in the 

necessity of vi~tuous action imposed upon you is very 

NO\;here does Boethius suggest that humaps are not "morally 

culpable n for their actions, All of the foregoi<lg scholars--

Stroud, Bloomfield, Curry and Sc~~er--equate Destiny with 

Fortune, thereb)T mak:Lllg the re le':1t less revolut~_on of Fortune's 

Hheel the same C's the inevitable process of Destiny. This 

equRtion of two forces, Destiny and Fortune, co~pletely ob-

"l>!'h-e-n T-;~oi ius and 

.~~_~se'y_c!..~ is vi.e~·Jed :Ln thi.s H3ht, the characters become mere 

puppets, performing with mechanical accuracy the precision-like 

steps of Fortune's dance,- Such a vie~'7 strips the poem of its 

innate grandeur and drastically delimits its trazic implications. 

12 G. Sommer, "The Narrator of _ the Tr:oil~~g.sLS! ise'y'~~", p, 115. 
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the supposed Boethian concept of "predestination'! is set aside, 

and the doctrine of Free Will asserted in its place, then 

an entirely different evaluation of the poem emerges. 

Lady Philosophy advises Boethius to use his Free Hill in an 

effort to ignore Fortune and her dubious gifts; by so doing, 

he will acquire a knowledge of himself and of the true happ-

iness to Hhich all being is directed--namely God, This same 

asserts his Free Will in an effort to. overcome the lure of 

-Fortuae's gifts, he Hi 11 avoid his unhappy Hhil'l on the fickle 

lTI1.ee 1 and possess true Knoi-;lecge, Since 1'roilus does not assert 

his Free Will, but chooses instead to heed Fortune, he subjects 

himself to all the capriciousness of the fi~kle goddess. 

T1'oilus' fall is tragic but is not to be blamed on Destiny 

since the choice uas his, either to play Fortune's game or to 

Jisregard her enticements. 

In his study of the goddess-Fortuna, PatGhmakesan 

interesting observation: "Fortuna is not the goddess of a 

special function, like Ve~us or Diana; she is not even the 

personification of a special aspect of fate, like Lachesis 

or Atro~os. She represents one view, degraded if you like, 

of a l1n:Lversa.l, omnipotent ~od; and therefore her only rival 

could be such a figure as that of Jove. 11
20 In the Iroj.Jus_ 

~:.l~.c1_~r:_~.:~_~.zc1e the other deities invoked-· -Thes iphone, Cleo, Ca l1iope 

and Venus--each hav(~ highly individualized "special function(s)" 

20 H. R. Patch, The Godeless Fortuna in Nec1iaeval Literature 
----.--------.---.-- ----.---•. ----. -.. -------------- J 

p.4. 
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quite unlike Fortune, a goddess possessing universal power 

if left to rule independently. The only force able to control 

her whims:Ccalities is a higher deity, namely Jove. Patch's 

comment is of special significance "7hen t~e role of Fortuna in 

observes that in II Filostrato Fortuna is not subordinate to 

Jove, but has independent pm'7et's; since Fortune and Jove are 

invoked on equal terms, the one does not in any i'lay de limi t 

the influence of the other. Fortuna "stands throughout the 

poem for unpredictable and therefore see~ingly arbitrary 

change '1.21 

Chaucer adapts the role of Fortuna from II ~J-lostrato 

maincaining her traditional lIunpredictable" aspect, yet sub-

ordinating her power to a higher deity: 

But 0 Fortune, executrice of Vlyrdes, 
o influences of thise hevenes hye! 
Soth is, that unclei God ye ben oure hie~des, 
Tho-ugh to uS hestes hen the causes \'7rie. (III,617-20) 

to a Supe:cior Being, the executor of fate "under God". 

Hhether o:~ not "God" stands for the Christian Deity is of no 

account; the significance is that Fortune is a subordinate 

-----------_.--------------- -----._-_._--------_._------- ---
21 
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The ramifications of this differentiation for the characters in 

the Troilus are vast; although their destinies come under 

the influence of Fortune, they have, nevertheless, recourse 

to a Higher Power. As in Boethius, Fortune can be shunned 

influence can be resisted by contemplation of the same Higher
n 

Power. 

Sanford Meech astutely analyses the relation between 

Fortune and her Superior: "The narrator assures us in 

planets by a Supreme Being and sisnalizes His power. 

the author's pronouncements on destinal forces, with those of 

the hero and occasional ones of the more earthbound heroine 

and confidant, build up an inpression of inexorable fate 

essential for tragedy, yet do not destroy the also necessary 

orJe O oC).. , d' '1 1 f d d 'b 'I' t ,,22 ~n.1V1CUa .ree om an rasoonSl l 1 y. These final 

ilCl1:c1s, "ind ivLdualfreedQffi .and regp.gl1S ib-U.ity"ea·nnoi: be -overly 

emphasized [or these are the very traits so markedly absent in 

the protagonist; Troilus forfetts his freedom in subservience 

to blind ?assion and thereby forsakes all responsibility for 

his country and himself. 12onographically, his overthrow is 

figured in his revolution on Fortune I s l\1l1eel; metaphorically, 

the rotation of the 11heel symbolizes the subjection of reason 

by passion. Critics such as Stroud, Bloomfield and Curry, 

--~--.---.----.-----. _._--_._-_._-------- ---_.-_._.- .-.----
22 Tb' 1 16..3 ::. _J.:..~., p. . . 



HOO expound a doctrine of Boethian "predestination". lose the 

vital significance of this profoundly tragic poem. 

Troilus exemp Hfies the medieval concept of the tragic 

hero ~",hich is so apt ly expressed by the 1'Jonk in the .£anter-

Tragedie is to seyn a certeyn storie, 
As aIde bookes maken uS memorie, 
Of hym that stood in greet prosperitee, 
And is yfallen out of heigh degree 
Into myserie, and endeth Hrecchedly. QJ!.cT,B2 3163-7) 

Pride which is the basic cause for most of "falls" described 

by the Honk, and "7hich is instrumental in leading 1'roilus 

astray is closely associated Hith the subjection of reason by 

passion. Soon after Troilus wins Criseyde--his gift from 

Fortune--·Chaucer comments: "And thus Fortu<1e a tyme ledde in 

joie / Criseyde, and ek this kyngcs sane of Troie. II (III,1714-5). 

Herein lies the cassive indictment of Troilus' behaviour; he is 

a prince, the heir to the Trojan dynasty, yet he abandons himself 

to Fortune (or passion) by refusing to exercise his Free Will 

(or reason), The paradox in this enigma. is that by first abandon-

ing his Free Hill, he becomes progl'essively Dore and more deeply 

shackled in his OHD fetters, losing his freedom comp lete J.y, 

and fo~£eiting aJ.l possibility of future rationaJ.ity or freedom 

of choice. TroiJ.us' dreams are symbolic of the nersonal cap-

tivity \\Thich he suffers: 



And ,·l11a11 he fil in any s lomberynges, 
Anon bygynne he sholde for to grone, 
And dremen of the dredefulleste thynges 
That myghte ben; as, mete he ~vere a110ne 
In place horrible, makyng ay his mone, 
Or meten that he tvas amonges aIle 
His ellemys, and in hire hondes falle. 

And therwithal his body sholde sterte, 
And ,,,1 th the stert a 1 sodeyn liche CJ.\·mke, 
And swich a tremour fele aboute his herte, 
That of the fere his body sholde quake; 
And the::-"7itha 1 he sho lde a noyse make, 
and seme as though he sholde falle depe 
From heighe o-lofte; and thanne he ,·101de Hepe. 

(V,246-59) 
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In the first dream, Troilus is "allone", a prisoner in his 

O"1n personal hell; in the second dream, he is attacked by 

his enemies, not just: one but "all his enemys 11, and falls 

under their IIhondes". In each portrayal there is the sense 

of isolation, an inability to function and the impossibility 

of reprieve. The third dream is perhaps the most revelatory 

of all for Trcilus feels "as thoush he sholde falle dere I 

From hei.~he o-lofte; and thanne he \volde ~·]epe". And Hell he 

might ,-leep for his fall is complete--the complete subjugation 

of reason by passion, or Free Hill by Fortune. By making 

Fortune subordinate to a Su?erior Bein3, Chaucer demarcates 

he~ range of influence thereby giving to his characters the 

possibility of avoiding her li:hims--a choice not available to 

TLoilo in 11. Filostrato. Fortune is the "execl1trice of ----.------

\'ryrdes Ii but the Higher Pm·yer stands as a buffer bet~'J~en her 
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foibles and her besieged mortals. If man so chooses, he can 

by strength of will overcome Fortune's wiles and win true freedom; 

or he can, as Troilus,- succumb to Fortune's charms, losing-his 

freedom and incarcerating hi8self. 

The advocates of predestination rely heavily for their 

authority on Troilus I t:1onol08ue ~-]hich he delivers in the 

temple after learning that Criseyde is to be exchanged for 

the prisoner Anl::enor. Troilus, !Tfallen in despeirft, (IV,954) 

prays lito the pi~ollse goddes eve:l"ichone" (IV, 9/+9); but his 

prayers take the form of a -;JerGonsl debate or dialogue Hnich 

has been c'!1b:cacec1 \-Jith an almost religious fervour by the 

exponents of predestination. Stroud, in a most unusual 

statenen:,says; ftpandaruG finds him proving the foreordin-

ation of all men I s actions and elirflinating the alternative in 

any unsystematic but thorough fashion (a length] paraphrase 

fl'om the Con~;olation). ,,23 Just hm-1 the "ul1systesatic" can be 

terned l;tho;:ol1Zh" is highly _debatable) hut so 1.S Stroud I s 

entire ar~urae!.1t. Bloomfield echoes Stroud I s theory ,-]hen he 

says: "It has long been reco~l1i6ed that Troilus ' speech ill 

favor of predestination (IV, 958f£.) is an :i_mpm:tant element in 

the poem. It ce~tainly indicates that Troilus believes in 

predestinat:Lon. ,,2£,!- Curry reiterates both Stroud and Bloomfield 

----------------------------- -------.----- ------------------ ---
23 

T. A. Stroud, "Boethius ' Influence on Chaucer IS D: ___ ()_i.~_~s", 
p.132. 

24 M. Bloomfield, 
~~c! __ c.r 2:.G'::'l.?r:. m ,p . 20"1 • 

"Distance and Predestination in Troilus 
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but includes an additional negation of Free Will: 

The speech of Troilus on predestination is the 
most powerful elenent of the poem in the confirm
ing of that fatality ~~ich governs the tragic 
action; it makes clear that the ultimate power 
behind the desti.nal forces i.nherent in movable 
th1n:::s :Ls the arbitrarv uill of God, \"J11ose plans "." 25 
for the univeTse do not include human free··choice. 

Stroud, Bloomfield and Curry collectively endo~se Troilus' 

Since these critics have unanimously signaled the 

importance of this speech in particular, a closer examination of 

it is highly essential. Starting midDay in a verse, Troilus 

cO~i1:nences : 

IIFor a1 that comth, com'.:h by ~ecessitee: 
Thus to ben 10::n, it is my destinee. 

"For certeyn1y, t!1is '"Cot I \\'c1, IIhe seyde, 
'~hat fo~sight of divine purveyaunce 
Hath seyn a 1~·7ey me to for ;:-son Criseyde, 
Syn God seeth evc-ry thyng, out of doutallnce, 
And hem dispo~yth, thorllgb his ordinaunce, 
In hire me~ites sothly for to be, 
As they shul comen by prcdestyne. 

"But natheles, alIas! ",horn shal I leeve? 
For ther ben grete clerkes many oon, 
That destyne thor ugh argumentes preve; 
And sam men seyn that, nedely, ther is noon, 
But that fre chois is yeven us everychon. 
0, \·le1m·my~ so sleighe arn clerkes olde, 
That I not Hhos 0P:.'llyoun I may holde.)) (IV,958-973) 

TroiJ.l1s' mood of abject despair :i.s sensed immediately in the 

o;)enil1~ lines, "Thus to ben lorn, it is my destinee"; his 
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confusion, hOHOVey, is the result of his ambivalence bet'\'leen 

t't·~o opposing t11eories .... -predestination and Free \vil1 .. First he 

decides that .Idivine purveyauncel! has always foreseen his 

eventual loss of Criseyde; then he recalls great thinkers who 

claim 'Ithat fre chois is yeven us everychon fr (IV,97l). Having 

wei2;hed the tHO opinions he cli_ngs to "predestyne" (IV,966) claim·· 

ing that IIVJe han no fre chois" (IV,980). In the next two 

verses Troilus ponders the possibility of God's not having_divine 

foresight only to conclude that I's,·]ich an errou:,:- upon God 

to gesse / Here fals and foul, a:ld Hikked corsednesse ll (IV,993-4). 

Bu t th is does not end the d i"le r :1l-:l8 : 

III mene as thou~;h I laboured rile in this, 
To enqueren ~·!hich thyn:j cause of uhich thyng be: 
As wheither that the prescience of God is 
The certeyn cause of the necessite 
Of thynges that to comen ben, parde; 
Or if necessite of thyng comynge 
Because certeyn of the purveyinge. (IV.1009-15) 

He uonders Hhether Godls foresight causes the IIthyng comynge ll 

or uhether the I'thyng _coayngelf causes God IS foresiciht. Leaving 

this hypothetical issue unans~ered, Troilus switches to a more 

conc::ete illustration, contero1plating the situation of the man 

i"ho sits allG i;hethe:c' m: not he s its "by necessite 1r : 

For if ther sitte a man yond on a see, 
Then by necessite bihoveth it 
That, certes, thyn opynyoun sooth be, 
That uenest or conjectest that he sit. (IV, 1023-6) 
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This. exam,?le of the "sitt ing man" is immediate IJ reminiscent 

of Lady Philosophy's exemplar of the H,7a1king manTI (BleV,pr.G) 

Hhich she used for Boethius in her explanation of simple and 

conditional necessity. T~oi Ius COilC luden afte1.- much de lib-

e!~ation that the man sits because of lIGoddes pm:veyanceTl. (IV, 10L;6) 

Interestingly enough, Lady Philosophy's exemplar vlas used to 

prove e:mctly the opposite: lIfrom the standpoint of divine 

knowledge these things are necessary because of the condition 

of their being kno\·m by God; but, considered only in thewselves, 

they lose nothing of the absolute f!:eedom of their m-m natm:es .,,26 

But T}:oilus is by no means fini.sl1ed; he continues his rambling 

discourse 1'lith allusions to "thynges te~n.pOi:eP'(IV;1061) and 

llprescience eternel" (IV,1062) Hnally concluding \'Jith a verse 

cloaked in truths and ser.1i-truths: 

"And over a1 this, yet 8ey I more herta, 
That right as \'lhan I Hot ther is a thyng, 
h:ys, that thyng moot nedfully be so; 
me right so, ;·"han I \'loot a thyng co;nyng, 
So mQt it CQrae; and thus the bifallyng 
Of thyngs that ben "l'7ist bifo::e the tyde, 
They moue nat ben eschued on no syde. lI (IV,1072-8) 

The first th~ee lines express the Boethian concept of conditional 

necessity; but the last lines "the bifa llyng/Of thynp;s that ben 

H5,8t bifo:ce the tyde" seem to be Troilus' undel"standing of 
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prescience ,·.'hlch he mistakes for predestination. His final 

decision is a total rejection of Free Will in pre~erence for a 

theory of Ilsovereyne pUj:veyaence ll (IV, 1070) ~'7h ich controls all 

things so IIThey mO'l;o7e nat ben eschued on no syde." (IV,1078). 

Th:i.s speech, which constitutes eighteen verses of the Tro~~s 

~~_~l.§.~yde_ and surpasses in length the prologues and the 

epilogue, is a classic example of bad rhetoric, faulty logic 

and confused thinking; the ideas propounded are quasi .. truths, 

disorderly in sequence, repetitious in nature and concluding 

exactly Hhere they started. Yet this is the speech bailed so 

vigorollsly by the IIpredestinarians ll
, Stroud, Bloomfield and 

Curry. 

'The most perceptive analysis of this passage, made over 

fifty years ago by Howard R. Patch, is consistently overlooked 

by modern scholarship or summarily di.smissec1: Pat.ch astutely 

assesses Troilus' need to find a scapegoat rather than accept 

the pe~sonal responsibility for his predicament. The scapegoat 

is reacJ:i.ly round in "crivi::1e purveyance!T \'ll1ereas f!fre cho:Ls" 

uould put. the onus directly on tile despai.rins shoulders of the 

ivoeful love,:. Troilus Ilis glad to have somethin8, especi.alJ.y 

sonething external, to accuse; for his chief purpose is to 

exonerate himself in order to justify his self_pity.tl27 In a 

later article Patch couches this same view in perhaps more 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRAR't 
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mature ?hraseol03Y but still retains the identical viewpoint: 

I~n the famous soliloquy of Troilus • the hero gives • . • 

considel"able expressiOll to uhat, for the sa~(.e of the al"guraent, 

ue may call determinism--although I think he is rather complaining 

against ?redestination and trying to exonerate himself without 

Il~ mm:e ,:ecent cr5.ticism, it 1.s {nte~estin;j to note that 

D. H. Robe':tso;} does not can this a speech on predestiI!ation 

bu:: chooses to call it a II 'dIgression' 01, free ',]2.11,,29, a 

conceDt evidently not contemplated by Str'oua, Bloomfield a11d 

Curry. In discussing the tenor of the passage itself, Robert-

son ca U.s it lla long suppo:: ~in~3 d:Lscuss:Lon bsncd on ~kethil1s in 

uhi:::h T:co~.lus cO:1rusco "absolute') and "co:1ditional' necessity 

in a ,,;a), that uould have taxed the patience of Lady Fhilosophy. n30 

If a reac.En; of this passa:-;e :::8;:es anyone 1 s pat:i.ence it is 

\o)hich he feels p):essiTl3 in 011 hi:;!. To admit the pL'esence of F:ree 

Will ~ould do little to ease his conscience, so it is better to 

affirm the pOHej: of destiny and rail Clga:Lnst nFortUi.1e ac1versefT 
(IV, 1192) ; 

2f H. R. Patch, "T,:oillis on Deterninism", §2e~l!Ltt.:'"Q., VI (1929), 
225-L:.2. Rep:;:-intec1 in f.b-.~~.cej:_.gTL~ic~!:~, Vol. II, Schoecl~ & Taylor,p.77. 

29 
D. H. i(obertson, "C~1allce::ian T:ra~-:;ed~Tft, !~l=1:!, XIX (1952), 

p.1-37. Rep:::-inted:!.l1 C1:~_~_:e~i-::?~~.~~i~?:, Vol. II, Schoe r+ & Taylor, !).97. 
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yet his devotion to Fortune has brought him to this unhappy 

impasse. In a passage fraught Hith ironic overtones, Criseyde 

addresses Troilus on the proper attitude to'oard Fortune: 

Thus maketh ve':tu of necessite 
By pacience, and thynk that lord is he 
Of Fortune ay, that naught wole of hire recche; 
And she ne daunteth no Hight but a t:T':ecche. (IV, 1586-9) 

Criseyde's inmediate meal1ing'is simpJ.:; that she will defy this 

cruel 'dhi8 of Fortune by returning of her ovm volition in 

ten days. The massive irony inheo:ent in her 'Hisdom is the 

truth she expounds Hithout conprehension, for if Troilus 

had refused to heed Fortune he Hou1d nOH still be a "lOTdll 

instead of lIa vrrecche ll
• 

II 

In the concluc1:LnS lines of the prolo3IJe to Book IV C~1aucer 

proo~ses to complete his sto~y: 

Ft}r hg'a G~:i~sByGe Tro3.1u-B f'-eH;OOK, 

Or at the leeste, hOH that she wa.s uilkynde, 
Hoot henl1esfo:cth ben r:latere of my book. (IV, 15-7) 

These lines are in essence a recapitulation of the pronouncement 

P..1ade ea::ly in the first Drolo~~ue: 

In which ye may the double son'7es here 
Of Troilus in lovynge of Cd.seyde, 
And hOH that she forsoo~~ hym er she deyc1e. (1,54- 6) 

Chaucer's manifestation of compassion in the early lines of the 

poem finds £u~l expression in Book IV: 

Allas~ that they sholde evere calise fynde 
To sp~:e hire harm, and if they on hire lye, 
IHis, hemself sholde han the vilanye. (IV,19-21) 
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These ~'70rc1s reveal the true spirit of charity--a forgiveness 

of the sinner i~~pite of the sin--for Criseyde's deception of 

Troilus has already been forecast in relation to Fortune's 

~·]heel: "And 011 hire whiel she sette up Diomede ll (IV,ll). 

All the "machineryll stands ready at the com:aenceme~lt of Book 

IV for the conclusion of the tragic tale, the fulfillment of the 

circular novement "Fro \'70 to uele and after out of joie ll " 

Since Book V does not contain a prologue, ~he preface to 

Book IV is the final one of the entire poem. The absence of 

a ~)rol03ue to Book V as \-lell· as the phrase IIThis iEee :Eerthe 

book" .(IV,26) has led to the s:::,e.:ulation that Chaucer intended 

to conp lete his Hark in four bao:cs, but d :Lscove,~ed he had 

sufficient material for a fifth. This observation hardly 

seeDS plausible, especially in vieu of the class:tcal symmetry 

and structural balance ,iliich Make the poem such an architectonic 

de lisht. Hhat seeins more likely is thnt Chaucer intended a 

five bQo~z structu-re, hut \-lith the intrG(lt.~G:Gion or Fortune, a 

deity of such omni.scient poue::" he did not require a final 

prolosue or hlVocation for the fifth Book. ~,n1e~1 Troilus casts 

himself on Fo::,tune's mercy, he is subject to the relentless 

revolutions of her ~ilieel; he has reached the zenith of Fortune's 

favour in Book III and nOH must suffer the alte~nate side of 

her caDricious dual nature. The rotation of Fortune's ~ilieel 

is inexorable and 1'7~_th its dOHm:ard sHeep the final actio,1 of 

the poe~ is cast proceedinB swiftly and unalte=ably. A prologue 

to Boo~~ V HOU ld be super fluous si.nce the rC~:lainil1g events, 
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in the prologue to Book IV. The reference to tlilke ferthe 

bool(·11 occurs in the final verse of this prologue and relates 

specifically to the ensuing Book; the first three verses 

of the prologue, ho,,]ever, Hhj.ch invoke F02.-tune are related to 

the events of Books IV and V and generate the action of the 

remainder of the poem thereby eliminating the need of a 

prologue to Book V. 

Although all the subsequent action is dominated by the 

goddess Fortune, other deities are invoked by Chaucer for the 

a1lesec1 purpose of c1ivi:1e inspi.ration: 

o ye Herynes, Ny-:,;htes dOL1~;htren t:ll'e, 
That enc1eles compleignen evere in pyne, 
Hegel'S, A1ete, and ek Thesipho~1e; 
Tho,-, cruel ~~ars ek, fade::- to Quyryne, 
Tbis ilke fer the book me helpeth fyne. (IV,22-6) 

Hith the invocation of the IIHerynes, Nyghtes dOLlghtren t11re" 

the circular movement of the action drm'ls near its corapletion 

for Thes :Cpho].1e, the pres :Ldingfi~ure of B~ok I ~ if> reinv:oked 

fo,,: Bool:: IV. As '\Je11 as being a direct anS\'Jer to Troi1.us' 

curse on the lithe dayes light" (111,1701.) the invocation of 

Thesiphone recalls the three majo": thel:1eS which f:1.nc1 expression 

in her diverse character. The themes of concupisce..flt love, 

frate::'-Dal disloyalty and treacherous speech all of Idhich are 

inherent in Thesiphone's role, have developed concurrently 
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"For inspiration in the denouement, all three siste~s) 

Thesiphone, Alecto and He::;ara are invoked, augmentin3 the 

sense of forebodinJ and imminent crisis. The etymologies of 

AIec-to and Hegara, recorded by Fulgentius, Boccacd.o and the 

Vatican mythograpners are: IIAllecto enim Grece inpausabilis 

d5.citur. . • Hegara autem quasi megale eris, iel est oagna 

contentioll (Seepp.lO-14). As Trivet interprets the same: 

"Alecto means 'incessant' and signifies cupidity • ."'. Hegara 

"I 
meaDS 'great contention' and signifies ,"rrath. r

,..) It is sig-

ni£icant that at this jun::ture Chaucer involces all three Furies, 

naming them each individually. Just as Thesiphone's role is 

highly specialized, so are the fLucti.ons of her sisters. 

A Iecto "\-7ho inspi.!'es the eager desire of worldly wealth, 

also infuses her victims with sensations of jealousy when 

possession of the treasure is frustrated. Criseyde has become 

1'roilu8' l\mrldly \Jealth" and over half of the ?oem is devoted 

the invocat~on of Alecto, and the subsequent parting of the 

lovers, jealousy enters the scene: 

31 

Then.lith the \'likked spiri.t, God LIS blesse,
~fuich that men c lepeth the \voocle ja lousie, 
Gan in hym crepe, in al this hevynesse; 
For which, by calise he \\701de soone dye, 
He ne et ne drank, for his malencolye, 
And ek from every compaignye he fledde: 
This was the Hf that a1 the tyme he Jedde. (V,12l2-18) 

D. H. Robertson, ~"_PTe£ac:_~ to Chaucer, p.474. 
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Troilus is now overcome by an insane jealousy which is the direct 

result of his concupiscent desires and the invocation of Alecto. 

IIIn al this hevynesse"(V,12lL~) Negara, the third sister, 

can function with efficiency, for her influe~lce which creates 

\vrath has the propensity to change quickly into vengeance. 

When Troilus receives Criseyde's final letter, he at last 

concedes that "she/Nas nought so kynde as that hire oughte 

be'r (V, 1642-3); but when he sees his brooch--a fare"7e11 gift 

to his lady--pinned on Diomede's sleeve, his m:-ath is without 

bounds. Negara reigns supreoe as grief, fury and vengeance 

seize the stricken prince: 

"NO\\1 God," quod he, "me sende yet the grace 
That 1 may meten with this Dio~ede! 
A~d trewely, if I have myght and space, 
Yet sha1 I make, I hope, his sydes blede.~(V,l702-5) 

As recorded by Isidore of Seville an attack by the Furies 

makes the individual heedless of reputation or personal 

safety; this influence is verified by Troilus in his own 

vlOrds : 

"And ('~rteynly; '\vithouten moore speche, 
From hennesforth, as ferforth as I may, 
Nyn owen deth i.n armes wol I seche,1l(V,17l6--18) 

The truly honourable death of a Trojan prince is recorded 

in -the d'eath of Hector ,,,ho loses his life in the SL1~~reme act 

of patriotism: 

But on a day to fighten gan he wende, 
At ',hich, alIas! he caught his lyves ende. 



For \-,hich me thynketh every manere wight 
That haunteth armes oughte to biwaille 
The deth of hym that ''las so noble a knyght; 
For as he drough a kyng by th'aventai11e, 
Unuar of this, Achilles thorugh the maille 
And thorugh the body gan hym for to ryve; 
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And thus this 'vorthi knyght was brought of lyve. (V, 1553-61) 

Hector's death in defence of his native Troy is quite different 

from Troilus' deliberately suicidal mission. Troilus' behaviour 

is the result of concupiscent love Hhich has dominated him from 

the outset, the kind of love inspired by Thesiphone; but 

the outcome of this love in jealousy andin vengeance needs the 

combined influence of A1ecto and Negara. 

As \vell as the Furies, Chaucer invokes Hars for poetic 

inspirat ion: 

Thol\1 cruel 11ars ek, fader to Quyryne, 
This ilke ferthe book me helpeth fyne, 
So that the losse of lyf and love yfeere 
Of Trailus be fu l1y She\'led heEn'e. (I.V, 25 ·-8) 

The traditional Mars is the bellicose god of war whose presence 

is a lways manifested at the scene of batt Ie. In T~-.I5.l1jEht' s 

Tale as the noble Theseus rides to Thebes on his freedom 

mission, his banner is described as having the insignia of 

Nars: 

The rede statue of Mars, with spere and targe, 
So shyneth in his ,;,hite baner large, 
That a lIe the fee Ides g.1yteren up and dOtll1. (!SnT, 975-7) 

The Hars· of Theseus is the god of ,,1ar, \.,ho has, nevertheless, 

Areita; overcome by l1is passion for Emelye, prays to Mars for 
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success in battle; his prayer is answered, but is followed 

immediately by his sudden death. At the instigation of Pluto, 

"a furie infernal" (KnT, 2684) springs from the ground, fright

ening .Arcita' s horse and caus ing his death; this is one of 

the same Fur ies 1"ho p lay so important a ro Ie in the Tronu_~ and 

.Q.ri~d~. As Robertson expresses it: "concupi.scence frustrated 

leads to m'ath 1·Jhich in time causes self-destruction";32 

Nars in .this role is quite different from the Hars of Theseus 

in that he aids and abets concupiscent love (as does Thesiphone) 

but then rewards the victim with self-slaughter. This is the 

same ]vIars who is himself subdued by Venus: "Ye fierse Mars, 

apai.sen of his ire" (111,22); but his subjection t6 Venus 

is an inversion of the hierarchy uhich leads to Mars' own 

domination and virtual self-destruction. The death of Arcita 

is analogous to Troilus f suicidal mission and is the direct 

result of subjection to passion. Calamity and disaster are 

a_II presaged in the inVD-CBtionsof the Fur ies and of Hars 141 

"Jhose combined roles is inherent the stark tragedy of the 

"double son,7e of Troi Ius. '} (1,1) 

----_._---
32 

D. lv. Robertson, A Preface ~o ChauceL, p.llO. 
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III 

Chaucer promises to reveal the "108se of lyf 2..nd love 

yfeere" (IV,27) of Troilus; as Book IV unfolds, the "machinery" 

is set for the exchange of Criseyde, thereby effecting the 

second "losse" of love. The first "losse of lyf" is virtually 

realized in the closing lines of Book IV: 

For mannes hed ymagynen ne kan, 
N'entendement considere, he tonge telle 
The cruele pey~es of this sorwful man, 
That passen every torment down in helle. 
For whan he saugh that she ne Dyghte d"78 11e, 
Which that his soule out of his herte rente, 
Hithouten more, out of the chaumbre h€ Hente. (IV,1695-l70l) 

lIHis soule out of his herte rente" expresses in highly figurative 

language ,·,hat is in reality the death of the p:cotagonist for 

in bequeathing his soul to Criseyde, he destines himself to 

instant death when she forsakes him. Spiritually, Troilus is 

already dead; his physical death will be transacted by the 

Parcae, another family of pagan sisters operative in the 

affairs of lfiorta Is; 

Aprochen gan the fatal destyne 
That Joves hath in disposicioun, 
And to ym·}, angry Parcas, sus tren thre, 
Committeth, to don execucioun; 
For which Criseyde mos te out of the tm'!l1, 
And Troilus shal dwellen forth in pyne 
Til Lachesis his thred no lengel" t,vyne. (V, 1-7) 

Although Book V has no preface, this first verse sets the 

stage j~ much the same way as the prologues of the previous 

Books. The traditional role of the Parcae is described by 

Isidore of Seville: "Quas tres esse voluerllnt: unam, quae 

vitam hominis ordiatur; alteram, quae contexat; tertiam, quae 
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rumpat."33 These three sisters, Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos, 

spin the course of man's life on their spindle, selecting his 

time of birth and his ~ime of departure. The moment of death 

is decreed by Atropos who snips the thread of life thus re-

leasing man from his mortal coil. Since the Fates are closely 

associated with the goddess Fortun~, it is significant that 

they introduce Book V, the action of 'vhich has a lready been 

ordained by their fickle mistress. 

A passage in Book V which requires due consideration is 

the narrative of Cassandra in "Jhich she claims that her purpose 

is to shaH "ho\,] that Fortune overthrowe I Hath lordes 0 lde; 

thorugh 1"hich, ,·]ithinne a thro'we I Tho1;·] ,ve 1 this boor sha 1t 

kno~·!e" (V, 11~60- 2) . The "boor II she refers to is the Ylild boar 

from Troilus' nightmare: 

So on a day he leyde hym doun to clepe, 
And so byfel that in his slep hym thoughte 
That in a forest faste he welk to wepe 
For love of here that hym these peynes v]roughte; 
And _@ <md clNLn 99 he the fQr~st soughte~ 
He mette he saugh a bor with tuskes grete, 
That slepte ayeyn the bryghte sonnes hete. 

And by this bar, fast in his armes falde, 
Lay, kissyng ay, his lady bryght, Criseyde. (V,1233-41) 

This dream \'ihich is sym?tomatic of Troilus' deteriorating 

mental state, is immediately interpreted correctly by the 

brood i.ng lover; but Pandarus) refus ing to be lieve his niece's 

33 Isidore of Seville, ~mo~ogiae, Vol,I,VIII,xi,93. 
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infidelity, and attempting to soothe his friend's agitation, 

suggests alternative interpretations. The final decision is 

to summon Cassandra, Troilus' sister, who has been endmved 

with the special gift of prophesy and insight and will be able 

to discern more readily the meaning of the vision. Cassandra's 

reply is a lengthy one, for she elects to relate the outstand-

ing tales of Thebes and 17ho\-7 that Fortune overthroHe/ Hath lorcles 

Cassandra's entire discourse on Thebes (V, 146Lf-15l9) 

is an addition by Chaucer to his source. In 11 Filostrato 

Troilo simply interprets his oun dream, and the aura of 

drama IVhich is associated \vith Chaucer's handling of the same 

incident, is kept to a bare minimum. Cassandra appears in 

11 Filostrato not to interpret the dream, but to deliver, 

unflinchingly, a scathing rebuke of Troilo and his actions 17 

"Brother, grievously has thou felt, as I hear, 
accursed love, i-Jhich shall be the ruin of us all, 
as we might see if ,?e ¥fGul-cl. AHQ yet, sctt1-C€th-us 
it had to be, \-lould that thou hadst given thy love 
to a noble lady, thou, 1-7ho hast let thyself ,,'aste 
Blvay for the daughter of a rascally priest, a man 
of evil life, and little worth. Behold the son of an 
illustrious king spending his life in ,-me a;)d 'i'7ceping 
because Cr iscida has left him. 1134 

The naked truth of Cassandra's words is more than Troilo's 

tortured soul can bear; because he has virtually squandered 

------.•. ---

34 R l' 
• l.'\.. Gordon, The Story oLTroilus, p.1l7-8 . 
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his birthri3ht in grief over his love; unable to face reality, 

Troilo's only recourse is to curse Cassandra and her "lies ll
• 

Halter C. Curry notes that IICassandra's elaborate 

exposition of the vision, is introduced independently by 

Chaucer ll ,35 but then he aborts his entire discovery "lith this 

conclusion: "In this manner Chaucer strengthens our impression 

36 
that the destiny prepared for Troilus is inescapable." The 

converse of this conclusion is as defensible for just as the 

!Ilorcles olde ll could have avoided Fortune IS "7hims, so could 

have Troilus. The rebuke of Chaucer's Cassandra is just as 

severe as is Boccaccio's, but is so well disguised as a 

commentary on Fortune that few critics seem to perceive either 

the similarities or the implications. 

Cassandra's narrative, for purposes of exa'11ination can 

be divided into three sections: the fiL'st about Diana; the 

second concerning Meleagre, the third regarding the siege of 

Thebes. The t:alf? gbout Dial1a explains uh]' tht~ go(ld@8-s "\..a-s 

incensed vlith the Greeks and what she did as revenge: 

35 

"Diane, 1·}hich that wroth was and in ire 
For Grekis nolde ~on hire sacrifise, 
Ne encens upon hire auter sette afire, 
She, for that Grekis gODile hire so despise, 
Hrak hire in a Honder cruel wise; 
For with a boor as gret as ox in stalle 
She made up hete hire COl~n and vynes alle.)~(V)ll\6/+-70) 

--------------------_._--------

W. C. Curry, "Destiny in Tro}.lus and Cri~dell, p.60. 
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Since the Greeks had shirked their sacrificial obligations 

to Diana, she took her revenge by terrorizing the8 with a fierce 

boar ~vhich created havoc by eat lng the produce of the land 

and by savagely killing any human defenders. 

Meleagre's tale revolves around his fascination for "a 

mayde", his triumphant slaying of the boar and the murder of 

h is tHO une les : 

"To s Ie this boor was a I the contre raysed, 
Altlonges ,vhich ther com, this boor to se, 
A mayde, 60n of this world the beste ypreysed; 
And Heleagre, lord of that contree, 
He loved so this fresshe mayden free, 
That with his manhod, er he walde stente, 
This boor he slough, and hire the hed he sente; 

"Of ~ .. 7hich, as aIde bakes tellen us, 
Ther ros a eontek and a gret envye; 
And of this lord descended Tideus 
By ligne, or ellis aIde bookes lye. 
But ho;,j this He leagre gao to dye 
Tho1~ugh his moder, ,;wl I yO\\1 naught telle, 
For a1 to lange it Fere for to d\velle," (V,lL~71-8Li.) 

Although Cassandra necessarily compresses the tale, the main 

points a:G"~ n_eve:::-theless clear ly Bl:ated~ H.el.eagr.@, "1{};r.g 

of that contree" becomes so enamom~ed by "a mayde, oon of this 

world the best ypreysec1" (V,1l,73) that he risks his life in 

combat "lith the boar in order to win the esteem of "this fresshe 

mayden free". (V, It} 75.). Hhen he succeeds in s laying the boar, 

he sends to the "fresshe .rnayc1en" (Atalanta) the head--a tribute 

of great respect. This action so infuriates Meleagre's uncles 

Plex5_ppus and Toxeus, that "ther ros a contek anda gret envye u
, (V, 1479); 
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the ensuing Ifcontek" results in the murder of the uncles by 

Meleagre and subsequently his ovm death at the \·1ill of his 

mother, the grief-stri~ken sister of the slaughtered Plexippus 

and Toxeus. There is a subtle shift in emphasis from Chaucer's. 

SOUTce in Ihe MetamoI.pho_ses_; in Ovid, Atalanta, a huntress, 

scores the first hit on the boar thereby inciting the jealousy 

of the male hunters; and although Heleagre finally kills the 

boar, she actually earns the tribute of the severed h~ad by 

her hunting skill. Ovid also emphasizes the passionate element 

of the tale: flAs soon as his (Neleagre's) eyes fell on her (At

lanta) the Calydonian hero straightHsy longed for her ... he 

felt the flames of love steal through his heart.'1 37 Chaucer, 

ho\.Jever, chooses to omit the "huntress" aspect of Atalanta's 

role, making the tale centre on Heleager's passion and the 

subsequent murders. 

The third phase and the longest of Cassandra's narrative 

centres on the siege of Thebes~ its c~use aud results. The 

Theban romance, already alluded to in the opening of Book II is 

noVl given a thorough reworking follmving closely the Theba~~ 

of Statius. Polynices and Eteocles, sons (and brothers) of 

Oedipus, agree to rule Thebes alternate years; however, ,.;hen the 

first year expires, Eteocles refuses to relinquish control 

to his brother. Hhile in exile from Thebes, Polynices becomes 
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the "felm'7e" or s~vorn brother of Tydeus; in true brotherly spirit, 

quite unlike the feuding of the natural brothers, Tydeus leads 

a band to Thebes to protest on behalf of the \VYonged Po lynices : 

She tolde ek how Tideus, er she stente, 
Unto the stronge citee of Thebes, 
To cleymen kyngdom of the citee, wente, 
For his felawe, daun Polymytes, 
Of \\1hieh the brother, dauD Ethiocles, 
Ful '\vrongfully of Thebes held the strengthe; 
This tolde she by proces, al by lengthe. (V,148S-9l) 

Cassandra stre-sses the heroism of Tydeus uho Ilslough fifty 

knyghtes stoute" (V,1493) and praises the valiant though vain 

efforts of the "seven kynges" (V, 1.L~9S) • She cone ludes her ta 1e 

of Thebes by recounting the dual fratricide and the burning 

of the tovm: 

She gan ek tel1e hyrn how that eyther brother, 
Ethiocles and Polymyte also, 
At a scarmuche ech of hem slough other, 
And of In-gyves "7epynge and hire HO; 
And how the tOHn was brent, she tolde ek tho. 
And so desceDdeth down from gestes olde 
To Diomede, and thus she spak and tolde. (V,1506-l2) 

Cassandra I S init ial PlH'-I~Qse of interpreting the ident ity 

of the boar is at last fulfilled: 

"This iEee boor bitokneth Diomede, 
Tideus sone, that down descended is 
Fro Meleagre, that made the booJ: to blede. 
And thy lady, Hherso she be, YHis, 
This Diomede hire herte hath, and she his. 
Wep if thaw walt, OJ: lef! For, out of doute, 
This Diomede is inne, and thm·! art oute." (V, 1513-9) 

After fifty-six 1.ines of poetry, Cassandra finally arrives 

at the point of her whole discourse---the identity of Diomede. 
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But this climactic revelation concerning Diomede need not 

have been preceeded by such a lengthy digression on the 

romance of Thebes; even Cassandra's alleged reason of shmving 

ho-';·J "that Fortune overthro\·]e/Hath lordes olde" does not seem 

to merit this extensive discourse. Yet the placement of this 

passage so close to the conclusion of the entire poem strongly 

suggests that Chaucer had basic and vital reasons for its 

inclusion ... 

An evaluation of each of these tales considering their 

outcomes and their motivations may shed light on a perplexing 

matter. As already observed, Cassandra's narration hinges on 

three separate tales--one about Diana, one about Neleagre, 

one about the siege of Thebes; it is noteHorthy that the first 

involves a deity, the second a mortal and the third a political 

situation. All of these stories epd in bloodshed; Diana's 

revenge causes the death of noble Gre~ks; Neleagre murders 

his uncles and is in turn violently k:i.lled; the siege of Ih~bes 

results in the slaughtel" of many valiant warriors as well as 

the dual fratricide. All of these conclusions are violent, bloody 

and tragic. 

Hhat is not so readily apparent, hOHever, are the basic 

causes of these awesome events; nevertheless, a careful 

consideration of the three tales, individually, reveals three 

basic reasons for the subsequent tragedies. The cause of Diana's 
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\·rrath is that "Grekis nolde don hire sacrifise" (V, 1465) ; 

ti1erefoL'e, the Greeks ,<lere negligent in their respons ibili ty 

to their deity and their plight is due directly to irresponsi

bility. The first basic cause of these tragedies is the shirk

ing of duty. The cause of Meleagre's double murders and hi~ 

O'l'ffi surcease is not the boar, but his lust for Atalanta 'Ivhom 

liRe loved so this fresshe mayden free!! (V ,ll.t 75) . Ris insistence 

that the boar's head be given to Atalanta triggers the imr.1ed

iate melee, but the basic cause of the strife is Meleager's 

lustful passion. The second cause of tragedy is blind lust. 

The cause of the siege of Thebes and the ensuing violence 

and bloodshed is due directly to the disloyalty of brothers 

and the hatred of kinsmen. The cause of this tragedy, therefore, 

is fraternal treachery. Collectively, the causes of the three 

tragedj_es related to Diana, Heleagre and Thebes, are respectively, 

the shirking of duty, blind lust and brother ly treachery. 

Ina deft str-cke,Cha.ucer has sumlllariz@Qt;heenti~e tragetly 

of TroLll1~~1d_Crj,-s~'y'~_~ in terms of Theban romance for Troilus, 

the hero, is guilty of these same three offenses. He is first 

seen in the temple admiring Crisey~e, not sacrificing to Pallas; 

his purpose in slaying Greeks is to impress his lady, not to defend 

his besieged Troy; his feigned illness in order to woo his lady 

is perpetrated at a time of national crisis. Troilus is guilty 

of shir~ing duty on all sides--religious, moral and national. 
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That he is guilty of blind lust in the pursuit of Criseyde has 

already been firmly established (Chap.III). His duplicity in 

his relationship with Deiphebus makes him 3uilty of a type of 

treachery perhaps not so violent as that of Polynices and 

Eteocles, but degrading, nevertheless, for one of his royal 

statu~e. Not to be disnissed lightly is the oath he utters against 

his \·,hole family when he senses Fortune's changing countenance: 

"A Ilas, Fortune! if that my lif in joie 
Displeased hadde unto thi foule envye, 
Why ne haddesto;·] my fader, kyng of Troye> 
Byraft the lif, or don my bretheren dye, 
Or slayn myself, that thus comple7ne and 

~, 

crye. (IV, 27Lf-8) 

This aHesome cu:-:se, -.;·]hich is soon fully granted, places Troilus 

in the ranks of Oedipus, the classic figure of tragic patricide, 

and it is ironic that only a few lines lat~r, Troilus utters 

these ,.lOrels: 

Ne nevere \·:01 1 seen it shyne or reyne, 
But ende I wol, as Edippe, in derknesse 
t·ly son/ful lif, and dyen in distresse.(IV,299-301) 

~h i-8 is a most p;:171ep-t~.cpctSsa-ge, because'froilus) alreatiy in 

spiritual darkness, is figuratively as blind as the tra~ic 

Oedipus and his life will soon end in the same misery and 

"distresse: ' . Therefore, the shirking of duty, blind lust and 

brotherly treacbery are all traits present in Troilus' pro-

r;ressively deterim:ating character. Cassandra, as he:: predecessor 

warns him in this allezorical mode of the tragedies he invites 

by his degenerate behaviour. 
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Cassandra's narrative also has implications for Troy which 

is in the same state of moral deterioration as Troilus. Plead-

ing for his daughter's rallsom, Ca lkas com,nents on Troy's 

'!For certein, Phebus and NeptLlllL1S bothe, 
That makeden the \\Ialles or the tmvn, 
Ben with the folk of Troie alwey so \\Irothe, 
That they wol brynge it to conrusioun, 
Right in despit of kyng Lameadoun. 
Bycause he nolde payen hem here hire, 
The tom) of Troie shal ben set on-fiTe. II (IV ,120-6) 

According to Calkas,Troy's doom is due directly to a refusal 

by the early founder to make proper restitution to the gods. 

Since this passage is an addition to his source in Boccaccio, 

Cn8ucer undoubtedly meant this neglect of payment to have 

vita 1 significance. The Trojans I spurni_ng of Phebus and l\(ept.~\')e 

is analogous to the Greeks' spurning of Diana; both the Trojans 

and the Greeks are guilty of irresponsibility O~ shirking of duty. 

Just as Troy is to burn because of divine \-7rath, so in Cassandra's 

ta.le lithe tmm was brent I' (V, 1510) . Since Thebes' burning is not 

found in Statius (Chaucer's source for this portion) and is 

another variat ion by Chaucer, it s"eems cone Ius lve that he \Vas 

very much concerned to parallel the histories and the progressive 

deterioration of both cities. 

The integral relationship between lust and national crisis 

Has readily apparent even to Troilus: 

!IFirst, syn tho,} \'100St this to\-li.1 hath a 1 this Herre 
For ravysshyng of wornman so by mY3ht, 
It sholde nought be suffred me to erre, 
As it stant now, ne don so g~et unright. n CIV,547-50) 
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The rape and seduction of Helen by Paris had triggered the 

Trojan ",ar and Has the continued cause of strife and slaughter. 

The "ravysshyng of Hammen" by Paris is analogous to Neleaere's 

pursuit of Atalanta in that neither prince not lord considered 

either the exigencies or the consequences of their lustful 

actions. The "fruits" of blind lust in Paris' case are the 

futile deaths of countless valiant Trojans; the immediate results 

of Neleagre's lust are the murders of his uncles. Yet Chaucer 

is emphatic about the ancestry of Tydeus, the hero of the siege 

of Thebes: 

HOf ,·~hich, as aIde bakes tellen us, 
Ther ros a contek and a gret envye; 
And of this lord descended Tideus 
By ligne, or ellis aIde bookes lye.~~(V,l~.78-81) 

The connection is drmvn bet~,]een Tydeus and the lustful 

He leagre in such a "JaY that the sordid events of the Theban 

conflict are related to Meleagre if not indirectly made his 

res pons ibi lity. The t,·!O cit ies, Troy and Thebes, beco:ne the 

hapless victims of blind lust. 

On the political level, Troy is in dire straits, for 

Troilus, Paris and Deiphebus, the Trojan princes, are all far 

more vitally concerned with their paramours than with the 

affairs of state. With the younger brothers of the royal house 

so deeply engrossed in petty scheming, Hector faces an impossible 

task. lIHe usen here no \'7ormnen to to sellel! (IV, 182) is his 
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stirring pronouncement in par1ia8ent regarding Criseyde's 

exchange, but his is indeed a "voice in the wilderness" for 

his disinterested benevolence will soo~ be drowned out by the 

clamour of dissent. Hector's '''isdom is challenged openly 

with the result that Criseyde is traded for Antenor, the 

traitor HOO will eventually cause the downfall of Troy. 

Pandarus, the trusted friend and confidant of King Priam 

as well as the princes, offers this advice to Troilus: 

"Porthi ris up, as nought ne "Jere, anon, 
And wassh thi face, and to the kyng thaw wende, 
Or he may >'Jondren whider tho\v art goon. 
Thaw most "lith ,'iisdom hym and othere blencleY(IV,6L}5-8) 

The final line, !lThoH most Hith Hisclom hym and othere blende", 

is the sad commentary on the type of re lat ionships rarnpant 

among the r.wmbers of the royal establishment. Pandarus and 

Troilus are not brothers, but terms of brotherly affection 

a::-e used so flippantly by them both that they become devoid of 

meaning, exhibiting a hollol·mess ,'lhich is symptomati.c of the 

decaying social and political situation of Troy. Troy in its 

state of political chaos is certainly analogous to Thebes I'lhich 

is rent assunder by the curse of Oedipus and the resultant 

treachery of brothers. Therefore, on the national level, Troy 

itself is guilty of shirking duty (to Phebus and Apollo), 

of blind lust (Paris and Helen) and of treachery (social and 

political chaos). 

F 
i 
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With a deft stroke, Cassandra's narrative links the 

respective fates of Thebes, Troilus and Troy; although masked under the 

guise of Fortune, the narrative in reality sermonizes 011 the 

folly of th~ shirking of duty, the pursuing of blind lust, and 

the d ishonouring of one's kinsmen. Cassandra's purpose in 11 

Fi}ostr_<:tt0 , as already noted, is to denounce Troilo' s foolish 

but her range of perception is expanded to include Thebes 

and Troy thereby giving the poem an historical perspective and 

a universality Hhich enriches and intensifies its thematic 

value. Immediately after Cassandra is summarily dismissed by 

the irate Troilus, Chaucer states: 

Fortune \,]hich that pennutacioull 
Of thynges hath, as it is hire comitted 
Thorugh purveyaunce and disposicioun 
Of heighe Jove, as regiJes shal be flitted 
Fro folk in foE:, or \'7hen they 8hal be smytted, 
Gan rulle aHey the fethe-res brighte of Traie 
Fro day to day, til they ben bare of jaie.(V,lS/fl-7) 

re lentless 1y into the same orb:i,t; Fortune, vhich "gan pulle 

awey the fet.heres brighte of Traie" is again described as 

subordinate to "heighe Javel!. Consequently, the ignoring of 

Fortune's "permutacioun/Of thynges" is an inherent possibil-

ity but one which Fortune's :lfoles ll
, vlhether Theban or Trojan, 

never consider much less comprehend. 
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THE EPILOGUE 

The most meticulously analyzed and most \videly reviewed 

section of the Troilu~an_c1 Criseyc1e is the epilogue, the 

name com!11only assigned to the final t\velve verses. Structurally 

the epilogue and the four prologues are complementary in that 

they frara8 the poem as a Ivhole lending a sense of architectural 

balance; the.-riattca lly, the epilogue finalizes the events "lhich 

have been initiated in the f~regoing introductions. Although 

some references to the epilogu"e> the one exception is Th~ 

commellt--indeed r~fuses to ackno,)ledge its existence. Rog?t' 

a::ld the glaring omissio,1 states: "The quest of courtly love 

from its source to the sea of modern love-marriage which is 

the thrilling thene Qf J"e'.7is I So book has in ihi.s chapt~r dis-

torted the balance of his fine perceptions: he has ignored 

the fact that into its Chaucer ian tributary the=e flayed another 

stream of Christian lov2, is described by John P. McCall: 

"In the clos:Lng stanzas Chaucer dLrects our attention not only 

to Troilus, now departed, and to Troy, now in grief, but also 

1 
Roger Sharrock, "Second T:lOl~ghts: C. S. Lellis on Chaucer IS 

~]~~oj)l1S_lJ, ~I.f., VIII (1.958), 137 

123 
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to the relationship of both to the awesome facts of the after-

life, and the redem?tive love of Christ".2 Sharrock and 

McCall freely acknowledge the Christian content of the epilogue--

a concept \<lhich fails to adapt itself to Lewis' "quest of 

court ly love If • 

Critical theories vary widely in scope expressing diverse 

opinions on the interpretation and the value of the epilogue. 

Boyd A. Wise3 shows the similarities with the envoy of The 

Th~bai.i proving conclusively the extensive influence of Statius 

on Chaucer. The classic analysis of the epilogue is presented 

by John Tatlock ~)o divides the twelve verses into six thematic 

sections tracing thei:c respective sources and meanings; his 

final ve::dict, hOivever, seems to he one of disillusionment 

for he concludes that: liThe feeling in the Epilog is in no 

Hay fOl'eshadm-7ed at the beginnins or elsewhere; it does not 

illumine or modify; it contradicts. he tells the ~-}hole 

story in one mood and ends i.n anotherll.l~ The folarity of 

feeling engendered by the epilogue is evident from the two 

disparate vieHS of Theodore St?:'oud and Horton Bloomfield '-1hen 

the former calls it a " pa linode"5 and the latter calls it a 

2 John P. HcCall, liThe Trojan Scene in Chaucer's !'l:"0:Lll!.?_", 
p.271}. 

l~ John S. Tatlock, "The Epilog of ChaL1cer's Irg}lus.", 
pr I XVIII (i\p::i1 1921), p.636. 

5 Theodore S:::-coud, "Boethius' Influence on Chaucer's Troi lus!! 
------ I 

p .123. 



!1perorati.on".6 Ha Iter C. Curry te:-ms the epilogue "a sorry 

performance ll7 \.7hile E. Talbot Donaldson su~gests that it j.s 

in reality an eighteen verse epilogue ",hich "leads up, not 

to Christ, 8 son of God, but to his mother, daughter of Eve". 

In this manner the dispute rages and will continue to do so 
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as long as literary criticism flourishes. Perhaps one of the 

most rational assessments of the epilo~ue was presented nearly 

tHenty years ago by John Speir.s: ITThere is no ground uhatever 

it is distinctively mediaeval, and makes explicit 1;'7hat has 

without doubt been implicit throughout the poern--a portion of 

Chaucer's mediaeval gravity--that above the human love is to be 

set the love of God. 1l9 

By recalling that this is the same poet who later. com?osed 

by theL- philosophical and relig;.ollS didacticism give The 

to conceive of Chaucer composing a conclusion to his Troilus 

1;'7hich "muld summarize s:1c1 illuminate the foregoing events. It 

is highly significant that the three themes inherent in the role 

of Thesiphone are analogous to the three themes developed in 

6 Horton Bloomfie ld ,01 Distance and Predest inat ion in !roilus 
§'Il..d_CL1::seyd~", p.20L 

7 Halter Clyde Curry, "Destiny in Troill1.i?.._~_Tld C~Js~'yde, p. 66. 
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Cassandra's narrative. The concupiscent love inspired by Thesiphone 

is the same blind passion T.'lhich seizes Meleagre; the fraternal 

disorder incited by Th~siphone is the same hostility bred between 

the Theban brothers; the treachery fostered by Thesiphone in-

valves a spurnin~ of basic loyalties and responsibilities which 

is paralleled in the Greeks' shirking of their sacrificial rites 

and spiritual obligations. The three themes of concupiscence, 

fraternal malice and treachery l~lich are developed throughout 

the course of the poem all culminate :tn the epiloE;ue Hhich 

offers alternate choices or atti.tudes based on Christian Doctrine. 

1Vhen Troi Ius is slain, he is s\v:lft ly transported to a 

sphere from T;lhich he looks back on earth and contemp lates 

the scene he has just left: 

And cloun from thennes faste he gan avyse 
This litel spot of erthe, that with the se 
Embraced is, and fully gan despise 
This wrecched world, and held al vanite 
To respect of the pleyn felicite 
That is in hevene above; and at the laste, 
Ther he ,'las slayn, his lokyng dovn he caste. 

And in hymself he lough right at the wo 
Of hem that Hepten for his deth so faste; 
And dampned al oure '·-ierk that fa 10\'7eth so 
The blynde lust, the uhich that may nat laste, 
And sholden al oure herte on heven caste. 
And forth he wente, shortly for to telle, 
Ther as Mercurye sorted hym to dwelle. (V,lB14-27) 

Troi Ius laughs at the '\-m" of his mourners and scorns the "blynde 

lust II ,·lhich is pursued so eagerly by mortals; the ephemera 1 

qual;.ty of human love finds its eteT,1al counterpart ~"hen "al 

oure herte on heven [~.:iJ caste". Troilus has not under;::;olle 
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love's rlennoblement" 10 nor is he lIour saint"t 1 he has merely 

becor.le enlightened by the opportunity for objective retrospec-

tion. As the true object of devotion is found in flthat sothe-

fast Crist", so the proper attitude is to 

loveth hym, the \'lhich that right for love 
Upon a crois, oure soules for to beye, 
First starf, and roos, and sit in hevene above. (V,1842-4) 

The ans,;·;er to "blynde lust" is dedication to the most exalted, 

the mo-st noble, the most abiding of Loves found in "hevene above", 

is the buying and selling of love. Introduced in the prologue 

to Book II in "so nold I nat love purchace" (11,33), the theme 
I 

re-emer;!:es in Bool( IV as Troilus dec lares of Criseyde that he 

IImay hiTe nought rurchace" (IV ,557). In Hector's resounding 

pro-clamat fan "He lisen here no \'lOElmen for to se lle ll (IV, 182) 

is the same theme used, however, in a stroke of scintillating 

i:L'ony fOj~ although he speaks "lith the most noble of intent ions 

his yelln-ger h!CBthers a'r-e G>3-tivat-eflby f-arl-ess heneU):ahle t-r-aits. 

In the 1180thefast Crist: 1 is found the only pure Love, the Love 

,·)hich d:i_ed upon a cross "oure soules for to beye lf
, Since Troilus 

has already sold his soul to Criseyde in the worthless pursuit 

of "blinde lust", he must forego his heavenly re';vard accepting 

instead his seat in the pagan "spere lT of purgation, IlTher as 

10 Peter Heidtmann, "S ex and Sa 1vation in !ro}:lll~ al:!.~ 
Crisevde", Chaucer :levie~q, 11,1, (Summer, 1967),246. ---- ~'- .. - -----~--------

11 Theodore Stroud, ITBoeth:i.us' Influence on Chaucer's 
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Hercurye sorted hym to d'·7elle". There is no inherent an-

achronism since Troilus is not conducted to heaven by choirs 

of angels but is guided by a pagan psychopomp to a pagan 

realm for pagan purification. This' doctrine of Christian sal-

vation is not for Troilus' benefit, 'but is offe~ed specifically 

to Chaucer's contemporaries: 

o yonge, fresshe folkes, he or she 
In 1-7hich that love up grm'7eth with youre a8e, 
Repeyreth hom fro wor ldl:" vanyte, 
And of youre h~rte up casteth the visage 
To thi1ke God that after his ymage 
Yow made, and thynketh a1 nys but a faire 
This \'lOr ld, that passeth s :>one as floures fed.re. 

(V,1835-41) 

If yOU:13 lovers will shun '\lOrldly vanyte" regai~ding it. as 

trans5_e::1t as the flfJ_oures faire", and cast their attentions 

instead on "the visage" of God, then they Hill find real Love, 

and t::ue salvation in liLm Hho died "oure soules for to beye ll 

(V, 1843). 

The two themes of fraternal hatred and treacherous speech 

which run concur~ently throughout the poem find mutusl expression 

in the epilogue: If Such fyn hath false HOl~ldes brotelnesse! II 

(V,1832) Yet each theme also finds fulfillment in the promise of 

steadfast loyalty and g~acious beneficence: 

For he nyl falsen no wight, dar I seye, 
That wol his herte a1 holly on byo leye. 
And syn he best to love is and most meke, 
~·rnat nedeth £eyncde loves for to seke? (V, IUIS-8) 

from the fabrication of brotherly affection to the rank pretense 
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of the faithless mistress. Standing in stark contrast to 

Pandarus' wily scheming, Troilus' willing involvement and 

Criseyde's cruel deception is the promise that II he E:hris~ 

nyl ralsen no wightll. Abiding loyalty can only be found in 

devotion to "that sothefast Crist" in t.Jhom is manifested the 

true spirit of brotherhood--the brotherhood ~'7hich is revealed 

by Hector the noble pagan, ubose mot :i.vat ions a 1\'78YS stem from 

disinterested benevolence. In Hector rests the pagan exemplar 

of Christian love, truth and honour; ~his is not to imply that 

'Hector is a Christ figure, but only that as a virtuous pagan 

he,deQonstrates Christ-like characteristics. The dual themes 

of fraternal malice and treacherous speech find a mutual res

olution in the example of true brotherhood manifested by the 

Tlsothefast Crist ll
• 

The series of charzes against: "payens corsed aIde rites ll 

(V,lS/+9) and IIJove, Appollo, of Nars, of SHieh rascaille!!1(V,1853) 

is not to be construed as a condemnation, of paganism. The 

survival of the pagan gods in such disparate fields as astrol-

ogy, astronomy, art, architectu~e and literatu~e, offered no 

threat to fourteenth century Christianity and as such did not 

incur this ~oet's righteous indignation. In the epilogue, 

Chaucer's concern is £01' the I-'yonge, fresshe fa lkes 'I like 

Troilus Hho Clay mistake lI~<70rldly vanyte" for "havena above", 

and ,ilio may misconstrue the ephemeral for the eternal. 
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Chaucer I S anxiety l.s di.rected more tm'lard social than religious 

proble8S for he perceives in the society of fourteenth century 

En~sland the same seeds of decay uhich destroyed the Trojan 

dynasty. "Heilce the picture of ancient Troy is a kind of 

mirto;: image of Chauce:...-'s oun Horld, strange but familiar, 

h '" 12 lost in t e past but rooted in toe present . The problem 

of medieval England is not paganism but the general laxity 

in the sod.al mores--a laxity Fhich can only be resolved by 

dedication to Christ and Christian principles. 

Direct 1n3 his poem for clue cons ide!:at ion to the "mora 1 

GO':7ei:'l a:ld to the "philosophical Strode", Chaucer concludes 

f:Lrst th:-ee J.ines of ~·.'h:i.ch are a pal'aphl-ase of Dante t s Pa:ca-

cliso (XIV,22-30): 

Thaw Don, and two, and thre, eterne on lyve, 
That regnest ay in thre, and two, and oon, 
Urlcircumscript, and al ~aist circumscrive, 
Us froo visible and invisible foon 
Defende, and to thy mercy, everi~hon, 

So ::181:e us, Jesus, £0,: thi. 111e;-cy ch~t1(~, 

For love of mayde and moder thyn benisne. Amen. 
(V,1863-9) 

This is the fi.na1 invocation of: the Troil_u.~<:t.l:.l.!_ Cr:i~gJ.d£, 

an entreaty to the Ch~istian Deity for defence against '~isible 

.:l' .' • b 1 .c "(V] r:. 6 6 ) an~' J.nV.l.SJ . .ce LOO;:) , .r.; • The stark simplicity and regular 

metre of "oon, and t·\'70, and th:c'e,H Hith "thre, and tuo, and 

oon" create a feeling of stab:L lity and order, the im?licit 

SU3'.?;cstion of a sound universe "lith a firm foundation. The 

12 Donald ~~. HO'imrd, D~~J.!\I:.e_e_TeI'-.p!.<:tt:Lo.~:_J'~~..9ie:~La].._}'1a21.}n 
Search of the HOj~ld, (P::inceton: 1966), p. 114. __ • ____ ____ ~~·_~· ___ r ____ ____ _ ~_ 
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basis of the orderly universe is the Trinity, that unique 

Christian concept of three powers in one holding equal authority. 

It is significant that Jesus the Ilmortal" segmeDt of the 

tripal-t union is specified in relation to Hary, the IImayde 

and mode;:-II. Chaucer's uncanny sense of subjective and 

thematic balance is nO\vhere more keenly felt than here: 

the poem opens with Thesiphone, a f~male deity, the inciter of 

concupiscent love, then concludes Hith Na:::y anothe::- female, 

the Chri.stian symbol of virtuous love, Thesiphone and Nary 

uho represent the polaritj.es of love, concupiscent and VL;:-tllOLlS} 

demm~cate the introductio:'1 and cone Ius ion of the Troi.lu8 and 

The major l:hemes which are introduced in the prologue to 

Book I and are developed throughout the poem are resolved 

in the epilogue. }::ach prologue initiates the action of the 

follo\7ing book just as each invocation sets the mood and 

controls the atmosphere for e~slling even~s. Thesiphone fosters 

concupiscent love, fraternal hostility and treachery, Cleo 

suggests the implicit didacticism in cultural relativity and 

in poetic achievement, Venus pu~ports the theme of duality in 

love, one concupiscent, one virtuous, Calliope, the muse of epic 

poetry seems strangely out of context in this story of illicit 

love, yet this is surely Chaucer's ironic humour at its best. 

Fortune \-7h08e fickle nature dominates much of the poem deflotes 

a bas~_c philosophic duality·--the belief in destiny or free '·Jill. 
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Alecto and Megara, the ominous sisters of the dread Thesiphone, 

inspire cupi.dinous thou3hts and \'Icathful vengeance. Each 

presiding deity, Thesirhone, Cleo, Venus and Fortune establishes 

the mood [or her respective bo01~ but her influence prevails 

throughout the poem as a Hhole sha!.Jing and directing the 

deve lopment of the predominant the'l1es. 

'Hhi.ch is virtually unnoticed, i.s Chaucer I s choice in the 

invocations of a !tfemale pantheon II. All of the deities involced, 

Thesi.phone, Cleo, Venus, Calliope, FortU"i1e} Eegara and Alecto 

are females with the one exe'eption of Nars; yet the aspect of 

Hars uhi.ch is presented in the poem is not the fierce god of 

Hal"} but the subdued male, dooinated by the charras of Venus. 

nation of cl society Hhicb has allOlved the normal hierarchy to 

become inverted and perverted. Troilus, in allowing himself to 

become dooinated by Criseyde shuns all personal responsibility 

and political duty; his sin, however, is only a microcosm of 

the Trojan scene: 

Yt is weI wist how that the Grekes, stronge 
In armes, Hith a thousand-shippes, wente 
To Troie\'Jardes, and the cite longe 
Assegeden, neigh ten yer er they stente, 
And in diverse wise and 000 entente, 
The ravysshyng to \-7reken of Eleyne, 
By Paris don, they 'moughteo al hir peyne. (1,57-63) 

Chaucer alerts his audience in the very first verse of the 

poem that Troy is uncle.: the "governaunce" of feraales and that 
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her ruin is inevitable. The "fema Ie pantheon" invol(ed by 

Chaucer enhances the pervad ing thene of the fo lly inherent 

in a female. dominated society. Hars, the one male invol::ecl, 

is a mere shadmv of the once fierce god \\1ho in his abj eet 

subjugation mirrors the tragedy impinging upon Troilus and 

upon Troy. 
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